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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. i�iii. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSEDITORIAL: TOWARD A PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METHODOLOGY FOR THEPI-CALCULUS FAMILY OF FORMAL MODELING LANGUAGESProess aluli are tools apable of modeling large distributed systems of onurrent proesses and amongthem Pi-alulus, introdued by Milner et al. in 1992 (Milner 1992), is one of the most popular ones. Pi-alulusan be used to model modern onurrent systems ranging from the lowest level in software design, proeduralprogramming, to the highest level, omponent omposition and abstration (Milner 1999 and Sangiorgi 2001).The Pi-alulus has aroused intensive interests in researhers to study its appliability, extensibility, and otherproperties. For example, it has been shown that Pi-alulus is powerful enough to model various data strutures,objet-oriented programs, and ommuniation systems. It is also the basis of several experimental programminglanguages suh as Pit (Piere 2000), Join (Fournet 1997), and TyCO (Vasonelos 1998), et. The Pi-alulus isa alulus where both ommuniation and on�guration are primitives (Milner 1992) and has been suessfullyused to model features of objet-oriented programming languages (Walker 1995).My experiene supports the fat that the Pi-alulus is a promising formal foundation for modeling on-urrent objets (Rahimi 2003 and Shaw 1996) and for the de�nition of higher-level, reusable synhronizationabstrations (Shneider 1997). Other researh initiatives have proven that the Pi-alulus an be used to e�e-tively and preisely speify the on�guration and behavior of onurrent programs and to dedue their behavioralproperties (Radestok 1994). With all the advantages that Pi-alulus o�ers, it does not provide any formalmethod to be used for performane evaluation of systems it desribes. In this editorial, I present a diretionfor the design and implementation of a performane evaluation module by using the Markov Chain and MarkovReward Model (Bolh 1998).To be able to onstrut a Markov Chain for a formally desribed system, we plan to expand the Pi-alulusby adding some performane primitives and assoiating performane parameters with eah ation that takesplae internally in a system. These inlude ations suh as sending and reeiving messages from one omponentto another omponent. By using suh parameters, designers an benhmark their omponent-oriented units andompare the performane of di�erent arhitetures against one another.Markov Chain (MC) was introdued by A. A. Markov in 1907 and has been in use for performane analysissine 1950. A Markov hain onsists of a set of states and a set of labeled transitions between these states andis a sequene of random values whose probabilities at a time interval depend upon the values at the previousstates. There exist two types of Markov Chains: Continuous-Time Markov Chains (CTMCs) and Disrete-TimeMarkov Chains (DTMCs). CTMCs are distint from DTMCs in the sense that state transitions may our atanytime and not merely at �xed, disrete time points, as is the ase with DTMCs. More information aboutMarkov Chains an be found in (Bolh 1998).By proving that a system modeled by Pi-alulus (or an extension of it) is CTMC, the performane eval-uation methodology ould be built using Markov Chains theory. The steps needed to be taken for MC-basedperformane evaluation of a formal model desribed in Pi-alulus or its extensions are projeted to be asfollow:1. Forming the state diagram of the system (based on MC theory): To do so, we onsider the originalsystem expression in Pi-alulus to represent the initial state of the system. Every redution appliedto the initial system expression would produe a possible next state.2. Utilizing the state transition rate funtions to alulate the rate for eah transition: The transition ratefuntion is de�ned as the total number of the transitions in the unit time. From (Bolh 1998), we knowthat the state sojourn times of a homogeneous CTMC must have the memory less property (does notremember the previous states). Sine the exponential distribution is the only ontinuous distributionwith this property, the random variables denoting the sojourn times (ti), also alled holding times, mustbe exponentially distributed. If ri denotes the ith transition rate, it obviously follows that ri = 1/ti.Therefore, for the purpose of this development, ti is based on the exponential distribution with theparameter (λ) equal to ri.3. By assoiating eah rate with its appropriate transition in the state diagram, the Markov Chain diagramwould be formed.4. If it is an ergodi Markov Chain, de�ned in (Bolh 1998), the steady probability of eah state (π) ouldbe found by solving the equation: π ∗ Q = 0, where Q is the in�nitesimal generator matrix, de�ned ini



ii Shahram Rahimi(Bolh 1998). The �nal performane value of the system would be equal to: ∑n

i=1
ri ∗ πi, where ri and

πI are the reward and the steady probability for the state Si.5. If it is not an ergodi Markov Chain, whih means the system will eventually stop at some ertain states,then the reward will be assigned for eah transition separately. In this ase, we an only alulate theperformane of the system exeuting from one state to another.By utilizing Markov state-based and transition-based reward models, performane evaluation an be ex-euted for systems desribed in Pi-alulus or its extensions. The performane evaluation module ould beintegrated into a visualization tool, suh as ACVisualizer (Rahimi 2006), so the user, after visualizing ompo-nent omposition, an verify the model and evaluate its performane against other arhitetures before �nalizingthe design for implementation.Here is a basi example to illustrate the above steps. In this example, a system is omposed from two mainomponents: a Memory and a Proessor. The memory unit waits on the hannel to reeive an address and thenuses another hannel to send the data out. The proessor sends an address to the memory, waits for the datato be reeived and then ontinues exeuting the instrution (τ):
Mem ≡ req(addr ).ans〈data〉.Mem

Pr ocessor ≡ req〈addr 〉.ans(data).τ.Pr ocessorAording to the �rst step, desribed above, we �rst have to redue the model step by step using Pi-alulusredution rules. Eah redution step introdues a state whih an be used to form the state diagram in �gure 1a.In this �gure:
S1 ≡ req(addr ).ans〈data〉.Mem | req〈addr 〉.ans(data).τ.Pr ocessor

S2 ≡ ans〈data〉.Mem | ans(data).τ.Pr ocessor

S3 ≡ Mem | τ.Pr ocessor

(a)
(b)Fig. 1. a) the State Diagram b) an ergodi Markov ChainThe speed of sending and reeiving data between the proessor and the memory depends on the bandwidthof the bus (noted as bwbus). So we use 1/bwbus to denote the ommuniation ost between the proessor andthe memory (based on step 2). The ost of exeuting the ation τ is denoted as 1/fe where fe is the lokfrequeny of the hipset. Based on this information, the state diagram an be transferred to the ergodi MarkovChain in �gure 1b (step 3).From step 4, suppose the steady probability vetor is π = (π1, π2, π2). From �gure 1b, we know thein�nitesimal generator matrix is:

Q =





−bwbus bwbus 0
0 −bwbus bwbus

fe 0 −fe



Sine π ∗ Q = 0 and π1 + π2 + π3 = 1, we an alulate π:
π =

(

fe/(bwbus + 2fe), fe/(bwbus + 2fe), bwbus/(bwbus + 2fe)
)

.



Toward a Performane Evaluation Methodology for the Pi-Calulus Family of Formal Modeling Languages iiiSuppose we want to evaluate the throughput of the system, then the rewards for states S1, S2, and S3 are 0,0, 1. The �nal performane equation, based on step 4 is:
0 ∗ fe/(bwbus + 2fe + 0 ∗ fe/(bwbus + 2fe) + 1 ∗ bwbus/(bwbus + 2fe) = bwbus/(bwbus + 2fe),whih, if given the numerial values for bwbus and fe, an provide the alulated throughput of the system.In summary, with all the advantages that utilization of a formal modeling tool may o�er to the design andimplementation of a sound and solid distributed system, the lak of a formal infrastruture for performaneevaluation ompromise its pratial utilization. Although the Pi-alulus family of formal languages is vastlyutilized, it does not provide any native theoretial mehanisms for performane evaluation of di�erent designapproahes for a partiular system. This de�ieny makes Pi-alulus inapable in assisting the user withdesign-for-performane whih is a ruial omponent of pratial appliation development. This editorial plotsa path to address this need in Pi-alulus.Shahram Rahimi,Department of Computer SieneSouthern Illinois University. REFERENCES[1℄ G. Bolh, S. Greiner, H. Meer, and K. S. Trivedi, Queuing Networks and Markov Chains Modelling and PerformaneEvaluation with Computer Siene Appliations, Wiley, New York. Borland International (1995), Delphi Benutzerhand-buh, 1998.[2℄ C. Fournet and L. Maranget, The Join-Calulus Language (release 1.05), Institut National de Reherhe en Informatiqueet Automatique, http://pauilla.inria.fr/join/manual/index.html 1997.[3℄ R. Milner, J. Parrow and D. Walker, A alulus of mobile proesses (Parts I and II), Information and Computation,vol. 100, no. 1, pp. 1�77, 1992.[4℄ R. Milner, Communiation and Mobile Systems: The π-Calulus, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 1999.[5℄ B. Piere and D. Turner, Pit: A programming language based on the Pi-alulus, In Proof, Language and Interation,MIT Press, 2000.[6℄ S. Rahimi, Using Api-Calulus for Formal Modeling of SDIAgent, a Multi-Agent Distributed Geospatial Data IntegrationSystem, Journal of Geographi Information and Deision Analysis, ISSN 1480-8943, vol. 7, No. 2, pp. 132�149, 2003.[7℄ S. Rahimi and R. Ahmad ACVisualizer: A Visualization Tool for API-Calulus, to appear in Multi-Agent and Grid Systems,2006.[8℄ M. Radestok and S. Eisenbah, What do you get from a pi-alulus semantis? Proeedings of Parallel Arhiteturesand Languages Europe (PARLE '94), LNCS 817, pp. 635�647, Springer, 1994.[9℄ D. Sangiorgi and D. Walker, The π-alulus: A Theory of Mobile Proesses, Cambridge University Press, CambridgeUK, 2001.[10℄ J. Shneider and M. Lumpe, Synhronizing Conurrent Objets in the Pi-Calulus, Proeedings of Languages and Modelswith Objets '97, Brest, 1997.[11℄ M. Shaw and D. Garlan, Software Arhiteture: Perspetives on an Emerging Disipline, Prentie Hall, 1996.[12℄ V. Vasonelos and R. Bastos, The TyCO Programming Language, http://www.n.up.pt/ lblopes/tyo/ 1998.[13℄ D. Walker, Objets in the Pi-Calulus, Information and Computation, vol. 116, no. 2, pp. 253�271, 1995.





Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, p. v. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSGUEST EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION: SOFTWARE AGENT TECHNOLOGYSoftware agent tehnology is an exiting paradigm whih an be e�iently applied to many distributedomputing problems, partiularly those that require dynami behavior to reah a solution. Software agenttehnology has emerged as an enhanement of, if not an alternative to, the traditional lient/server modelin suh an environment. Mobile agents an migrate to a desired remote peer and take advantage of loalproessing rather then relying on remote proedure alls (RPC) aross the network, as in the ase of lient/serversystems. Also, agents are entities whih funtion ontinuously and autonomously in a partiular environment,and are able to arry out ativities in a �exible and intelligent manner that is responsive to the dynamiallyhanging environment. Ideally, an agent that funtions ontinuously would be able to learn from experiene andhave apabilities to adapt to ad-ho events and apply suitable funtionality depending on the irumstanes.Employment of the agent tehnology in the traditional lient-server environments ould result in more robust,�exible and better performing solutions for many appliations.In this speial issue, we have olleted �ve utting edge researh papers whih are the extended versions ofa seleted group of the papers already published in �Intelligent Agent Systems 2005 (IAS 05) speial trak� atthe 18th International FLAIRS Conferene. The �rst paper, �Agents Go Traveling�, by D. O'Kane, D. Marsh,S. Shen, R. Tynan and G. M. P. O'Hare, is onerned with the infrastruture support for nomadi agents. Theauthors have introdued the Agent Travel Metaphor (ATM) whih o�ers a metaphor fostering integration ofontrol and seurity. The seond paper is entitled �Exploiting Shared Ontologies with Default Information forWeb Agents�, by Y. Ma, B. Jin, and M. Zhou. This paper uses distributed desription logi (DDL) to modelthe mappings between ontologies used by di�erent agents and further makes an extension to the DDL model.�A WS-Agreement Based Resoure Negotiation Framework for Mobile Agents� is the title of the third paper byD. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. Brazier. This paper presents a negotiation infrastruture withwhih agents aquire time-limited resoure ontrats through negotiation with one or more mediators instead ofindividual hosting systems. The fourth paper, �Agent Composition via Role-Based Infrastrutures�, by G. Cabri,proposes to build infrastrutures based on roles, whih are abstrations that enable the omposition of di�erentagents in an open senario. Finally the last paper, unlike the �rst four papers, presents an appliation ofsoftware agents for support of student mobility. This paper is authored by M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski andM. Paprzyki.We have tried our best to present quality works in this speial issue and ertainly hope that we have ahievedthis goal.Shahram Rahimi,Raheel AhmadDepartment of Computer SieneSouthern Illinois UniversityMailode 4511, CarbondaleIllinois 62901-4511
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 1�10. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSAGENTS GO TRAVELINGDONAL O'KANE , G. M. P. O'HARE∗, DAVID MARSH , SONG SHEN , AND RICHARD TYNANAbstrat.This paper is onerned with infrastrutural support for nomadi agents. Agent migration provides a wide range of advantagesand bene�ts to system designers, however issues relating to seurity and integrity mobile agents has mitigated against the harvestingof their true potential. Within this paper we introdue the Agent Travel Metaphor (ATM) whih o�ers a omprehensive metaphorfostering integrating of ontrol and seurity for mobile agents. We desribe the metaphor together with its inorporation withinthe Agent Fatory multi-agent system.1. Introdution. In reent years muh attention has been foused on the area of multi-agent systems andmobile agents. The term agent has numerous onnotations and an represent various software entities.In this paper the term agent implies an entity omprising of but not limited to the following properties:autonomy, soial ability, responsiveness, pro-ativeness, adaptability, mobility, veraity, rationality, and humanognition modeling tehniques suh as belief desire and intention. These de�ne a strong notion of ageny, [18℄.A mobile agent refers to the apaity of an agent to eletronially navigate a network in whih it exists, [17℄.Many arguments have been pro�ered as to the bene�ts and disadvantages of mobile agents, [5℄, and on theuse of agent-oriented programming as a design paradigm, [11℄.Numerous pitfalls have been identi�ed, suh as potential seurity issues involved in agent migration, [10, 5,14, 4℄, interoperability and language translation, [13, 8, 2℄ and dynami reation and management of an agent'sitinerary, [15℄.Various solutions to these drawbaks have been o�ered by whih to address the di�ulties assoiated withagent migration. If solutions ould be found to these impediments, then the potential bene�ts to be harvestedfrom seure agent mobility are immense. As yet, no system or approah has garnered universal support. Theitinerant agent framework, [4℄ is an example of a framework and design that, allows agent platforms to o�era seletion of servies targeted at roaming agents, with no spei� origin or home. [16℄ introdue the oneptof airports for internet agents. These airports provide a framework for ad-ho and unstable internet agents toaess resoures and maintain ommuniate hannels. However these are targeted at speify types of mobileagents, not at the general population.To address this lak of unity this paper introdues the Agent Travel Metaphor, (ATM), whih desribes andprovides a natural method to deploy and implement a vast range of tools and servies designed to o�er mobileagents various servies.The metaphor draws from the experiene of human travel and utilizes tehniques from the natural worldto provide servies suh as seurity, adaptation, ore ode protetion, ooperation and interoperation.This paper also proposes that the use of the ATM may provide a servie bakbone for mobile agents toexist, operate and lengthen their lifespan, by providing a range of servies and adaptation mehanisms.2. Mobile Agents�The Way Forward.2.1. Related Researh. The ability of an agent to migrate is de�ned as eletroni transfer of an agentfrom one point in a omputer network to another, [17℄. Many multi-agent systems support agent mobility andprovide servies to enable their agents to migrate e�iently.A diversity of enabling tehnologies have been adopted in order to underpin agent mobility. These inludemobility seurity measures, agent language translation, middle agents, load balaning mehanisms, ad-honetwork tools and agent ode protetion.Mobility Seurity: A variety of seurity issues arise when enabling agents with mobility. The main issuesare protetion of platforms from maliious agents, protetion of agents from maliious platforms, protetion ofagents from maliious agents and protetion of agents and platforms against other entities [10℄. Many systemshave been developed to takle these four problems, inluding design tehniques that limit an agents abilityto a�et the agent platform and sanning systems that ensure migrating agent are not arrying harmful odesuh as viruses and systems that utilize passport and visa douments and digital erti�ates, [9, 4℄, to enable
∗Adaptive Information Cluster (AIC), Department of Computer Siene, University College Dublin (NUI), Bel�eld, Dublin 4,Ireland. Gregory.OHare�ud.ie 1



2 Donal O'Kane et al.identi�ation and the origin of migrating agents, and thus provide agent platforms with a method to measurehow trustworthy a migrating agent is.Agent language translation: If an agent is migrating between heterogeneous multi-agent systems then itis possible for an agent to migrate to an agent platform that utilizes a di�erent agent ommuniation language,(ACL), than the migrating agent. Agent language translation allows the migrating agent to ommuniate andooperate with foreign agent platforms as well as foreign agents. Servies and agents that failitate interop-eration between heterogenous multi-agent systems exist and use meta languages, [2℄, diret translation, [4℄, orontologies,[8℄, to provide agents with a means of language translation.Middle agents: These are agents that provide a variety of stati servies to mobile agents. They aregenerally aepted to be system level agents or trusted agents that provide servies suh as naming and aessto shard resoures, [7, 4℄. Systems suh as the the itinerant agents framework, [4℄, and the SOMA system, [1℄,use a variety of middleware software to ensure seurity, interoperability and ommuniation servies to mobileagents.Load balaning mehanisms: Tools and servies that provide load balaning for their network have beendeveloped, [3℄.Ad-ho network tools: The ad-ho nature of ever hanging networks presents another massive set ofproblems for a mobile agent environment. For example, node disappearane and sudden unannouned reap-pearane auses a serious failure and reovery disovery problem. Nodes that fail are no longer reahable,agents exeuting on suh nodes are also no longer reahable. Any dependant agents or servies must either havethe ability to handle this failure or be noti�ed of its ourrene. Upon reovery or re-establishment of a nodeonnetion, the other nodes or entities must be made aware of the reovery, this is a non-trivial problem, [16℄.Agent ode protetion: Protetion for the ore of an agents mental state against viral ode and unautho-rized aess has been developed, [12℄. Agent platform administrators an assume benevolene of known agentsone their ritial ode is proteted.2.2. The Agent Travel Metaphor. The Agent Travel Metaphor, (ATM) adopted and introdued withinthis paper, borrows heavily from human travel. It onsolidates and expands previous work by other re-searhers that have adopted omponents and segments of the overall travel senario. Three lasses of humantravel an be identi�ed as useful for mobile agents, International travel, National travel and Metropolitantravel. In the human environment these lasses of travel all possess diverse proedures that determine issuessuh as how travel is initiated, how seure the travel is and a plethora of further servies provided for thetravelers.Metropolitan: An example of metropolitan travel would be traveling on a bus through a ity. For atraveler that lives in that ity this form of travel will result in destinations that are both similar to the originloation and familiar to the traveler. The origin and destination loations are almost idential, travel an beinitiated at any time with little or no preparation, seurity measures at at a minimum, the traveler has norequirement to prove their identity and must only purhase a tiket for a bus at the time of travel, and travelersalready possess most of what they need to arry out their tasks at the destination, (language translation,behavior learning et).National: An example of national travel would be traveling on a train from one ity to another, withinthe same ountry. This method of traveling is muh striter than metropolitan travel, there are more stringentseurity measures, the travelers must usually purhase a tiket in advane and must present this tiket uponrequest. The shedule is also muh more regulated, train time tables are usually muh more stritly adhered tothan a metropolitan bus timetable, also a traveler may be required to pak items neessary for their tasks asthey may not be available at the destination.International: An example of international travel would be traveling on an airplane from one ountryto another. This method of travel has the highest level of seurity requirements, passport, visa, tiket andbaggage heks at both origin and destination, a extremely limited timetable, only a few �ights per day topartiular destinations, and a limited hoie of diret destinations, requiring several stops to get to a parti-ular destination. Along with these is the possibility for a traveler to arrive at a destination with a di�erentlanguage and di�erent behavior as standard, the traveler must be taught or disover how to onform to thesenew requirements. Paking baggage is most important for international travelers as it beomes more di�-ult for them to proure the neessary items at foreign destination that will enable them to perform theirtasks.



Agents Go Traveling 3An example of the steps taken by a traveler undertaking an international lass of travel involves the followingsteps:
• Deide on destination(s).
• Contat a travel agent and negotiate a tiket prie.
• Travel agent issues a tiket.
• Traveler ontats destination for visa requirements.
• Contat vaination lini.
• Query and obtain neessary vainations for destination(s).
• Pak neessary baggage.
• Upon arrival at the origin port ontat port authorities.
• Tiket and passport are veri�ed and baggage is sanned/heked in.
• Port initiates migration.
• Upon arrival at destination ontat destination port authorities.
• Tiket and visa are veri�ed and baggage is sanned and olleted or left in seure box.
• One through seurity measures ontat language translator and/or behavior teaher as needed.
• Normal operation resumes.

Fig. 2.1. The agent travel algorithm.In the metaphor, agents play the role of travelers, an evolution from the human travel analogy, as agents aretypi�ed by their use of human ognition tehniques in their deision making proess.Aordingly, agent platforms play the role of ities, also a natural evolution from the travel analogy as anagent platform is the loation in whih an agent exists and interats with its surrounding environment. Thepotential for agent platforms to reate federations with groups of agent platforms and the analogous relationshipsbetween neighboring ities and ountries, e.g. ountries that have travel agreements and do not require visitorsto apply for a visa to enter. This reinfores the previous argument in favor of the metaphor.The variety of proesses that we go through when we undertake a journey is unique for every journey andyet distint patterns an be extrated, for example generalizing the seurity requirements, douments neededfor travel and inquiring at the destination if language translation or behavior teahing is required leads to ageneralized travel proess as seen in Figure 2.1. The ATM is designed to failitate on�guration and poliingof mobile agents poliies and servies in a heterogenous environment. The algorithm desribed in Figure 2.1proposes a foundation for a framework, providing agent platforms, and their agents, with modular, seure,agile and adaptive agent mobility servies. The provision of these servies, allows for a �exible and easilyon�gured environment, giving platforms the apability to reate and ontrol a�liations with other platformsand multi-agent networks.2.3. Important Ators and Data Strutures within the Agent Travel Metaphor. In order toimplement an initial realization of the agent travel metaphor and its aompanying framework for inorporation



4 Donal O'Kane et al.within Agent Fatory, it is �rst neessary to de�ne some of the priniple ators and data strutures neessaryto support the metaphor.

Fig. 2.2. The Visa and Passport Data Strutures.

Fig. 2.3. The Tiket, TravelStamp, AgentID, PlatformAddress and TimeStamp Data Strutures.Passport Passports are an o�ial erti�ate issued by a trusted soure providing the identity of an agent andproviding information on, an agent's origin, the reator of the passport and a history of an agent'stravels.Passport Issuer A passport issuer is a middle Agent ontrated to reate passport data strutures for agents.Passport Issuers retain a opy of all reated passports and provide a veri�ation servie for any agentwishing to ensure a partiular passport is genuine.Tiket Tikets are erti�ates that prove that a tiket holder has proured permission for a sheduled migrationevent.Travel Organizer A travel organizer middle agent that is ontated by a traveling agent wishing to obtainpermission to travel to a partiular destination. The travel organizer ontats destinations and prouresvisas and reates a tiket for the traveling agent. Travel organizers also provide a veri�ation serviefor any agent wishing to ensure a partiular tiket is genuine.Visa Visas are temporary, one o�, erti�ates that are provided by destination platforms, providing an agentwith entry permission to a destination platform.Port a oneptual loation at whih all migration to and from an agent platform is oordinated.Port Authorities Port Authorities are trusted agents harged with the task of operating the port for eahagent platform. Eah agent platform ontains both a port and a port authority agent. The respon-sibilities of this agent inlude oordinating agent migration, upholding the loal seurity poliies andvalidating tikets, visas and passports.Air Side a restrited area of an agent platform. One An agent ommenes migration it is restrited fromnormal operation until it arrives landside at its destination.



Agents Go Traveling 5Land Side the term used for the normal spae for agent operation.Baggage a olletion of ode or data, external to an agent's mental state, that the agent makes use of in orderto ful�l its goals.Seure Box a seure and private storage loation attahed to a port. An agent arrying baggage may deemportions unneessary for the urrent loation. These unneessary portions an be stored ready to beretrieved one the agent requires them or leaves the urrent loation.Vainations a seurity and protetion measure that allows agents to defend themselves from infetions beforemigrating to a potentially dangerous/maliious loation as well as allowing agent platforms to guardthemselves from unknown migrating agents.Language Translator an agent that an be ontrated by a mobile agent to bestow the ability to onversewith other agents that use di�erent ommuniation languages.Behavior Teaher an agent that an be ontrated to give an agent the ability to adapt to loal operatingbehaviors. Some platforms within the network may require agents to register with its white/yellowpages servies for example, while other loations may not.3. Agent Fatory and the Agent Travel Metaphor.3.1. Agent Fatory Mobility Support. Agent Fatory, [6℄, is a multi-agent systems developed using thestrong notion of ageny. Agent Fatory provides support and infrastrutures that allow for rapid prototypingof agents. It imbues its agents with mobility via HTTP soket onnetions, transferring agent mental stateand serialized java ode. Federations of agent management servies, (AMS), and diretory failitators, (DF),provide white and yellow pages servies that supply agent and servie naming.3.2. Enabling Agent Fatory with the ATM. In order to evaluate the usefulness of the agent travelmetaphor, we identi�ed and extrated a subset of this arhiteture to be initially implemented. This subsetonsists of the operations (a), (g), (h) and (i) de�ned in Figure 2.1. These operations give rise to the reationof three middle agents and three key data strutures.

Fig. 3.1. UML interation diagram show the 5 implemented agents from the agent travel metaphor and the sequene ofmessages that our when an agent migrates using the passport, visa and tiket system of authentiation.The middle agents, TravelOrganiser, PassportAuthority and PortAuthority are responsible for issuing thethree key data strutures, Tikets, Passports and Visas, Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.2. These agents also have theresponsibility for issuing appropriate travel douments to traveling agents upon request and proper authorization



6 Donal O'Kane et al.as in Figure 3.1 setions (1) and (2). The TravelOrganiser, PassportAuthority and PortAuthority also mustprovide a veri�ation servie allowing other middle agents that are inspeting travel douments to request thatthe reator of travel erti�ates verify that said erti�ates are valid, Figure 3.1 setion (3). In onjuntionwith providing a veri�ation servie for Visa douments, PortAuthority agents are responsible for initiatingauthentiation of inoming and outgoing agents' travel douments, Figure 3.1 setion (4).3.3. Modular Deployment of the Agent Travel Metaphor. The use of middle agents to imbue anagent platform with the ATM takes advantage of the �exibility inherent in intelligent agents, giving rise to themodular nature of the metaphor.The middle agents, for example the PortAuthority agent, an use loally written software to perform theirtasks. This means that the exat protools that the agents use to enfore their seurity poliies an be de�nedby a loal developer or administrator.

Fig. 3.2. An agent platform on�gured with seurity, sreening, dynami itinerary, and baggage trasport/storage servies.

Fig. 3.3. An agent platform re-on�gured with several extra servies, behavior learning and language translation.Platform administrators an use the modular struture of the ATM to setup poliies for servies suh asseurity, language translation et, Figure 3.2. Administrators an also dynamially modify the servies thatexist on a partiular platform as well as edit and augment existing servies on a platform, Figure 3.3.



Agents Go Traveling 7Consider the following senario: An administrator ontrols a partiular set of �ve agent platforms. Theadministrator knows that agent language and behavior are idential aross all of the platforms and that onlyone of the platforms has aess to ritial assets that need to be proteted.The administrator instruts the ritial platform's PortAuthority agent to demand that inoming migratingagents present Tiket, Passport and Visa douments. Furthermore it must srutinize presented travel doumentsaggressively, verifying them with their issuers along with performing a query to federated PortAuthority agentsto ensure that the migrating agent or its origin has not been blaklisted or quarantined for misbehavior.An agent, PassportTraveller, deides that it wishes to migrate to the ritial platform in order to aessthe seure data there. The agent is informed of the requirements set by the administrator, a passport, visaand tiket, by the TravelOrganiser agent. The agent then either ontats the appropriate agents in order tosatisfy these requirements if it has knowledge of the behavior that is neessary to do so or, if the agent does noturrently have the neessary knowledge to satisfy the migration requirements the agent an ontat a behaviorteaher to learn how to satisfy the requirements so that it may migrate.

Fig. 3.4. A sreen shot showing an agent, PassportTraveller, migrating to destination http://193.1.132.98:4445Figure 3.4 shows an agent, PassportTraveller, that is migrating to the ritial platform. The agent, asrequired, must satisfy three requirements, presenting a passport, visa and tiket in order to suessful migrate.Figure 3.4 shows the agent has suessfully obtained the �rst two travel douments as the red passport and bluevisa ions are no longer grey, and is waiting upon the tiket doument so that it an proeed with its migration.

Fig. 3.5. A sreen shot showing an agent, PassportTraveller, migrating to destination http://193.1.119.93:4545The administrator an set muh looser seurity poliies on the other platforms, as seurity threats are notas potentially atastrophi and damaging to these platforms. The administrator instruts these PortAuthorities



8 Donal O'Kane et al.to require a Passport and Tiket from inoming migrating agents and to assume agent benevolene, i. e. toaept all presented douments as valid without verifying the douments with their issuer.Figure 3.5 shows the agent PassportTraveller migrating to another platform with fewer seurity poliiesin plae. Here the agent is only required to satisfy two requirements, presenting a passport, visa in order tosuessfully migrate. A tiket is unneessary as the ost of the migration and the frequeny and shedulingof migration between these agent platforms is of minimal importane. This agent has previously satis�ed thepassport requirements and is awaiting delivery of a visa doument before it an proeed with its migration.The above senario desribes the manner in whih agent platforms an be on�gured in di�erent mannersusing the ATM and the onepts of National, International travel and Metropolitan travel outlined in the AgentTravel Metaphor setion above.4. Evaluation and Results. In order to evaluate the onsequenes of enabling Agent Fatory with theATM framework we must onsider several issues.Seurity: The ATM framework puts into plae a on�gurable set of seurity measures that allow admin-istrators to set seurity poliies in the manner that they see �t. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show a PassportAu-thority agent and a PortAuthority agent respetively, these agents have been on�gured to provide a high levelof seurity. In this example the PortAuthority agent is requiring that the traveling agent presents three traveldouments, a passport, a visa and a tiket. Along with requiring traveling agents to present these doumentsthe PortAuthority agent also veri�es all of the douments' authentiity. These agents an easily be reon�guredto provide a slakened seurity poliy for example if the PortAuthority only required traveling agents to presenta single travel doument, a passport, and if the PortAuthority agent did not verify the douments authentiity.

Fig. 4.1. A PortAuthority agent reeiving a migration request from a migrating agent, TravellingAgent, the PortAuthorityagent handles this request by �rstly verifying the douments legitimay with the issuers.Dynami itinerary: The TravelOrganiser agent provides mobile agents with a method to hoose theirmigration destination without any previous knowledge the loation of this platform. This allows agents to reatea random migration pattern inorporating new additions to the agent platform network.Sheduled migration: When an agent purhases a Tiket, the destination agent platform is informed thatan agent wishes to migrate by the Tiket issuer. The origin and destination PortAuthority agents an preparefor the migration event and utilize the time beforehand to modifying the migration shedules on the network.Migration time: The atual time taken to eletronially migrate an agent inreases from 5% to 7%, asa result of the agent keeping a reord of its travel douments. Total time taken, from the initial deision toinitiate a migration until the resumption of operation at the destination is substantially inreased by 50% topotentially greater than 300%. The perentage inrease an be apportioned to the potential for a large inreasein the number of agents that are involved in any migration event. In the examples desribed above and seenin Figure 3.1, �ve agents are involved in the migration proess, the traveling agent, the PassportAuthorityagent, the TravelOrgainiser agent and the two PortAuthority agents, (based at the origin and destination).The number of messages that are passed between these �ve agents inreases from 6 without any of the seuritymeasures from the ATM to 19 in the outlined example for the agent to aquire a passport, visa and tiket andto present these douments to the port authorities, and for the port authorities to verify the douments with
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Fig. 4.2. A PortAuthority agent reeiving a migration request from a migrating agent, TravellingAgent, the PortAuthorityagent handles this request by �rstly verifying the douments legitimay with the issuers.

Fig. 4.3. A TravelOrganiser agent reeiving a validation request on a Tiket that was issued by this TravelOrganiser. Theagent ompares the requested tiket against its reords.the doument reators, Figure 3.1. Eah extra seurity measure that is introdued in this manner, for examplea digital erti�ate, introdues an extra time delay due to the request/present/verify proesses.It is the opinion of the authors that the bene�ts obtained from imbuing an Agent Fatory agent platform withthe ATM outweigh the drop in performane and speed. The additional servies, suh as seurity, heterogeneityover agent language, behavior, ome at a ost. The total time taken for migration to our and total sizeof an agent when it is migrated is inreased. The modular nature of the ATM however allows for �exibility,for example if speed of migration is a priority, then migration seurity polies an be set to the lowest levels,inreasing performane. If agent platform seurity is the priority then the resulting inrease in the time takenaused by striter seurity is an aeptable ompromise.5. Conlusion. This paper has introdued a omprehensive agent migration protool whih it deliversthrough a set of ollaborative intelligent agents. The metaphor has been realized and inorporated withinAgent Fatory. It represents a onsolidation and integration of some previous researh that has adopted in partthe travel metaphor.The ATM has been realized in suh a way as to support the addition of further modular omponents andthe adoption of on�gurable loal polies, for example baggage allowane, visa issue, seurity learane andinteroperability between a variety of regimes. This allows agent platform administrators a greater level ofmanagement and dynami ontrol over servies provided by the agent platform.As with the ongoing need for onstant vigilane by administrators of omputer networks to ever hangingthreats suh as worms, viruses and other maliious attaks, the seurity threats posed by mobile agents are
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 11�22. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSEXPLOITING SHARED ONTOLOGY WITH DEFAULT INFORMATION FOR WEBAGENTSYINGLONG MA∗, BEIHONG JIN† , AND MINGQUAN ZHOU‡Abstrat. When di�erent agents ommuniate with eah other, there needs to be some way to ensure that the meaning of whatone agent embodies is aurately onveyed to another agent. It has been argued that ontologies play a key role in ommuniationamong di�erent agents. However, in some situations, beause there exist terminologial heterogeneities and inompleteness ofpiees of information among ontologies used by di�erent agents, ommuniation among agents will be very omplex and di�ult totakle. In this paper, we proposed a solution to the problem for these situations. We used distributed desription logi to model themappings between ontologies used by di�erent agents and further make a default extension to the DDL for default reasoning. Then,base on the default extension of the DDL model, a omplete information query an be redued to heking default satis�ability ofthe omplex onept orresponding to the query.Key words. Ontology, Desription Logi, Multi-agent System, Satis�ability, Default reasoning.1. Introdution. Agents often utilize the servies of other agents to perform some given tasks withinmulti-agent systems [1℄. When di�erent agents ommuniate with eah other, there needs to be some ways toensure that the meaning of what one agent embodies is aurately onveyed to the other agent. Ontologies playa key role in ommuniation among di�erent agents beause they provide and de�ne a shared voabulary about ade�nition of the world and terms used in agent ommuniation. In real-life senarios, agents suh as Web agents[2℄ need to interat in a muh wider world. The future generation Web, alled Semanti Web [3℄ originatesfrom the form of deentralized voabularies - ontologies, whih are entral to the vision of Semanti Web'smulti-layer arhiteture [4℄. In the bakground of the future Semanti Web intelligene, there are terminologialknowledge bases (ontologies), reasoning engines, and also standards that make possible reasoning with themarked onepts on the Web. It now seems lear that Semanti Web will not be realized by agreeing on a singleglobal ontology, but rather by weaving together a large olletion of partial ontologies that are distributedaross the Web [5℄. In this situation, the assumption that di�erent agents ompletely shared a voabulary isunfeasible and even impossible. In fats, agents will often use private ontologies that de�ne terms in di�erentways making it impossible for the other agent to understand the ontents of a message [6℄. Ushold identi�essome barriers for agent ommuniation, whih an be lassi�ed into language heterogeneity and terminologialheterogeneity [7℄. In this paper, we will fous on terminology heterogeneity and not onsider the problem oflanguage heterogeneity.To overome these heterogeneity problems, there is a need to align ontologies used by di�erent agents, themost often disussed are merging and mapping of ontologies [8, 9℄. However, it seems that the e�orts are notenough. For ommuniation among agents with heterogeneous ontologies, there are still some problems thatrequire to be solved. In some situations, only inomplete information an be got. These happen sometime asunavailability of piees of information, sometime as semanti heterogeneities (here, terminologial heterogeneitiesare foused on) among ontologies from di�erent soures. Another problem is that there always exist someexeptional fats, whih on�it with ommonsense information. For example, ommonly bird an �y, penguinbelongs to bird, but penguin ouldn't �y. In these situations, ommuniation among agents will be more omplexand di�ult to takle. We must onsider not only the alignment of ontologies used by di�erent agents, butalso the impliit default information hidden among these ontologies. Then, information reasoning for queryshould be based on both these expliitly represented ontologies and impliit default information. This form ofreasoning is alled default reasoning, whih is non-monotoni. Little attention, however, has been paid to theproblem of endowing these logis above with default reasoning apabilities.For a long time, representation and reasoning in desription logi (DL) [10℄ have been used in a widerange of appliations, whih are usually given a formal, logi-based semantis. Another distinguished featureis the emphasis on reasoning as a entral servie. Desription logi is very useful for de�ning, integrating, and
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12 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan Zhoumaintaining ontologies, whih provide the Semanti Web with a ommon understanding of the basi semantionepts used to annotate Web pages. They should be ideal andidates for ontology languages [11℄. DAML+OIL[12, 15℄ and OWL [13℄ are lear examples of Desription Logis. Reently, Borgida and Sera�ni proposed anextension of the formal framework of desription Logi to distributed knowledge models [14℄, whih are alleddistributed desription logi (DDL). A DDL onsists of a set of terminologial knowledge bases (ontologies) anda set of so-alled bridge rules between onept de�nitions from di�erent ontologies. Two kinds of bridge rulesare onsidered in DDL. Another important feature of DDL is the ability to transform a distributed knowledgebase into a global one. In other words, the existing desription logi reasoners an be applied for deriving newknowledge.We adopt the view of [6℄ that the mappings between ontologies will mostly be established by individualagents that use di�erent available ontologies in order to proess a given task. In our opinion, it is a solutionto model the mappings between ontologies used by di�erent agents using a DDL and further make a defaultextension to the DDL for default reasoning. Then, base on the default extension of the DDL model, a ompleteinformation query an be redued to hek default satis�ability of the omplex onept orresponding to thequery.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents our motivation in making default extension to DDL forommuniation among multiple agents. Setion 3 introdues representation and reasoning related to ontology.Distributed desription logi are introdued partiularly. In Setion 4, we provide a formal framework for defaultextension to desription logi. Default reasoning based on an EDDT is disussed in Setion 5. Meanwhile, analgorithm is proposed for heking the default satis�ability of a given onept or a terminologial subsumptionassertion. Setion 6 and Setion 7 are related work and onlusion, respetively.2. Motivation. In order to proess a given task in multi-agent systems, it is important and essential toommuniate with eah other among di�erent agents. However, there often exist some terminologial hetero-geneities and inompleteness of piees of information among ontologies used by di�erent agents, whih make anagent not ompletely understand terms used by another agent. In the situations, it is di�ult and even impos-sible to realize the ommuniation among agents. We propose a solution to this problem for the situation. Wemodel the knowledge representation of multi-agents using distributed desription logi. The internal mappingsbetween ontologies used by di�erent agents are de�ned using the so-alled bridge rules of distributed desriptionlogi. Then, by default extension to the DDL model, we an express expliitly some default information hiddenamong these ontologies. Based on the extension to DDL model, a query an be redued to heking the defaultsatis�ability of a onept or an assertion orresponding to the query. More preisely, an adapted algorithm isproposed for heking default satis�ability.

Fig. 2.1. The situation of ommuniation problem between two agentsIn order to express the problem to be resolved learer, we make some assumption for simpliity. We onlyonsider ommuniation between two agents, whose ontologies are enoded on the same language. Then, weassume that ontologies used by the two agents have su�ient overlap suh that internal mappings between theman be found. The following example shown in Figure 2.1 illustrates the situation desribed in the paper forour appliation.



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 13In multi-agent systems, ontologies are used as the expliit representation of domain of interest. To proess agiven task, an agent perhaps uses multiple ontologies, whih usually supplement eah other and form a ompletemodel. However, in the model, the default information among these ontologies is not onsidered. For example,we perhaps establish the internal mapping speifying that BIRD is a sublass of NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL.Through the agent using ontology 1, we take the following query BIRD∧NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL. Thefound question is that the agent using ontology 1 doesn't know the meaning of the termNON_SPEAKING_ANIMALwhih only an be understood by the agent using ontology 2. To get omplete and orret results of query, thetwo agents must oordinate eah other. Another question is that the query results of the agent will inludeSPARROW and PARROT. We will �nd the results are partially orret beause the lass of PARROT anspeak like man. The reason getting partially orret results is that we have not onsidered the default fat:in most ases, birds annot speak; parrots belong to the lass of birds but they an speak. In our opinion,default information should be onsidered and added into the model with multiple ontologies, whih will form asu�iently ompletely model. Then, available reasoning support for ontology languages is based on the modelwith default information.3. Representation and Reasoning Related to Ontologies. A formal and well-founded ontology lan-guage is the basis for knowledge representation and reasoning about the ontologies involved. Desription Logiis a formalism for knowledge representation and reasoning. Desription logi is very useful for de�ning, integrat-ing, and maintaining ontologies, whih provide the Semanti Web with a ommon understanding of the basisemanti onepts used to annotate Web pages. It should be ideal andidates for ontology languages. One ofthe important proposals that have been made for well-founded ontology languages for the Web is DAML+OIL.Reently, desription logi has heavily in�uened the development of the semanti Web language. For exam-ple, DAML+OIL ontology language is just an alternative syntax for very expressive desription logi [12℄. Soin the following setions, we use syntax and semanti representations of desription logi involved instead ofDAML+OIL. Desription Logis is equipped with a formal, logi-based semantis. Its another distinguishedfeature is the emphasis on reasoning as a entral servie.3.1. Desription Logi. The basi notations in DL are the notation of onepts embraing some individ-uals on a domain of individuals, and roles representing binary relations on the domain of individuals. A spei�DL provides a spei� set of onstrutors for building more omplex onepts and roles. For examples:� the symbol ⊤ is a onept desription whih denotes the top onept, while the symbol ⊥ stands for theinonsistent onept whih is alled bottom onept.� the symbol ⊓ denotes onept onjuntion, e. g., the desription Person⊓Male denotes the lass of man.� the symbol ∀R.C denotes the universal roles quanti�ation (also alled value restrition), e. g., thedesription ∀hasChild.Male denotes the set of individual whose hildren are all male.� the number restrition onstrutor (≥nR.C) and (≤nR.C), e. g., the desription (≥1 hasChild.Dotor)denotes the lass of parents who have at least one hildren and all the hildren are dotors.The various desription logis di�er from one to another based on the set of onstrutors they allow. Here,we show the syntax and semantis of ALCN [16℄, whih are listed as Figure 3.1.Then we an make several kinds of assertions using these desriptions. There exist two kinds of assertions:subsumption assertions of the form C ⊑ D and assertions about individuals of the form C(a) or p(a, b), where
C and D denote Conepts, p denotes role, and a and b are individual, respetively. For examples, the assertion
Parent ⊑ Person denotes the fat the lass of parents is subsumed by the lass of person. The desription
Person(a) denotes that the individual a is a person while the desription hasChild(a, b) denotes a has ahild who is b. The olletion of subsumption assertions is alled Tbox, whih spei�es the terminology usedto desribe some appliation domains. A Tbox an be regarded as a terminologial knowledge base of thedesription logi.An interpretation for DL I = (∆I , •I), where ∆I is a domain of objets and •I the interpretation funtion.The interpretation funtion maps roles into subsets of ∆I × ∆I , onepts into subsets of ∆I and individualsinto elements of ∆I . Satisfations and entailments in DL Tbox will be desribed using following notations:� I |= C ⊑ D i� CI ⊑ DI� I |= T , i� for all C ⊑ D in T , I |= C ⊑ D� C ⊑ D, i� for all possible interpretations I, I |= C ⊑ D



14 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouDL Syntax DL Semanti
¬C L\CI

C ⊓ D CI ∩ DI

C ⊔ D CI ∪ DI

∃P.C {x|∃y.(x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}
∀R.C {x|∀y.(x, y) ∈ P I → y ∈ CI}
C ⊑ D CI ⊆ DI

P ⊑ R P I ⊆ RI

C ⊑ ¬D CI ∩ DI = ∅
≥ nP.C {x ∈L | ‖ {y ∈L| (x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}‖ ≥ n}
≤ nP.C {x ∈L | ‖ {y ∈L| (x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}‖ ≤ n}
C(a) a ∈ CI

P (a, b) (a, b) ∈ P IFig. 3.1. Syntax and semantis of ontology representation� T |= C ⊑ D, i� for all interpretations I, I |= C ⊑ D suh that I |= T3.2. Distributed Desription Logi. A DDL is omposed of a olletion of �distributed" DLs, eah ofwhih represents a subsystem of the whole system. All of DLs in DDL are not ompletely independent fromone another as the same piee of knowledge might be presented from di�erent points of view in di�erent DLs.Eah DL autonomously represents and reasons about a ertain subset of the whole knowledge. Distributeddesription logi (DDL) an better present heterogeneous distributed systems by modeling relations betweenobjets and relations between onepts ontained in di�erent heterogeneous ontologies.A DDL onsists of a olletion of DLs, whih is written {DLi}i∈I, every loal DL in DDL is distinguishedby di�erent subsripts. The onstraint relations between di�erent DLs are desribed by using so-alled �bridgerules" in an impliit manner, while the onstraints between the orresponding domains of di�erent DLs aredesribed by introduing the so-alled �semantis binary relations". In order to support diretionality, thebridge rules from DLi to DLj will be viewed as desribing ��ow of information" from DLi to DLj from thepoint of view of DLj. In DDL, i : C denotes the onept C in DLi, i : C ⊑ D denotes subsumption assertion
C ⊑ D in DLi. A bridge rule from i to j is desribed aording to following two forms: i : C

⊑
−→ j : D and

i : C
⊒
−→ j : D. The former is alled into-bridge rule, and the latter alled onto-bridge rule. A DDL embraesa set of subsumption assertions, whih are alled DTB. A distributed Tbox (DTB) is de�ned based on Tboxesin all of loal DLs and bridge rules between these Tboxes. A DTB DT = ({Ti}i∈I, B), where Ti is Tbox in

DLi, and for every i 6= j ∈ I, B = {Bij}, where Bij is a set of bridge rules from DLi to DLj . A DTB an beregarded as a distributed terminologial knowledge base for the distributed desription logis.The semantis for distributed desription logis are provided by using loal interpretation for individual DLand onneting their domains using semantis binary relations rij . A distributed interpretation J=({Ii}i∈I, r)of DT onsists of interpretations Ii for DLi over domain ∆Ii , and a funtion r assoiating to eah i, j ∈ I abinary relation rij ⊆ ∆Ii × ∆Ij . rij(d) = {d′ ∈ ∆Ij |(d, d′) ∈ rij}, and for any D ∈ ∆Ij , rij(D) = ∪d∈Drij(d).Note that semanti relation r must be bold everywhere.A distributed interpretation J d-satis�es (written |=d) the elements of DTB DT = ({Ti}i∈I, B) aordingto following lauses: For every i, j ∈ I� J |=d i : C
⊑
−→ j : D if rij(C

Ii) ⊆ DIj� J |=d i : C
⊒
−→ j : D if rij(C

Ii) ⊇ DIj� J |=d i : C ⊑ D if Ii |= C ⊑ D� J |=d Ti, if for all C ⊑ D in Ti suh that Ii |= C ⊑ D� J |=d DT , if for every i, j ∈ I, Ii |=d Ti and Ii |=d b, for every b ∈ ∪Bij� DT |=d i : C ⊑ D, if for every distributed interpretation J , J |=d DT implies
J |=d i : C ⊑ D4. Default Extension to DDL. DDL is used to better model knowledge representation in a multi-agentsystems, where ontologies are used as the expliit representation of domain of interest. The internal mappings



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 15DT={{T1={PARROT⊑BIRD,SPARROW⊑BIRD},
T2={PARROT⊑FLYING_ANIMAL,GOAT⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}
B={1:PARROT⊑2:PARROT}}DF={BIRD(x):PARROT(x)/¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}Fig. 4.1. DT and D of the DDT

∆I1={parrot1,parrot2,sparrow,swan}, PARROTI1={parrot1,parrot2}SWANI1={swan}, SPARROWI1={sparrow}BIRDI1={parrot1,parrot2,sparrow,swan}
∆I2={parrot,goat,butter�y}, PARROTI2={parrot}GOATI2={goat}, FLYING_ANIMALI2={parrot,butter�y}
¬SPEAKING_ANIMALI2={goat},
r12={(parrot1, parrot), (parrot2, parrot)}Fig. 4.2. The distributed interpretation of the DDTbetween ontologies used by di�erent agents are de�ned using the so-alled bridge rules of distributed desriptionlogi. As mentioned in Setion 2, however, DDL model is not su�ient for modeling ommuniation amongmultiple agents with heterogeneous ontologies beause the default information among these ontologies is notonsidered. In this situation, query based on multi-agent systems will be possible to get partially orret results.To onstrut a su�iently ompletely model, default information should be onsidered and added into the DDLmodel with multiple ontologies. In the following, we disuss the problem of default extension to DDL.Our default extension approah is operated on a distributed terminologial knowledge base. A distributedterminologial knowledge base originally embraes only some strit information (i. e., the information havingbeen expressed expliitly in distributed terminologial knowledge base). Default information is used for gettingomplete and orret information from multiple distributed ontologies. We should onsider a way to expliitlyinlude and express the default information in a distributed terminologial knowledge base for reasoning basedon these distributed ontologies. To be able to inlude default information in distributed knowledge base, we�rstly introdue the notation desription of a default rule.Definition 4.1. A default rule is of the form P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x), where P, C and Ji areonept names (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and x is a variable. P (x) is alled the prerequisite of the default, all of Ji(x) arealled the justi�ations of the default, and C(x) is alled the onsequent of the default. The meaning of defaultrule P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x) an be expressed as follows:If there exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es P (x) and doesn't satisfy every Ji(x) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),then I satis�es C(x). Otherwise, if I satis�es every Ji(x) (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then I satis�es C(x).For example, to state that a person an speak exept if s/he is a dummy, we an use the default rulePerson(x):Dummy(x)/CanSpeak(x).If there is an individual named John in a domain of individuals, then the losed default rule isPerson(John):Dummy(John)/CanSpeak(John).To deal with strit taxonomies information as well as default information in distributed knowledge base,the de�nition of distributed knowledge base should be extended for inluding a set of default rules. We all thedistributed terminologial knowledge base with expliit default information default distributed terminologialknowledge base, whih is denoted as DDT.Definition 4.2. A default distributed terminologial knowledge base DDT=(DT,D), where DT is the DTBof distributed desription logi, and D is a set of default rules.An example of a DDT is shown in �gure 4.1. The DT of the DDT is based on two loal terminologialknowledge bases, named T1 and T2 respetively. The DT and D of the DDT are shown in Figure 4.1. Figure4.2 provides a distributed interpretation of the DDK.



16 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouThe satisfation problem of DDT should be disussed for queries based on it. The satisfation symbol isdenoted as |=dd. The kind of satis�ability of these elements in DDT means that they should satisfy not onlyDT, but also the set D of default rules. So we all satis�ability of elements in DDT default satis�ability. Defaultsatis�ability serves as a omplement of satis�ability de�nition in a distributed terminologial knowledge basewith default rules. In queries based on DDT, the de�nition will be used to detet satis�ability of a onept orassertion.Definition 4.3. A distributed interpretation J dd-satis�es (written |=dd) the elements of DDT = (DT, D),aording to following lauses: For every default rule δ in D, δ=P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x), for every
i, j ∈ I� J |=dd DDT , if J |=d DT and J |=d δ� J |=dd DT , if J |=d DT and J |=d δ� J |=d δ, if J |=d P ⊑ C implies J 2d Jk ⊑ ¬C for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ n)� J |=d P ⊑ C, if i 6= j, suh that J |=d i : P ⊑ C or J |=d i : P

⊑
−→ j : C or

J |=d j : C
⊒
−→ i : P� DDT |=dd DT , if for all distributed interpretation J , J |=dd DDT implies

J |=dd DTIn a distributed knowledge base, default information may have been used during reasoning, but a DDT isnot really helpful for reasoning with default information in distributed knowledge. Some additional informationwith respet to default rules should be inluded expliitly into DT. A losed default rule of the form P (x) :
J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x) an be divided into two parts: P (x) → C(x) and Ji(x) → C(x), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Weall the �rst part ful�lled rule, and the seond exeptional rules. A rule of the form A(x) → B(x) means forevery (distributed) interpretation I, x ∈ AI , then x ∈ BI , i. e. A ⊑ B, where A and B are onept names, and
x denotes an individual.Definition 4.4. An extended distributed knowledge base EDDT is onstruted based on a DDT=(DT,D),aording to the following lauses: For every default rule δ in D,δ=P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x),1) Dividing into two parts whih embrae ful�lled rules and exeptional rules, respetively. The ful�lledrule denotes that it holds in most ases until the exeption fats appear, while the exeptional rules denotesome exeptional fats.2) Adding P ⊑ C and Ji ⊑ C into DT (1 ≤ i ≤ n), whih are the assertions orresponding to ful�lled ruleand exeptional rules, respetively3) Setting the priorities of di�erent rules for seleting appropriate rules during reasoning. The assertionsorresponding to exeptional rules have the highest priority, while original strit information has normal priority.The assertions orresponding to ful�lled rules are given the lowest priority.In the ourse of onstruting an EDDT, default information has been added into distributed knowledge basefor default reasoning, beause these default information may have been used during reasoning. Exeptionalinformation has been assigned the highest priority to avoid on�iting with some strit information, whileful�lled rules would be used only in the situation that no other strit information an be used, its priority isleast. A simpli�ed view of the EDDT based on the DDT and its interpretation (shown in �gure 4.1 and 4.2)an be found in �gure 4.3. The default rule BIRD(x) : PARROT (x)/SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is dividedinto one ful�lled rule and one exeptional rule, the ful�lled rule BIRD ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL and theexeptional rule PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL has been added into EDDT. In fat, an EDDT anbe reognized as a olletion of integrated ontologies with default information expressed expliitly. Defaultreasoning an be performed based on an EDDT. In the following setion, we will fous on how the defaultreasoning based on EDDT will be realized. Meanwhile, an adapted algorithm will be disussed for hekingdefault satis�ability of omplex onepts and subsumption assertions.5. Reasoning with Default Information. Reasoning with default information provides agents usingdi�erent ontologies with stronger query apability. In our opinion, a query based on DDT an boil downto heking default satis�ability of omplex onept in aord with the query. Based on desription logis,satis�ability of a omplex onept is deided in polynomial time aording to Tableau algorithm for ALCN[10, 16℄. An important result of DDL is the ability to transform a distributed knowledge base into a global one.So the existing desription logi reasoners an be applied for deriving new knowledge. This would allow us totransfer theoretial results and reasoning tehniques from the extensive urrent DL literatures. In our reasoningapproah with default information, the result will be used. The reasoning problem of distributed terminologial
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Fig. 4.3. An example of EDDTknowledge base of a DDL will be transformed to the reasoning problem of terminologial knowledge base of aglobal DL orresponding to the DDL. So in our opinion, deteting default satis�ability of a DDL is just detetingthe default satis�ability of the global DL in aord with the DDL. A default extension to Tableau algorithm for
ALCN DL an be used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts based on an EDDT.Definition 5.1. A onstraint set S onsists of onstraints of the form C(x), p(x,y), where C and p areonept name and role name, respetively. Both x and y are variables.An I-assignment maps a variable x into a element of ∆I . If xI ∈ CI , the I-assignment satis�es C(x). If
(xI , yI) ∈ pI , the I-assignment satis�es p(x, y). If the I-assignment satis�es every element in onstraint set S,it sati s�es S. If there exist an interpretation I and an I-assignment suh that the I-assignment satis�es theonstraint set S, S is satis�able. S is satis�able i� all the onstraints in S are satis�able.It will be onvenient to assume that all onept desriptions in EDDT are in negation normal form (NNF).Using de-Morgan's rules and the usual rules for quanti�ers, any ALCN onept desription an be transformedinto an equivalent desription in NNF in linear time. For example, the assertion desription SPARROW ⊑
BIRD an be transformed the form ¬SPARROW ⊔BIRD. To hek satis�ability of onept C, our extendedalgorithm starts with onstraint set S = {C(x)}, and applies transformation rules in an extended distributedknowledge base. The onept C is satis�able i� the onstraint set S is unsatis�able. In applying transformationrules, if there exist all obvious on�its (lashes) in S, S is unsatis�able, whih means the onept C is satis�able.Otherwise, S is unsatis�able. The transformation rules are derived from onepts and assertions in EDDT. Ifthe onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able, S after the ation is also satis�able. The transformationrules of default extension to satis�ability algorithm are shown as Figure 5.1.When the adapted algorithm is used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts, every ation mustpreserve satis�ability. Beause if an ation don't preserve satis�ability, we annot ensure the ondition that ifthe onstraint set before the ation is satis�able then the set after the ation is satis�able. In the extensionalgorithm, we must prove the ations preserve satis�ability.Theorem 5.2. The ation of the applied transformation rules preserves satis�ability.Proof. Beause a DDL an be regarded as a global DL, for simpli�ation, we use interpretation I of theglobal DL for distributed interpretation J of the DDL.In the extension algorithm, every step may involve the ations of some transformation rules that are applied.so we must prove all of these ations in these steps preserve satis�ability. Beause the ations in the seondstep are originally derived from the lassial Tableau algorithm, we have known they preserve satis�ability [10℄.The remainder of the proof will only onsider the ations in the �rst step and the third step.1) In the �rst step, the ation ondition is that for any default rule of the form

P(x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x)in set of default rules, there exists Ji(x) is ontained in S. If the onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able,then there exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es all of elements of S. Beause {Ji(x)}⊆S, then I satis�esJi(x) (16 i 6n). Furthermore, aording to the De�nition 4.1, we know I satis�es ¬C(x) after the ation. Fromthe above, we know that I satis�es both ¬C(x) and S, i. e., I satis�es S∪{¬C(x)} after the ation.



18 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouExeptional rules:(Used for Step 1)Condition:For any default rule of the form P(x):J1(x), J2(x),. . . ,Jn(x)/C(x), there exists Ji(x) (16 i 6n) is ontained in S,but S doesn'tontain ¬C(x).Ation:S=S∪{¬C(x)}Strit rules:(Used for Step 2)
⊓−rule:Condition:{(C⊓D)(x)}⊆S, but S doesn't ontain both C(x) and D(x).Ation:S=S∪{C(x), D(x)}
⊔−rule:Condition:{(C⊔D)(x)}⊆S but {C(x),D(x)} ∩ S=∅.Ation:S=S∪{C(x)} or S=S∪{D(x)}
∃−rule:Condition:{(∃R.C)(x)} ⊆S, but there is no individual name y suh that S ontains C(x) and R(x, y).Ation:S=S∪{C(y), R(x, y)}
∀−rule:Condition:{(∀R.C)(x), R(x, y)} ⊆S, but S doesn't ontain C(y).Ation:S=S∪{C(y)}
≥n-rule:Condition:(≥nR)(x) S, there doesn't exist individual names y1, y2,· · · ,yn suh that R(x,yi) and yi 6=yj are in S, (1≤i≤j≤n).Ation:S=S∪R(x,yi)∪yi 6=yj , (1≤i≤j≤n), where y1,· · · , yn are distint individual names not ourring in S.
≤n-rule:Condition:distint individual names y1,· · · ,yn+1 are ontained in S suh that (≤nR)(x) and R(x,y1),· · · , R(x,yn+1) are in S, and yi 6=yj isnot in S for some i,j,1≤i≤j≤n+1.Ation:for eah pair yi and yj , suh that 1≤i≤j≤n+1 and yi6=yj is not in S, the Si,j :=[yi/yj ℄S is obtained from S by replaing eahourrene of yi by yj .Ful�lled rule: (Used for Step 3)Condition:no other transformation rules is appliable, and for any default rule of the form P(x):J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x), {P(x)}⊆S, butall of the Ji(x) (16 i 6n) and C(x) are not ontained in S.Ation:S=S∪{C(x)} Fig. 5.1. The adapted Tableau rules used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts2) In the third step, the ation ondition is that {P(x)}⊆S, S doesn't ontain all of the Ji(x) (16 i 6n)and no other transformation rules an be applied. If the onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able, thenthere exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es all of elements of S. Beause {P(x)}⊆S, then I satis�esP(x). Furthermore, we know that I doesn't satisfy any Ji(x) (16 i 6n), otherwise, there would exist otherexeptional rules whih an be applied. Beause I satis�es P(x) before the ation. So from De�nition 4.1, weget I satis�es C(x). Beause I satis�es both S and C(x), we get I satis�es S∪{C(x)}.From above proofs, we an onlude that every ation in the applied transform rules, in the extensionalgorithm, preserves satis�ability.As mentioned in De�nition 4.4, an EDDT embraes three types of transformation rules: strit information,ful�lled information and exeptional information. These di�erent types of information are given di�erent levelsof priority. Here, we use the symbol SR to denote the set of strit fats in an EDDT, FR to denote the set offul�lled information and ER to denote the set of exeptional information. Then, based on the EDDT shown inFigure 4.3, we will get the desriptions of its sets of di�erent types of information in NNF, where



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 19Algorithm: heking default satis�ability of C based on the EDDTRequire: An EDDT whih embraes SR, FR and ER.Ensure: the desriptions of SR, FR and ER in NNF.1. S0=C(x), i=1;2. apply strit rules and transform S0 into Si;3. for eah r∈ER do //Step 14. if Si meets the ondition of r5. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;6. i=i+1;7. if there exist lashes in Si8. return �C is satis�able";9. end if10. end if11. end for12. for eah r∈SR do // Step 213. if Si meets the ondition of r and Si isn't labeled �Clash"14. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;15. i=i+1;16. if there exist lashes in Si17. Si is labeled �Clash";18. end if19. end if20. end for21. for eah r∈FR do // Step 322. if Si meets the ondition of r and Si isn't labeled �Clash"23. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;24. i=i+1;25. if there exist lashes in Si26. Si is labeled �Clash";27. end if28. end if29. end for30. if the leaf nodes of all possible branhes in the onstruted tree-like model are labeled �Clash"31. return �C is satis�able";32. else return �C is unsatis�able";33. end if
SR = {¬PARROT ⊔ BIRD,¬SPARROW ⊔ BIRD,

¬PARROT ⊔ FLY ING_ANIMAL,¬GOAT ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}

FR = {¬BIRD ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}

ER = {¬PARROT ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL}.The subsumption assertions to be heked should be transformed into their negation desription in NNFaording to the theorem [10℄: A ⊑ B is satis�able i� A ⊓ ¬B is unsatis�able, where A and B are oneptdesriptions, respetively. For example, the subsumption assertion SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMALwill be transformed into the onept desription with negation SPARROW ⊓ SEAKING_ANIMAL. Inthe following, we will desribe partiularly the extension algorithm for heking default satis�ability of a givenonept. The default extension algorithm an be divided into three steps. In the �rst step, we apply exeptionalrules to onstraint set beause they have the highest priority. If exeptional rules an be used for the detetedonept, strit rules will not be used. Otherwise, if no exeptional rules an be used, the strit rules an beapplied to onstraint set (step 2). The reason why we do like this is to avoid on�iting with some stritinformation. Another reason is to save reasoning time. In step three, only in the situation that no other stritinformation an be used, ould ful�lled rules be used. The default extension algorithm either stops beause allations fail with obvious on�its, or it stops without further used rules.The following example shown in Figure 5.2 demonstrates the algorithm with a tree-like diagram. We want toknow whether the subsumption assertion SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able in the EDDTshown in Figure 4.3. That is to say, we should detet that the onept SPARROW ⊓SPEAKING_ANIMALis unsatis�able. The onept is �rstly transformed into onstrain set S0. Considering the default rule BIRD(x) :
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PARROT (x)/SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x), we know that PARROT (x) isn't ontained in S0, Then, in the�rst step, the exeptional rule ¬PARROT (x) ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) an not be applied to S0. Inthe following steps, we apply strit rules, the reasoning ontinues until it stops with obvious on�its. Finally,the leaf node of every branh in this tree-like diagram is notated using �Clash" tag. So we know the on-straint SPARROW ⊓ SPEAKING_ANIMAL are not satis�able. That is to say, the subsumption assertion
SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able.

S0 = { (SPARROW ⊓ SPEAKING_ANIMAL)(x) }

⊓

S1 = S0 ∪ {SPARROW(x),¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}

¬SPARROW ⊔ BIRD(x)

S2 = S1 ∪ {¬SPARROW(x)} S2 = S1 ∪ {BIRD(x)}//Clash ¬BIRD(x) ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)

S3 = S2 ∪ {BIRD(x)} S3 = S2 ∪ {¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}//Clash //ClashFig. 5.2. Deteting default satis�ability of omplex oneptPlease note that the extension algorithm an takle both general subsumption assertions and assertionsabout exeptional fats. In another example shown in Figure 5.3, we want to hek whether the subsumptionassertion PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able, that is to say, we hek the default satis�abilityof the onept PARROT (x) ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x), whih transformed into a onstrain set. In the�rst step, when the exeptional rule ¬PARROT (x)⊔SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is applied to onstraint set,the omplete on�its our. So we know the onept PARROT (x) ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is notsatis�able, whih means that the subsumption assertion PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able.Then reasoning proess stops without applying other transformation rules. This an be served as an exampleof reasoning for an exeptional fat.
S0 = { (PARROT ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL)(x) }

⊓

S1 = S0 ∪ {PARROT(x),¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}

¬PARROT ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)

S2 = S1 ∪ {¬PARROT(x)} S2 = S1 ∪ {SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}//Clash ClashFig. 5.3. An example of deteting exeptional fatIn the following, we give a brief of disussion of omplexity issues about the default satis�ability algorithm.Theorem 5.3. Default satis�ability of ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete.



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 21Proof. From [16℄, we know that satis�ability of ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete. Asmentioned above, our default satis�ability algorithm for ALCN -onept desriptions an be divided into threesteps. In fat, every step is just the satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . Then the sequene of the three stepsis also essentially the satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . So we get the onlusion that default satis�ability of
ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete.6. Related work and Disussions. In the desription logis ommunity, a number of approahes toextend desription logis with default reasoning have been proposed. Baader and Hollunder [17℄ investigatedthe problems about open default in detail and de�ned a preferene relation. The approah is not restrited tosimple normal default. Two kinds of default rules were introdued by Straia [18℄. The �rst kind is similarto the fu�lled rules in our approah. The seond kind of rules allows for expressing default information of�llers of roles. Lambrix [19℄ presented a default extension to desription logis for use in an intelligent searhengine, Dwebi. Besides the standard inferenes, Lambrix added a new kind of inferene to desription logiframework to desribe whether an individual belongs to a onept from a knowledge base. Calvanese [20℄proposed a formal framework to speify the mapping between the global and the loal ontologies. Maedhe [21℄also proposed a framework for managing and integrating multiple distributed ontologies. Stukenshmidt [6℄exploited partial shared ontologies in multi-agent ommuniation using an approximation approah of rewritingonepts. However, default information was not onsidered in these di�erent frameworks and systems. Animportant feature of our formal framework distinguished from other work is that our default extension approahis based on DDL. To our best knowledge, little work has been done to pay attention to default extension toDDL for ommuniation among agents.There is an alternative proposal for dealing with the problem of the example shown in Figure 2.1. Forexample, if the term SPARROW instead of BIRD in ontology 1 is mapped into the termNON_SPEAKING_ANIMALin ontology 2, and the term PARROT in ontology 1 is not mapped into the term NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL,then there is no default information to be onsidered. It seems that we have avoided the problem of defaultinformation between the two ontologies using the inter-ontology mapping. However, in fat, this approah isexhausted and unsalable. If there are a lot of terms belonging to the sublasses of BIRD to be added intoontology 1, we have to map every one of these added terms into NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL in ontology 2.In the situation, we will �nd the alternative approah is muh exhausted and unsalable. In ontrast to thealternative approah, our default extension approah to DDL onsiders the inter-ontology mapping e�orts andthe salability of ontologies used by di�erent agents as key features.Regarding to the omplexity issue of the proposed default satis�ability algorithm, we will �nd that thealgorithm inrease no more omplexity than satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . It means that we an performreasoning with strit information as well as default information in the same time and spae omplexity. Thefuture work inludes a �exible mehanism for parsing exhanged messages among agents. ACLs are used toonstrut and parse exhanged messages required by both partiipants. Then, onepts de�ned in DAML+OILontology language an be readily ombined with the mehanism, thus inreasing the �exibility of messages, andhene aessibility and interoperability of servies within open environments.7. Conlusion. In this paper, an approah is proposed to enables agents using di�erent ontologies on theWeb to exhange semanti information solely relying on internally provided mapping between the ontologies.Beause of the semanti heterogeneity among these ontolgies, it is di�ult for an agent to understand theterminology of another agent. To get omplete and orret semanti information from multiple ontologies usedby di�erent agents, default information among these ontologies should be onsidered. Our approah is basedon default extension to DDL. The distributed terminologial knowledge base is originally used to present stritinformation. To perform default reasoning based on DDL, strit as well as default information is taken intoaount. Then, all of default information above is added into an extended default distributed terminologialknowledge base (EDDT), whih is onstruted from a default distributed terminologial knowledge base (DDT).The default Tableau algorithm is used on EDDT where di�erent rules have di�erent priority: exeptional ruleshave the highest priority, and ful�lled rules the least. Reasoning with default information provides agents usingdi�erent ontologies with stronger query apability. In our opinion, a query based on DDT an boil down toheking default satis�ability of omplex onept in aord with the query.
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 23�36. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSA WS-AGREEMENT BASED RESOURCE NEGOTIATION FRAMEWORK FOR MOBILEAGENTSD. G. A. MOBACH, B. J. OVEREINDER, AND F. M. T. BRAZIER∗Abstrat. Mobile agents require aess to omputing resoures on heterogeneous systems aross the Internet. They needto be able to negotiate their requirements with the systems on whih they wish to be hosted. This paper presents a negotiationinfrastruture with whih agents aquire time-limited resoure ontrats through negotiation with one or more mediators insteadof individual hosting systems. Mediators represent groups of autonomous hosts. The negotiation protool and language are basedon the WS-Agreement Spei�ation, and have been implemented and tested within the AgentSape framework.Key words. mobile agents, resoure management, agent-based negotiation, WS-Agreements1. Introdution. One of the assumptions behind the mobile agent paradigm in open, heterogeneousenvironments is that agents will have aess to omputing resoures. Little thought has been given to the wayin whih this an be implemented. Not only do they need aess, they need to be able to plan oordinatedresoure usage aross multiple domains. Reently, negotiation of the onditions and quality of servie of resoureaess has been onsidered to be an important apability for distributed, servie-oriented arhitetures. Thispaper fouses on the negotiation of resoure aess for mobile agent appliations deployed on Internet-sale, opendistributed systems. The resoures required by agents an vary from CPU type, bandwidth, to the provisionof spei� servies (e. g., databases, web servers, et.), and level of seurity required, depending on the task athand. Well-de�ned, open protools and mehanisms are neessary for agents to negotiate their resoure aessrequirements with heterogeneous hosts.This paper presents a negotiation infrastruture within whih individual agents aquire time-limited on-trats for the resoures they need, through negotiation with one or more system domain oordinators: mediatorsrepresenting multiple autonomous hosts. The protools with whih agent appliations, domain oordinators, andhosts interat, are based on the WS-Agreement Spei�ation [1℄ with appliation dependent domain ontologiesfor spei� resoures.The next setions present the negotiation infrastruture, inluding the model and the arhiteture. Setion 4desribes a spei� implementation of this arhiteture whih is integrated within the AgentSape framework.The appliation dependent domain ontology for spei� omputer resoures is presented together with examplesof the WS-Agreement based protool. In Setion 5, two di�erent poliies for request distribution by the domainoordinators are ompared empirially and evaluated. The paper onludes with related work and disussion.2. Negotiation infrastruture. The overall goal and use of the negotiation infrastruture is to allow forthe negotiation of terms of onditions and quality of servie of resoure aess by agents. The negotiation modelinludes the exhange of agreement o�ers and aeptane of the o�ers between di�erent parties.2.1. Design Goals. The negotiation infrastruture has to deal with (i) large numbers of heterogeneousagents, and (ii) dynami groups of heterogeneous hosts eah with their own spei� sets of requirements.From the agent's perspetive, the negotiation infrastruture de�nes a uniform and straightforward negoti-ation protool and well-de�ned interfae. Agents are not interested in knowing how the proess of alloatingspei� resoures to spei� hosts is ahieved: their interest is to aquire the resoures they need. The negoti-ation infrastruture needs to hide the details from the agent appliations.On the other side, hosts need to keep full ontrol over their own system, over the use of their resoures byagent appliations. Negotiation poliies spanning multiple hosts, allowing spei�ation of resoure aess andusage poliies over a set of hosts (e.g., for load balaning purposes, or virtual organization-wide poliies, et.)must also be failitated.2.2. Negotiation Model. In our negotiation model, hosts (H) are autonomous entities that provideresoures (R) to agents (A) under spei� usage and aess poliies. Hosts are aggregated into virtual domains.The domain oordinator (DC), represents the hosts (H) within a virtual domain in the negotiation proess,negotiating with both agents and hosts. Figure 2.1 shows an overview of the model.
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Fig. 2.1. Negotiation model overview.The use of a mediating domain oordinator makes a two-layered negotiation proess within the model pos-sible. Agents negotiate resoure aess with domain oordinators, and domain oordinators, in turn, negotiatewith groups of host managers in virtual domains to obtain the atual resoures agents require. The resultsof negotiation are time-limited ontrats speifying whih resoures may be aessed during the time span ofthe ontrat, and under whih onditions the resoures may be used. Agents an negotiate their options withdomain oordinators of multiple domains, and selet the DC that provides the best o�er.In the model presented in this paper, a domain oordinator represents a virtual organization of resoureproviders. Agents are unaware of the individual resoures behind a domain oordinator: a domain oordinatoris viewed by agents to be a single virtual resoure provider. The task of seleting one appropriate o�er (based onthe available resoures at a spei� point in time) has been delegated to the domain oordinator. Alternatively, adomain oordinator ould return a set of possible o�ers, letting a requesting agent hoose the most appropriate.The model presented in this paper supports both options, but only the �rst is disussed. Setion 6 addressesthe seond option in more detail.The negotiation protool and language used in our negotiation model are based upon the WS-AgreementSpei�ation [1℄. This spei�ation de�nes the format used to speify agreement desriptions and agreementinterations.1 The spei�ation de�nes an XML-based language for agreements between resoure providers(hosts) and onsumers (agents), and a protool for establishing these agreements (these agreements are time-limited ontrats in our model). Agreement terms are used to desribe the (levels of) servie involved. Two typesof terms are distinguished for agreement spei�ations: (i) servie desription terms, desribing the servies tobe delivered under the agreement, and (ii) guarantee terms, expressing the assuranes on servie quality (e.g.,minimum bounds) for the servies desribed in the servie desription terms. An agreement spei�ation alsoontains a ontext setion, ontaining meta information about the agreement (see Figure 2.2). This setion ofthe agreement an be used to speify the parties of the agreement, the duration of the agreement, et. Thespei�ation of domain-spei� term languages is expliitly left open.The WS-Agreement interation model (see Figure 2.3) de�nes that onsumers (C) an request agreementsfrom resoure providers (P) by issuing an agreement request based on available agreements templates, whih, ifaepted, result in new agreements.In the proposed negotiation model, hosts provide an agreement interfae to the domain oordinator. Thedomain oordinator aggregates the templates o�ered by the hosts into omposed templates. The domainoordinator makes these ombined templates available to agents. Agreement requests made by agents arereeived by the domain oordinator. The domain oordinator negotiates an agreement with the hosts withrequested resoures.The interation protool as spei�ed in the WS-Agreement Spei�ation only allows for a single �request,aept� interation, in whih the requesting party reeives either an aept of rejet message from the providingparty as a response to an agreement request. This is a very limited interation model. In the model proposedin this paper, an additional aept/rejet interation sequene is introdued, allowing the requesting party to
1This spei�ation is urrently under development by the Global Grid Forum's Grid Resoure Alloation and Agreement ProtoolWorking Group.
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26 D. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. Brazier3.1. Host Manager. A host manager is responsible for providing and managing resoures on its host(see Fig. 2.1). This inludes funtionality for negotiation, reation, and enforement of agreements. It is theresponsibility of the host manager to translate resoure usage and aess poliies into templates on demand.These templates speify whih resoures an be made available at a spei� point in time. The o�er a hostmakes on request of a domain oordinator is based on these templates. After the negotiation phase, the hostmanager monitors and ontrols the resoure usage to ensure that agreements are honored.Figure 3.1 shows the arhiteture and negotiation interfae of a host manager. The agreements in themodel are time-limited ontrats: agreements that expire after some predetermined time. In the presentationof the arhiteture, the term lease is used instead of time-limited ontrat. Eah host manager is equipped withthree modules: a leasing module, implementing the main negotiation funtionality; a poliy manager ontainingresoure poliies, whih are applied by the leasing module; a resoure manager with resoure handlers, allowingmonitoring and ontrol of resoure aess. The omponents of the host manager shown in Fig. 3.1 are furtherdesribed below.
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Fig. 3.1. Components within the Host Manager.3.1.1. Leasing Module. The leasing module in the host manager implements the negotiation and agree-ment protool. The funtionality of the leasing module is available via the interfae of the host manager.Leasing Interfae. The leasing interfae o�ered by host managers to their loation manager ontains thefollowing alls:
• requestTemplates(): template-listRequest the available lease templates.
• requestLease(LeaseRequest): leaseRequest a lease based on the supplied lease request.
• aeptLease(LeaseID)Aept a lease. Returns the aepted lease doument.
• requestLeaseStatus(LeaseID): leaseRequest the urrent status of a lease. Returns a lease doument, inluding the urrent status of eahterm.Request Proessor.
• Responding to template requests from the domain oordinator aording to loal poliies.
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• Creating lease o�ers. This involves determining the availability of the requested resoures, and reatingo�ers based on the inoming request, resoure usage and aess poliies, and the urrent status of theresoures.Template Management.
• Creating templates based on available resoures, resoure usage, and aess poliies, and atively main-taining this information. Note that poliies an be dynami, that is, hange over time (e.g., half ofavailable apaity an be reserved during o�e hours, omplete apaity is available outside o�ehours).Lease Management.
• Enforing the aepted leases. This involves ensuring that the resoure manager module performs therequired resoure negotiation tasks.
• Handling expiration of leases. This involves freeing the resoures spei�ed in the expired lease, andpossibly sending noti�ations of lease expiration to the domain oordinator.
• Maintaining lease o�ers: removing the o�ers after a ertain set time, or implementing the o�er afternoti�ation of aeptane has been reeived.
• Handling requests for status information on the running leases.
• Handling violation of leases. In ases where resoure usage annot be stritly enfored, and onlymonitoring an be performed, lease violations should be handled. When an appliation violates theonditions set in a lease, appropriate ations should be performed, suh as suspending or killing theviolating agent.3.1.2. Poliy Manager. The poliy manager module ontains resoure poliy desriptions whih an beused by the leasing module during the proessing of requests. Poliies an be de�ned for spei� resoures, orpoliies an be de�ned overing other aspets of inoming requests (identity of the requesting appliation, or�global� host poliies suh as the total number of requests, et.). A resoure poliy an ontain stati information,suh as the maximum number of allowed requests for a resoure, but an also refer to the monitoring apabilitiesof resoure handlers to inorporate up-to-date monitoring data onerning the resoures to whih the poliyapplies.3.1.3. Resoure Manager Module. The resoure manager module ontains a set of resoure handlers,enabling the leasing module to manage resoures available on the host. Eah resoure at a host is represented bya resoure handler. The handler implements a resoure independent interfae for the leasing module to monitorand ontrol the resoures. Eah resoure handler supports: (i) reation of resoure reservations based on leaseo�ers; (ii) implementation of the reservation, whih ativates the resoure handler to start monitoring resoureonsumption with respet to aepted leases; (iii) release of a reservation, freeing the resoure (amount) relatedto expired or violated leases. Eah resoure handler also supports a monitoring interfae, allowing for retrievalof resoure spei� monitoring information, to be used in, for example, resoure poliies.
• reserve(LeaseRequest): RefereneIDCan be used to reserve a resoure (amount) for a spei� lease request. The resoure handler inspetsthe request, and reates a reservation. A referene identi�er is returned to enable further managementof the reservation.
• implement(RefereneID): voidUsed to request implementation of a reservation (indiated by RefereneID).
• release(RefereneID): voidRelease an implemented resoure reservation (indiated by RefereneID).
• getStatus([RefereneID℄): statusUsed to request the status of a reservation. Returned value an be one of: initialized, reserved, ative,violated.
• getMonitorValue(SensorID): domain_speifi_valueUsed to request resoure spei� monitoring information onerning a resoure.3.2. Domain oordinator. The domain oordinator abstrats from the individual hosts (resoure pro-viders) and presents the aggregated resoures as one virtual resoure provider. The domain oordinator isresponsible for resoure aess negotiation with appliations and its enforement. To this purpose it providesappliations with templates of resoures available within its domain at the time requested. The domain oordi-



28 D. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. Braziernator, in turn, requests and reeives information on availability of resoures from its hosts, and ombines thisinformation if, and when appropriate, to onstrut appliation direted templates.One a template-based request is reeived from an appliation, the domain oordinator pursues delegation ofresoures to hosts. Upon reeiving the host bids, the domain oordinator hooses based on available templates,host and domain poliies, and returns a proposed lease if possible. If a proposed lease is aepted, the domainoordinator is responsible its e�etuation and enforement.Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the leasing module within the domain oordinator.
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Fig. 3.2. Leasing omponents within the domain oordinator.Request Proessor. This omponent is responsible for the following tasks:
• Proessing requests for templates by appliations. This implies heking poliies to determine to whihtemplate information the appliation is entitled.
• Proessing requests for leases by appliations. This involves determining whether the request is basedon a valid template, and whether the request exeeds the bounds set by that template.
• Handling lease o�ers returned by hosts in response to requests. If more than one host was sent thesame request, a hoie has to be made between their o�ers. In addition, if the o�ers are part of arequest based upon a ombined template, the o�ers are ombined into a single o�er for the appliation.Further, when a lease proposal is aepted by an appliation, the hosts o�ering the lease are informedof aeptane.
• Determining from whih hosts o�ers are requested. This involves determining whih host(s) are o�eringrelevant templates, and possibly splitting the request into multiple requests for di�erent hosts, if aombined lease template was used by the appliation.Template Management. This omponent requests, reates and maintains information about the templateson whih leases are based. This omponent performs the following tasks:
• Obtaining and maintaining template information of the hosts urrently in the domain.
• Creating template ombinations of resoures from multiple hosts in a single template. This involvesapplying loal template poliies speifying whih host templates an or annot be ombined.Lease Management. The lease management omponent maintains information about leases, lease requestsmade by appliations, and lease proposals from hosts, and performs the following tasks:
• Maintaining status information of urrent valid leases. This involves atively or passively retrievinglease status information from the hosts responsible for enforing the leases ating appropriately uponlease expiration.
• Maintaining information of urrently outstanding lease proposals.4. AgentSape Negotiation Arhiteture. The negotiation arhiteture desribed above has been im-plemented in the AgentSape framework, a framework for heterogeneous, mobile agents. This setion desribeshow the subsystems have been instantiated, and provides examples of how the agreement-based negotiation isused to reate leases for agent appliations using the AgentSape middleware.



A WS-Agreement Based Resoure Negotiation Framework for Mobile Agents 294.1. AgentSape. The AgentSape middleware [8℄ onsists of two layers. At the base of the middle-ware is the kernel, o�ering low-level seure ommuniation between middleware proesses, and failities forseure agent mobility. On top of the AgentSape kernel, middleware proesses provide higher-level middlewarefuntionality to agents. For example, agent servers provide a run-time environment for agents, and a Webservie gateway provides agents the ability to ommuniate with web servies using the SOAP/XML protool.In AgentSape, virtual domains are alled loations. An AgentSape loation onsists of one or more hostsrunning the AgentSape middleware, typially within a single administrative domain.In addition to the middleware proesses desribed above, eah host has a host manager middleware proess.This proess is responsible for managing the middleware omponents running on the host, and implementingthe required negotiation funtionality as desribed in the arhiteture. Furthermore, eah AgentSape loationruns a loation manager proess on one of the hosts, whih implements management funtionality required formanaging AgentSape hosts, and whih implements the funtionality of the domain oordinator, enabling agentappliation to enter into resoure negotiations with loations. Figure 4.1 shows an overview of an AgentSapeloation.
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Fig. 4.1. Overview of an AgentSape loation.4.2. AgentSape Negotiation Arhiteture. Within AgentSape, agents an start negotiations witha number of loations, and given the o�ers the loations provide, selet the loation o�ering the best options.The agent then migrates to the loation with whih agreement has been reahed.4.2.1. AgentSape resoures. The AgentSape negotiation arhiteture de�nes a set of resoures thatan be alloated and used by agents in the AgentSape spei� ontology. This ontology is used during negotia-tion. Currently, the following resoures are inluded in this ontology:
• CPU time: The time (in milliseonds) that an agent spends on an agent server.
• Communiation bandwidth: The number of bytes/seond that an agent may send to other agents.
• Memory: The amount of RAM an agent may onsume while running on an agent server.
• Web servie aess: The web servies that an agent is allowed to aess using the AgentSape WebServie Gateway.
• Web servie all rate: The number of alls that an agent is allowed to do on a web servie using thegateway.
• Disk spae: The amount of disk spae an agent is allowed to use while running on an agent server.Additional resoures an be de�ned in the future, as the funtionality o�ered by AgentSape is extended.The resoures are spei�ed in the XML Shema language, enabling the use of these de�nitions within theagreement-based negotiation sequene. As an example, onsider the three resoures spei�ed in Example 4.1.In this example, the time-on-pu resoure and the ommuniation-bandwidth resoure are de�ned as simpleinteger values representing the number of milliseonds and the number of Kilobytes/seond respetively. The



30 D. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. Brazierweb-servie-aess resoure is de�ned as a list of servie names (strings) representing the list of servieswhih may be aessed.<xsd:simpleType name="time-on-pu"type="xsd:positiveInteger" /><xsd:simpleType name="ommuniation-bandwidth"type="xsd:positiveInteger" /><xsd:omplexType name="web-servie-aess"><xsd:all><xsd:element name="servie-name" type="xsd:string"minOurs="1" maxOurs="unbounded"/></xsd:all></xsd:omplexType> Example 4.1AgentSape resoure de�nitions.The AgentSape spei� language is used within the lease model to express resoure requirements and usageonditions. In Example 4.2, an example of agent resoure requirements is shown. In this example, an agentrequests 50 seonds of CPU time, and 50 Kb/s of ommuniation bandwidth.<!-- requirement: 50 seonds CPU time --><agentsape:time-on-pu>50000</agentsape:time-on-pu><!-- requirement: 50Kb/s bandwidth --><agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth>51200</agentsape:ommuniation-bandwith> Example 4.2Agent resoure requirements.4.3. AgentSape Host Manager. The AgentSape host manager is responsible for o�ering resoures tothe loation manager. Based on its own information on the status of its resoures, and its own poliies regardingthese resoures, the host manager reates a set of templates. Example 4.3 shows an example of a template,using the syntax as de�ned in the WS-Agreement Spei�ation. The template spei�es that this host an nowo�er two resoures, eah with spei� aess onditions. For the �rst resoure: the time-on-pu resoure, amaximum value of 100 seonds is spei�ed. The seond resoure, ommuniation-bandwidth, is not restritedby the template.4.4. Loation Manager. The loation manager enters into negotiation with host managers within itsloation on behalf of agents. The loation manager maintains information on the templates o�ers by eah of thehosts within the loation, and uses this information to provide templates to agents. Agents base their requestsfor leases to the loation manager on these templates. As an example, onsider the following request, in whihan agent requests a loation for 50 seonds of CPU time, and 50 Kb/s of ommuniation bandwidth.To meet lease requests by agents, the loation manager enters into negotiation with the relevant hosts inits loation (those that an provide the resoures requested). For eah request reeived from an agent, one ormore suitable hosts are seleted (based on their templates). Eah of the hosts then reates an o�er based onthe urrent resoure onditions. The loation manager selets one of the o�ers, and disards the others, orombines a number of o�ers into a omposed o�er. The seleted o�er is returned to the agent. As mentionedin Setion 2.2, multiple o�ers an be returned to the agent, but does not omply with the AgentSape model.In the following example, a loation manager has reeived a request from an agent, and has seleted twohosts within its loation to whih it forwards the request. The hosts determine if and to whih extent therequest an be ful�lled, and return their o�ers (proposed leases) to the loation manager. In Example 4.5,Host 1 returns a proposal in whih the requested CPU-time is unhanged with respet to the request from



A WS-Agreement Based Resoure Negotiation Framework for Mobile Agents 31<wsag:Template><wsag:Name>Template1</wsag:Name><wsag:Context/><wsag:Terms/><wsag:CreationConstraints><wsag:Item><wsag:Loation>//wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm//agentsape:time-on-pu</wsag:Loation><xs:maxInlusive xs:value="100000"></wsag:Item></wsag:Item><wsag:Loation>//wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm//agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth</wsag:Loation></wsag:Item></wsag:CreationConstraints></wsag:Template> Example 4.3AgentSape resoure template.<wsag:AgreementOffer><wsag:Name>Offer1</wsag:name><wsag:Context><wsag:AgreementInitiator>agentX</wsag:AgreementInitiator><wsag:TemplateName>Template1</wsag:TemplateName></wsag:Context><wsag:Terms><wsag:All><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="TimeOnCPU"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:time-on-pu>50000</agentsape:time-on-pu></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="Communiation"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth>51200</agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm></wsag:All></wsag:Terms></wsag:AgreementOffer> Example 4.4Lease request made by agent.the agent, and ommuniation-bandwidth is dereased to 10 Kb/s. Host 2 also returns a proposal in whihthe requested time-on-pu is redued to 40 seonds, and ommuniation-bandwidth is dereased to 30 Kb/s.Also, an ExpirationTime element is added to the ontext setion of the proposal, indiating when the leasewill expire, if aepted by the agent. Host 1 de�nes an expiration time of 23:04:44 upon whih it no longerguarantees the requested resoures, and Host 2 de�nes an expiration time of 23:10:00.The proposals are reeived and ompared by the loation manager. Host 1 o�ers fully the requestedtime-on-pu, but o�ers a ommuniation-bandwidth whih is substantially lower than the requested band-width. The o�er made by Host 2 o�ers a lower time-on-pu value, but does o�er a bandwidth value whih is



32 D. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. Brazier<wsag:Agreement><wsag:Context><wsag:AgreementInitiator>AgentX</wsag:AgreementInitiator><wsag:AgreementProvider>Host1</wsag:AgreementProvider><wsag:ExpirationTime>2005-07-23T23:04:00</wsag:ExpirationTime></wsag:Context><wsag:Terms><wsag:All><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="TimeOnCPU"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:time-on-pu>50000</agentsape:time-on-pu></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="Communiation"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth>10240</agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm></wsag:All></wsag:Terms></wsag:Agreement>

<wsag:Agreement><wsag:Context><wsag:AgreementInitiator>AgentX</wsag:AgreementInitiator><wsag:AgreementProvider>Host2</wsag:AgreementProvider><wsag:ExpirationTime>2005-07-23T23:10:00</wsag:ExpirationTime></wsag:Context><wsag:Terms><wsag:All><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="TimeOnCPU"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:time-on-pu>40000</agentsape:time-on-pu></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm><wsag:ServieDesriptionTermwsag:Name="Communiation"wsag:ServieName="LoationY"><agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth>30720</agentsape:ommuniation-bandwidth></wsag:ServieDesriptionTerm></wsag:All></wsag:Terms></wsag:Agreement>Example 4.5Host lease proposals.loser to the requested value than the o�er of Host 1. The loation manager makes a seletion between theseo�ers based on urrent seletion poliies, and ommuniates this o�er to the agent. In our example, the loationmanager hooses the proposal made by Host 2. The agent hooses to aept the o�er. After aeptane, theagent has a limited time in whih it must migrate to the target loation, or the lease o�er will expire. After thearrival of the agent at the target loation, the agent is allowed to onsume the agreed upon resoures until thelease expires.

requestWSDLAccess(...)
sendSOAPRequest(...)

requestTemplates(LocationID)
requestLease(LocationID, leaseRequest)
requestLeaseStatus(LocationID, leaseID)
acceptLease(LocationID, leaseID)

...

sendMessage(agentID, messageContent)
receiveMessage()
move(LocationID)
kill()
suspend(timeOut)

Fig. 4.2. Lease related alls on the AgentSape agent interfae.4.5. AgentSape Agent Interfae. The interfae presented to agents by the AgentSape middlewareontains several lease related alls, as shown in Figure 4.2. These alls enable agents to enter into resoure leasenegotiations with AgentSape loations.5. Experiments. To evaluate the implementation and assess the operation of the negotiation arhiteturedesribed above, several experiments have been performed. The �rst set of experiments entered on the ability



A WS-Agreement Based Resoure Negotiation Framework for Mobile Agents 33of the negotiation arhiteture to aommodate domain-wide resoure poliies. The seond set of experimentsfoused on the use of the negotiation arhiteture to apply �quality of servie� poliies using individualized hostpoliies.5.1. Experimental setup. A distributed AgentSape loation is set up onsisting of nine hosts. Eighthosts are on�gured to run a host manager and an agent server, and one host is on�gured to run a loationmanager. The loation manager implements the domain oordinator negotiation funtionality. In eah ofthe experiments, agents migrate to the loation after a lease has been aquired through negotiation with theloation manager. The hosts used for the AgentSape loation are part of the DAS-2 luster at the VrijeUniversiteit Amsterdam, onsisting of Dual Pentium-III nodes onneted by Fast Ethernet (Myrinet-2000 isavailable between mahines at eah luster, but was not used in these experiments). The agents are insertedfrom a host outside the DAS-2 luster, also onneted by Fast Ethernet.In the experiments, CPU-time is the main subjet of the negotiation proess. In eah experiment, onethousand agents are inserted into the loation. For eah agent, a �desired� CPU-time amount is generatedaording to the Weibull distribution (sale = 3.0, shape = 2.0, mean = 26.587 seonds). This value from thedistribution is then used to reate a lease request whih is then sent to the loation. The intervals betweenlease requests of individual agents are distributed aording to the Poisson distribution (mean = 2 seonds).Eah lease request reeived by the loation manager is translated into lease requests to the 8 host managerswithin the loation. Eah host manager then responds with a lease o�er if the requested value is in line withthe loal CPU-time poliy, or responds with an empty o�er if the requested value is not in line with the poliy.In the experiments, the load on a host is represented as the number of agents running on a host, measured atone seond intervals.5.2. Domain-wide negotiation poliy experiments. In the area of distributed systems it is usefulto apply domain poliies failitating the distribution of omputational load aross available hosts in the en-vironment. Two straightforward types of poliies are based on the priniples of: (1) time-division, in whihomputational load is sheduled for exeution at di�erent times, and (2) spae-division, in whih omputationalload is sheduled on di�erent hosts. In these experiments, a round-robin (spae-division) negotiation poliy isapplied, i. e., a loation manager ollets o�ers made by the hosts, and applies a round-robin load balaningpoliy to selet one of the o�ers made by the hosts. This o�er is then sent bak as an answer to the originallease request. After aeptane of the lease, an agent is inserted at the host that has been seleted duringnegotiation. The agent will then start to onsume CPU-time by performing prede�ned alulations. Whenthe CPU-time delegated to the agent in the lease is onsumed, the agent is stopped and removed from thehost. In this experiment, hosts are on�gured with a negotiation poliy ditating that all lease requests shouldbe aepted, regardless of the requested CPU-time value. The loation manager selets host manager o�ersaording to a round-robin poliy, with the aim of to distribute all agents evenly throughout the loation.As a measure for the balane of the load within the AgentSape loation, the �Load Balane Metri� is used,as desribed by Bunt and Eager [4℄. This metri is de�ned by taking the weighted average of peak-to-meanserver load ratios. This ensures that a larger imbalane during high-load situations has a greater e�et on theLBM measure than a smaller imbalane during lower-load onditions. The value of the LBM measure rangesfrom the number of servers (8 hosts in the experiments) to 1, where a lower value represents a higher balane(LBM value 1 means perfet load balane). In Fig. 5.1, the LBM values are graphed, alulated over 10 seondintervals. The �gure shows that a onsistent balane is ahieved within the loation using the round-robinpoliy, during the insertion of agents as desribed in the experimental setup. At the end of the experiment,load balane an no longer be enfored, as all agents have been inserted and load imbalane is indued by theompletion of agents at a host, while a fration of the hosts is still exeuting long running agents. This is shownin the graph by the sharp inrease of the LBM value.5.3. Di�erentiated host poliy experiments. In the seond set of experiments, negotiation poliieswere applied to implement a quality of servie poliy aimed at improving responsiveness for agents with arelatively short running time (below the mean value as desribed above). In the experiments, two di�erent hostpoliies are used: a poliy allowing only requests below the mean CPU-time value, and a poliy allowing onlyrequests above the mean CPU-time value. (The CPU-time values are taken from the same Weibull distributionas desribed in Setion 5.1.) In eah experiment, the number of hosts aepting below-mean and above-meanis varied. The round-robin poliy of the loation manager is still applied, but within the two host groups
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time (s)Fig. 5.1. LBM over 10 seond intervals using round-robin negotiation poliy.separately, as attaining a balaned load within groups is still desirable, but is not feasible aross the di�erentgroups.In Table 5.1, the results of these experiments are shown. In the �rst olumn, the number of hosts aeptingonly agents with a CPU-time value below the mean is given. The seond and third olumn present a qualityof servie perentage for agents with a below-mean and above-mean CPU-time value respetively. The qualityof servie perentage metri is de�ned as the atual CPU-time agents have onsumed divided by the �walllok� time agents have spent on a host. The results in the table are the mean over three experiments. A highquality of servie perentage of 100% indiates a perfet quality of servie where the resoure is ompletelyavailable to the agent (the agents in the experiments are CPU bound, and, e.g., not waiting for I/O or networkommuniation). A low quality of servie perentage means that the agent has to ompete with other agents(or generally tasks) to aess the resoures.The values in the bottom row are obtained from the load balaning experiments presented in the previoussetion, in whih no di�erentiation was made based on CPU-time values, and agents ould be plaed on all hosts.This an be seen as a �referene� value, indiating the responsiveness in the undi�erentiated ase. From theresults it an be argued that a on�guration with 8 hosts, where 3 hosts aepting only agents with below-meanCPU-time values (and onsequently 5 hosts aepting only above-mean CPU-time), gives agents with a shorterrunning time a better responsiveness, at a not too great expense for the longer running agents. For 4 hostsreserved for short running agents, the responsiveness dramatially improves with about a fator of 5 omparedto the referene results, while the long running agents experiene an inreased turnaround time of a fator of 1.7.The experiments have shown that di�erent poliies an be relatively easily enfored, both on aggregateloation level, enforing a round-robin load balaning poliy, as well as on individual host level, aeptingeither short or long running agents. It should be stressed that the experiments are not intended to show theperformane of spei� poliies, but rather show how di�erent poliies de�ned on loation and host level an bede�ned and enfored by the resoure negotiation infrastruture presented in this paper.6. Related Work and Disussion. The negotiation arhiteture desribed above hides the omplexityof managing aess and usage of heterogeneous and distributed resoures from agents, by providing a uniformnegotiation infrastruture aggregating the resoures within a virtual domain. The arhiteture uses the WS-Agreement emerging Grid standard as a basis for its negotiation protool and language.The WS-Agreement framework o�ers an extensible basis for resoure management involving distributedheterogeneous resoures and distributed appliations. In its urrent state however, the WS-Agreement frame-



A WS-Agreement Based Resoure Negotiation Framework for Mobile Agents 35# below mean avg. for below avg. for abovehosts mean agents % mean agents %2 8.3 38.63 24.9 13.24 76.3 9.75 87.7 5.86 90.9 4.5referene 14.5 16.2Table 5.1Quality of servie perentage results of the CPU-time di�erentiated host poliy experiments.work has a number of shortomings. First, the spei�ation only provides for a basi negotiation protool andrelated information strutures. This ould be su�ient for use in servie-oriented environments for whih themodel is intended, however, in a self-managing appliation domain, as desribed in this paper, more elaboratenegotiation failities ould provide these appliations with more ontrol over alloation and use of resoures.Seond, the framework does not provide a model desribing how enforement of agreements is to be integratedin the system providing the resoures. Although it an be argued that muh of this is very domain-spei�and annot be aptured in a useful model, the framework ould present an abstrat model of the requiredinformation strutures and design of an agreement-based infrastruture supporting the WS-Agreement frame-work.In this paper, an extension of the WS-Agreement negotiation protool is proposed. The addition of anexpliit aept/rejet interation sequene allows agents to enter into negotiations with multiple providers andompare reeived o�ers. The proposed framework is implemented in the AgentSape middleware. In a reentpaper, Paurobally and Jennings [9℄ also reognize the need for more omplex negotiation patterns other thanpossible within the WS-Agreement Spei�ation. In their paper, riher message types (i. e., inform and bid)and interation protools are proposed in the form of an additional layer, allowing for the spei�ation of agentinteration protools on top of the WS-Agreement messaging layer. The Grid Resoure Alloation AgreementProtool (GRAAP) working group also extended their work on WS-Agreement with the WS-Agreement Nego-tiation Spei�ation [2℄. Here, a negotiation layer is de�ned to be inorporated on top of the WS-AgreementSpei�ation. The negotiation layer allows to express negotiation o�ers in terms expressed in the meta-languagealready de�ned in WS-Agreement.Independent from the WS-Agreement Spei�ation ativities, Hung et al. [6℄ proposed a Web servie nego-tiation model alled WS-Negotiation. Also, a servie level agreement (SLA) template model is presented, withdi�erent domain spei� voabularies for supporting di�erent types of negotiation. The negotiation protoolin their model is geared toward integrative negotiation, where both parties loate and adopt the option thatprovide greater joint utility to the parties taken olletively. The message types re�et this negotiation modeland is more extended than the models presented by Paurobally and Jennings [9℄ and the GRAAP workinggroup [2℄.IBM's Cremona [7℄ (Creation and Monitoring of Agreements) is an e�ort to reate an arhiteture and setof libraries that implement the WS-Agreement interfaes and agreement (template) management, and provideagreement funtionality suitable for implementations in domain-spei� environments. The Cremona arhite-ture spei�es domain-independent and domain-spei� omponents required for agreement-based management,and the Cremona libraries provide implementations of the agreement interfaes, domain-independent ompo-nents, and well-de�ned interfaes for the domain-spei� omponents. Cremona is urrently being o�ered as apart of IBM's Emerging Tehnologies Toolkit.The design goals and the realization of the WS-Agreement-based negotiation infrastruture presented inthis paper and the Cremona arhiteture are quite similar. However, the WS-Agreement-based negotiationinfrastruture extends the Cremona arhiteture with the option to ombine templates and agreements frommultiple resoures. The ombination of templates and agreements is neessary to aomplish resoure aggrega-tion, for example, to implement virtual organizations where multiple resoure ooperate to provide a (numberof) servies.



36 D. G. A. Mobah, B. J. Overeinder, and F. M. T. BrazierThe onept of leasing has been used in the area of distributed appliation frameworks, for example inJini [10℄, where leases are used for distributed garbage olletion. In the Jini framework, lients lease resoureaess, suh as for example servie registration within a lookup servie. The aquired lease allows a lientto make of use of that resoure for a limited time-period. When a lease expires, and no expliit renewal isrequested by the lient (for example beause of network failure), the assoiated resoure is made availablefor other lients, preventing unneessary resoure alloation. This harateristi has been inluded in thenegotiation model presented in this paper. The Jini spei�ation, however, does not over a negotiation modelor protool spei�ation. In the SHARP [5℄ arhiteture, tikets (soft resoure laims) an be redeemed byresoure onsumers for leases (hard resoure laims), whih guarantee aess to a resoure. Tiket holders andelegate resoures to other prinipals by issuing new tikets. The goals of the SHARP arhiteture and theAgentSape negotiation arhiteture are similar in nature, with the AgentSape negotiation arhiteture beingmore oriented towards agent appliations.The fous of our urrent and future work inludes extending the arhiteture and model with agent levelomponents, allowing appliation developers to more easily integrate and implement resoure negotiation inter-ations into their appliations. As an example, for the AgentSape middleware, a WS-Agreement based AgentCommuniation Language would enable agents to more easily ommuniate with the resoure negotiation in-frastruture. Furthermore, the addition of more expressive and �exible negotiation protools would allow bothappliations and resoures more �ne-grained ontrol of the negotiation proess.As stated in Setion 2.2, the urrent implementation of the domain oordinator in the negotiation infras-truture returns one o�er in reply to an agent request. This is an implementation deision and not a limitationof the negotiation model or protool. If the domain oordinator returns multiple o�ers, the requesting agentan deide whih o�er is most appropriate to omplete its urrent task, e. g., onsidering expeted omputingtime, exeution osts, seurity level, or other uses of resoures. Part of the extended negotiation protool anbe the spei�ation by the agent whether it opts for a light-weight negotiation protool with single o�ers, or amore omplex negotiation protool with multiple o�ers.The negotiation arhiteture makes it also possible for a virtual provider to hek an agent's redentialsbefore even starting to negotiate with an agent. As identity management is an important aspet in the designof large-sale open agent systems [3℄, this aspet is urrently being further explored, in partiular in relation tolegal impliations of the use of mobile agents. REFERENCES[1℄ A. Andrieux, K. Czajkowski, A. Dan, K. Keahey, H. Ludwig, T. Nakata, J. Pruyne, J. Rofrano, S. Tueke,and M. Xu, Web servies agreement spei�ation (WS-Agreement) (draft) 2006,https://forge.gridforum.org/projets/graap-wg[2℄ A. Andrieux, K. Czajkowski, A. Dan, K. Keahey, H. Ludwig, J. Pruyne, J. Rofrano, S. Tueke, and M. Xu,Web servies agreement negotiation spei�ation (WS-AgreementNegotiation) (draft) 2004,https://forge.gridforum.org/projets/graap-wg[3℄ F. Brazier, A. Oskamp, J. Prins, M. Shellekens, and N. Wijngaards, Anonymity and software agents: An inter-displinary hallenge, AI & Law, 1-2 (2004), pp. 137�157.[4℄ R. B. Bunt, D. L. Eager, G. M. Oster, and C. L. Williamson, Ahieving load balane and e�etive ahing in lusteredWeb servers, in Proeedings of the 4th International Web Cahing Workshop, San Diego, CA, Apr. 1999, pp. 159�169.[5℄ Y. Fu, J. Chase, B. Chun, S. Shwab, and A. Vahdat, SHARP: An arhiteture for seure resoure peering, in Pro-eedings of the 19th ACM Symposium on Operating Systems Priniples, Bolton Landing, NY, Ot. 2003, pp. 133�148.[6℄ P. C. K. Hung, H. Li, and J.-J. Jeng, WS-Negotiation: An overview of researh issues, in Proeedings of the 37th HawaiiInternational Conferene on System Sienes (HICSS'04), Big Island, Hawaii, Jan. 2004, pp. 33�42.[7℄ H. Ludwig, A. Dan, and R. Keaney,Cremona: An arhiteture and library for reation and monitoring of WS-Agreements,teh. report, IBM Researh Division, June 2004.[8℄ B. J. Overeinder and F. M. T. Brazier, Salable middleware environment for agent-based Internet appliations, inProeedings of the Workshop on State-of-the-Art in Sienti� Computing (PARA'04), Copenhagen, Denmark, June 2004,pp. 675�679. Published in Applied Parallel Computing, LNCS 3732, Springer, Berlin, 2006.[9℄ S. Paurobally and N. R. Jennings, Developing agent Web servie agreements, in Proeedings of the IEEE/WIC/ACMInternational Conferene on Intelligent Agent Tehnology, Compiegne, Frane, Sept. 2005, pp. 464�470.[10℄ J. Waldo, The Jini arhiteture for network-entri omputing, Communiations of the ACM, 42 (1999), pp. 76�82.Edited by: Shahram Rahimi, Raheel AhmadReeived: November 8, 2005Aepted: Marh 19, 2006



Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 37�47. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSAGENT COMPOSITION VIA ROLE-BASED INFRASTRUCTURESGIACOMO CABRI∗Abstrat. Software agents represent an interesting paradigm to approah omplex and distributed systems. Their soialityenables to build multiagent systems, where di�erent agents interat to pursue their goals. Multiagent systems an involve bothooperative and ompetitive agents. In both ases, the omposition of di�erent agents is an issue that must be faed by developers.In this paper, we propose to build infrastrutures based on roles, whih are abstrations that enable the omposition of di�erentagents in an open senario. Some onrete examples are provided to support our proposal.Key words. agents, roles, multiagent systems, interation1. Introdution. With no doubt software agents have been proposing as an innovative paradigm for someyears, and we envision a digital world populated by them to support users belonging to the human world. Infat, they are able to perform tasks on behalf of users, due to their main features�autonomy, proativeness,reativity and soiality [19℄. In addition, omplex appliations an be divided into smaller and simpler tasks, eahone delegated to one agent [18℄. This leads to systems omposed of several agents, alled multiagent systems,where agents interat and oordinate to arry out a ommon goal. Going further, in a wide open senariothe soial behaviour of the agents implies interations not only between agents ooperating in one appliation,but also between agents of di�erent appliations, whih may have a ompetitive behaviour, to gain the useof resoures [12℄. The feature of mobility [20℄, enhaning the autonomy of agents, implies further advantages.Generally, mobile agents an save bandwidth by moving loally to the environments where the resoures areloated, and do not rely on ontinuous network onnetions. Users are not required to be onneted to thenetwork ontinuously: they an send their agents, disonnet, and then reonnet when the agents have arriedout their tasks to retrieve them.However, building multiagent systems is not so easy, beause they require a areful and e�etive ompositionof di�erent agents, to arry out their tasks; the presene of mobile agents may make the senario even moreomplex, sine agents an enter and exit an appliation ontext dynamially. Composition means not onlyspeifying whih agents take part in a given appliation ontext, but also taking into aount the rules for theinterations between agents and between agents and environments. Developers must fae these issues duringthe entire development proess. This paper proposes to ompose agents by means of infrastrutures based onthe onept of role. A role an be de�ned as a stereotype of behaviour, and is exploited in partiular in a groupor organization of entities, eah one exhibiting a spei� behaviour inside the group. Real life proposes lots ofexamples where people play roles and the onept of role has been exploited in the Objet-Oriented �eld todesign omplex appliations, in the agent area, and in other proposals related to omputer siene in general.We show that roles an be exploited to build infrastrutures that are useful abstrations to ompose di�erentagents in a multiagent system. Suh abstrations an then be implemented exploiting a role-based system.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the onept of role for the agents. Setion 3 presentsthe de�nition of infrastrutures based on roles. Setion 4 introdue the RoleX system, whih an be exploitedfor a possible implementation. Setion 5 shows some examples, giving more details about the implementation.Setion 6 reports some related work. Finally, Setion 7 onludes the paper and skethes some future work.2. Roles. One of the most important features of the agents is soiality, thanks whih omplex appliationsan be built on the base of the interations between autonomous omponents (the agents themselves). In thisontext, it is important that appliation developers fae the engineering of the interations between agentswith appropriate models and tools. To this purpose, a onept that seems to be suitable is role. The OxfordDitionary reports: �Role: noun 1. an ator's part in a play, �lm, et. 2. a person's or thing's funtionin a partiular situation.� [23℄. In desribing patterns, Fowler says that roles are �some ommon behaviour ofentities� that �do not have the same behaviour� [17℄, and points out that the isolation of suh ommon behaviouran simplify the design of appliations. Roles have been already exploited in Objet Oriented approahes, wherea role is applied to an objet in order to hange its apabilities and behaviour. Other approahes promote roles
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38 G. Cabrias views of a partiular objet or entity [2℄, stressing the similarity between roles in omputer programs andthose in the real life.Roles have been applied to agents promoting the reuse of solutions and making the de�nition of interationsenarios easier. Roles allow not only the agent developers/designers to model the exeution environment, butalso allow agents to atively �feel� the environment itself. In other words, roles allow the developer and its agentsto perept in the same way the exeution environment. Roles an also be exploited to model and manage agentinterations [9℄, embedding all the apabilities (e.g., protools, events) needed to handle a spei� interation.This is probably the most important meaning of roles: they allow and enable spei� interations, as well assoial roles enable people, in the real world, to at in a ertain way depending on the role they are playing inthe soiety. There are some harateristis of roles that distinguish them from the onept of agent. The roleis temporary, sine an agent may play it in a well-de�ned period of time or in a well-de�ned ontext. Rolesare generi, in the sense that they are not tightly bound to a spei� appliation, but they express generalproperties that an be used in di�erent appliations. Finally, roles are related to ontexts, whih means thateah environment an impose its own rules and an grant some loal apabilities.To better explain these onepts, we exploit an example in the software aution �eld, whih will be taken upagain later. Let us onsider a software agent that is interested in aquiring a good or a servie in a distributedenvironment. At runtime, after �nding the good/servie, it ould disover that the good/servie is put on sale bya spei� aution house. To arry out its task, it an dynamially assume the role of bidder to attend the aution.In this ase, the bidder is a behaviour that an be exhibited by di�erent agents, of di�erent appliations andwith di�erent interests. But the features (or mehanisms) for bidding in a given aution house are independentof agents and an be embedded in the role of bidder. Moreover, di�erent aution houses an provide di�erentmehanisms and poliies to rule the interations. The importane of the use of roles is supported by the fatthat they are adopted in di�erent areas of the omputing systems, in partiular to obtain unoupling at di�erentlevels. Some examples of areas are seurity, in whih we an reall the Role Based Aess Control (RBAC) [24℄that allows unoupling between users and permissions, and the Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW)[29℄, where roles grant adaptation and separation of duties. Also in the area of software development we an�nd approahes based on roles, espeially in the objet-oriented programming [13, 22℄, in design patterns [17℄,and in omputer-to-human interfaes [27℄, whih remark the advantages of role-based approahes.Finally, it is important to note that roles an be exploited in a stati or dynami way. The stati wayimposes that roles are joined to an agent before its exeution, while the dynami way allows roles to be joinedduring at run-time, during the appliation exeution.3. Composing Agents via Role-based Infrastrutures. In the introdution, we state that multia-gent systems are useful but must be developed arefully; in partiular, agents of multiagent systems must beomposed and their interations must be designed. To support this job, we propose to build infrastruturesas abstrations to ompose di�erent agents. These infrastrutures are based on roles, and the key idea is thata set of roles determines an infrastruture that spei�es whih agents (or, better, whih roles) take part inan appliation ontext and rules the orresponding interations with other agents and with the environment.Suh an infrastruture an be onsidered also as intermediate between appliations and environments; in thefollowing we onsider the resoures as part of the infrastrutures, but atually this model an be adopted evenin ase of legay software that remains outside the infrastruture. It is useful to identify some issues insidethe infrastrutures to simplify the design and to help the implementation and the deployment. We propose tomodel role-based infrastrutures distinguishing three levels (see Figure 3.1):
• the role level ontains the roles that agents an assume in the environment; eah environment has itsown set of admitted roles;
• the poliy & mehanism level aims at de�ning the poliies loal to the environment and the mehanismsthat implements the interation among roles;
• �nally, the resoure level ontains the loal resoures, suh as information and servies.Above the role level we an �nd appliation agents that play roles. In this paper we disregard the internalonstitution of agents, fousing on their external behaviours�aptured by roles. We assume that agents arenetwork-aware, whih means that they pereive the network not as a whole �at environment, but instead as aset of environments, eah one with given resoures and servies [8℄.The role level an be onsidered as the interfae of an environment for agents. To de�ne the infrastruture,an administrator has to perform the following steps:
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Fig. 3.1. A role-based infrastruture1. to hoose the roles her/his environment is going to support; often, this hoie is impliit in the envi-ronment, as shown in the �rst example of the next setion;2. to de�ne the poliies by whih the hosen roles an interat with eah other or with the loal resoures.This model of infrastrutures leads to advantages at several phases of the appliation life yle. At the designstage, roles permit separation of onerns, whih allows the designer to onentrate on the single (interation)issue, and the reuse of solutions. At the development stage, the reuse of roles permits to avoid the implementationof ommon (already implemented by someone else) funtionalities. At the runtime, more �exibility is ahieved,sine eah environment an de�ne its own loal poliies to rule interations.3.1. The Role level. In our proposal, the upper level of an infrastruture is omposed by a set of rolesrelated to the same appliation ontext. Suh de�nition implies two important features of an infrastruture:
• it is not bound to spei� agents, whih an belong to whatever appliations, an have their own tasksand an be designed and implemented separately from the environment;
• it an host agents, providing a �wrapper� that not only aepts them, but also assigns them apabilitiesand a spei� behaviour.In Figure 3.1 the set of roles is represented by a �table� where eah role is represented by a �hole�, in whihan agent an plae itself in order to play suh role. There ould be several �holes� of the same role, if anenvironment an host more than one agent playing the same role.This idea of infrastruture enfores the loality onept previously introdued. In fat, eah environmentan deide how to organize the loal hosting of agents and, by de�ning also mehanisms and poliies, how loalinterations are ruled.3.2. The Poliy & Mehanism Level. This level deploys the poliies that rule the loal environment,and provides the mehanisms for the interations both between agents and between agents and the resouresof the environment. While the previous level an be onsidered as the interfae of an environment toward theexternal world, this level enats the environment's laws. The simplest example of poliy is to allow or denyan interation between two given roles. Thanks to their autonomy and reativity, agents an handle situationswhere something is forbidden by loal rules without giving up and aborting their job.Even if di�erent from poliies, we inlude mehanisms at this level beause, as poliies, they enable theinterations between roles and with loal resoures. To be more preise, this level should be split into twosub-levels: a poliy one and a mehanism one, sine poliies rely on mehanism; but from our point of view thisdistintion is not relevant.3.3. The Resoure Level. At the lowest level we an �nd the resoures loal to an environment. Theyan be legay resoures that are hard to hange or a�et. So, it is important that the poliy & mehanismlevel makes them available in a useful format for agents. As mentioned, this level is onsidered as part of theinfrastruture, but modelling resoures as outside the infrastrutures does not mine the proposed model.Also in this ase, the use of roles helps in abstrating from the single agent or appliation, beause meha-nisms has to be enated for a generi role, overing the wide range of atual agents that play suh role.



40 G. CabriOur proposal permits to disregard how loal resoures are managed, providing that appropriate aessmehanisms are supplied.4. Implementing Role-based Infrastrutures. The infrastruture abstration must have its onreteounterpart, i. e., an appropriate implementation. We are urrently exploring the implementation of the pro-posed role-based infrastrutures exploiting RoleX [3℄, whih is a role-based interation system implemented inthe ontext of the BRAIN framework [10℄. RoleX onsiders roles as �rst-lass entities and enables agents todynamially assume, use and release roles; the idea behind its implementation omes from the Aspet OrientedProgramming [11℄, even if it has been re-adapted to the agent senario. Moreover, RoleX is inspired by real life,thus provides a high degree of freedom to agents that want to assume and play roles. The real life inspiration ofRoleX is emphasized by the role external visibility that it provides: the role an agent is playing an be identi�eddiretly from an external point of view (e.g., another agent) without requiring to ask the interested agent forit. RoleX is a pure Java middleware and is not another agent platform. RoleX an be easily assoiated withany Java agent platform. RoleX adopts the BRAIN XML notation to desribe roles. The adoption of XMLprovides several advantages, as desribed later.We have hosen RoleX for three main reasons.First, being part of the BRAIN framework, it supports the di�erent phases of the software development,from design to implementation [4℄, and we think this is a valid help to developers, whih an have oherentdevelopment phases and not fragmented solutions. Moreover, RoleX supports also dynami assumption of rolesat runtime, granting a high degree of �exibility.Seond, we aim at exploiting the XML notation to produe de�nitions of roles that are interoperable,�exible, and expressive. Eah role an be de�ned by means of an XML doument ompliant to a given XMLShema, whih is independent of the language of its implementation; then XML allows developers to expressinformation in a tagged and strutured way, both human- and mahine-readable; �nally, XML douments anbe translated into other formats (e. g., HTML) in order to be atalogued or viewed in a more suitable way.Third, RoleX provides some mehanisms to de�ne interation rules, and this turns out useful to de�nethe poliies of the infrastrutures. Among suh mehanisms, we an mention some �exible seurity meha-nisms [5℄, whih are based on the Java Authentiation and Authorization System (JAAS) arhiteture [28℄,and enable a �ne-grain ontrol over the allowed operations of roles. Then, a simple yet useful mehanism per-mits to de�ne whih roles an interat with whih other roles; this is useful, for instane, to avoid ollusionin an aution ontext. Finally, perhaps trivial, an agent an assume a role only if it has the right permis-sions.RoleX has been exploited also to implement omputational institutions [6℄, where it has proved to be apowerful and �exible means to implement abstrations.4.1. Role Desription and Implementation. To grant a high level of abstration in deiding whihrole to play, and to ope with dynami situations, it is important to unouple roles from their implementation;this allows agents to fous on the semantis of the roles, rather than their ode. To this purpose RoleX uses roledesriptors, whih are entities that desribe a role, for example by means of information suh as keywords, aontest, an aim, a version, a reation date and any further needed piee of information. Desriptors are de�nedby XML douments written exploiting notation of BRAIN. Besides relieving programmers of the knowledgeof role implementation, the desriptors are useful also to hide to the agent the physial loation of the roleimplementation, to enable role omposition, to hange role implementation in a transparent way, and to allowthe agent programmers to disregard about the work of role programmers and vieversa.Sine the agents are developed using Java, our implementation enables automatially the translation fromthe XML douments representing desriptors to a set of Java lasses. In this way, an agent an diretly aessthe desriptors without needing an XML-parser. The Java implementation of a role is omposed of two parts: aJava interfae (role interfae) and a Java lass (role implementation); the interfae provides external visibility(simulating multiple inheritane) while the lass provides the e�etive role behavior.A role assumption means that the RoleX system performs run-time byteode manipulation, and in partiular(i) adds eah role lass member (both methods and �elds) to the agent lass, in order to add the set of apabilitiesof the role and, at the same time, (ii) fores the agent lass to implement the role interfae, in order to modifyits appearane and to allow other agents to reognize it as playing that role.Sine the above mehanism must result in the de�nition of a new lass, our approah exploits a speiallass loader, alled RoleLoader, that an hange the agent behavior and the external appearane. It is a



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 41sublass of SeureClassLoader, whih allows us to work in ompliane with the Java Seurity Manager. Afterthe RoleLoader has suessfully arried out the role assumption proess (i. e., the addition of the membersand the interfae), it an reload the agent restarting it. The assumption proess an be brie�y desribed byFigure 4.1, where the agent searhes a role repository for an appropriate role desriptor, for example by usingkeywords, and then asks the RoleLoader to reload itself with the hosen role among the retrieved ones. TheRoleLoader retrieves the implementation orresponding to the role desriptor and adds it to the agent. Ifeverything goes right, the RoleLoader sends the new agent an event (alled reload event) to indiate that theagent has been reloaded. After the reload event, the agent an resume its exeution. Releasing a role is similarto the above proess, but this time the RoleLoader removes eah role member and the role interfae, reloadingthe agent without them.

 Fig. 4.1. Role assumption proessThe exploitation of RoleX in the de�nition of role-based infrastrutures will be explained in the next setion,by means of a onrete example.5. Appliation Examples. This setion presents a ouple of examples of appliations where a role-basedinfrastruture is de�ned with the orresponding poliies and mehanisms.5.1. Autions. The �rst example relates to autions. Autions represent an interesting negotiation meansin the agent area, and we have already exploited them in this paper to support some onepts. In an aution thereare entities (alled sellers) that make goods/resoures available and entities (alled bidders) that are interestedin using/aquiring suh goods/resoures. Moreover, there are intermediate entities (alled autioneers) in hargeof atually performing the negotiation. The prie of the resoures sold by sellers via an aution is not �xed, butit is dynamially determined by the interest of the bidders [1℄.We an �gure out that agents negotiate resoures or goods via autions, at given sites representing autionhouses [25℄. Of ourse, the way the sellers, the bidders and the autioneers interat is not bound to a givenappliation or to a given environment, and so they an be onsidered roles that whatever agent an assume.In this ase, the hoie of the roles is tightly driven by the kind of appliation: the bidder, the seller and theautioneer (see Figure 5.1). So the former step of Setion 3 is aomplished.Figure 5.2 and 5.3 report possible XML desriptions of the bidder and the seller role respetively. The siteis in harge of providing role implementations, whih are likely to depend on the loal poliies or mehanisms.From the agent point of view, these desriptions an be exploited to searh for an appropriate role in a siteand, one found, it an assume the role, plaing itself in the �hole� of the site. From the site point of view, theroles made available represent the interfae by whih the environment an host agents; moreover, roles an beimplemented and managed meeting loal requirements and in ompliane with loal polies. In fat, the latterstep relates to the hoie of the loal poliies of interation between roles and between roles and the environmentresoures.
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 Fig. 5.1. A role-based infrastruture for an aution house<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><role xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema-instane"xsi:noNamespaeShemaLoation="XRole.xsd"><name>bidder</name><ontext>aution</ontext><desription>This role is the bidder of an aution.</desription><keyword>aution</keyword><keyword>bidder</keyword>...<ation><name>bid</name><desription>Makes a bid.</desription><ontent><desription>Bid.</desription><type>Prie</type></ontent></ation>...</role> Fig. 5.2. A bidder role de�ned in XMLThere an be several reasons to have di�erent poliies or mehanisms. For example, in one environment thebidders ould be allowed to talk eah other, while in another environment they annot, to avoid ollusions; thispermits to impose loal rules or soial onventions [32℄. For instane, Figure 5.4 reports the possible allowedinterations expressed by a grid whose de�nition is enabled by RoleX. As in Figure 5.1, bidders and sellers arenot allowed to interat diretly.Another reason ould be the di�erent implementation of the aution mehanisms: Figure 5.1 shows amessage-passing oriented implementation, where, for instane, the bidder agent an bid by sending a message tothe autioneer agent. But if the implementation of the bidding mehanism is based on another model, the loalpoliies must be di�erent. For instane, if the aution relies on a data-oriented model suh as tuple spaes [7℄,the bidding ation is implemented as writing information in the loal interation spae, as shown in Figure 5.5.This example shows that the same set of roles an be adapted to di�erent implementations.5.2. Restaurants. This example is taken from the human life, and may not be related to a real appliationbased on agents; however, it is meaningful to understand how roles an be de�ned and how the interationsamong them an be established.In this example, a node represents a single restaurant. We de�ne three roles: the ustomer, the waiter,



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 43<?xml version="1.0" enoding="UTF-8"?><role xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLShema-instane"xsi:noNamespaeShemaLoation="XRole.xsd"><name>seller</name><ontext>aution</ontext><desription>This role is the seller of an aution.</desription><keyword>aution</keyword><keyword>seller</keyword>...<ation><name>put_on_sale</name><desription>Put a good on sale.</desription><ontent><desription>Good.</desription><type>String</type></ontent></ation>...</role> Fig. 5.3. A seller role de�ned in XMLBidder Seller AutioneerBidder No No YesSeller No No YesAutioneer Yes Yes YesFig. 5.4. Allowed interations
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Fig. 5.5. The same infrastruture relying on a data-oriented modeland the hef (see Figure 5.6). These roles an be thought as instanes of the more general roles de�ned in alient-server model with an intermediate entity (the waiter) between the lient (the ustomer) and the server(the hef), suh as several 3-tier solutions.The role of the ustomer an have the following apabilities: ask for the menu, order the meal, aept themeal, and pay the bill. Note that �eat the meal � is not a apability of the role of ustomer, while it should beof the agent. The waiter role has di�erent apabilities: take order, order the meal (to the hef), aept the meal(from the hef), give the meal (to the ustomer), and aept the payment.Finally, the hef an: aept an order and give the meal. Again, the ooking of the meal is not an externalapability of the hef role, but an intrinsi apaity of the hef agent.
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 Fig. 5.6. A role-based infrastruture for a restaurantThe poliy & mehanism level ensure that suh interations our, for example it grants that the ustomerorders the meal to the waiter and the hef gives the ooked meal to the waiter. Some interations may bedisabled, suh as the diret interation between the ustomer and the hef (see Figure 5.6).Now, let us suppose that the senario hanges. To save money, little restaurants do not have the waiter,but the hef itself is in harge of aepting and satisfying the ustomers' requests (see Figure 5.7).
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 Fig. 5.7. A restaurant without waitersIn this ase, the infrastruture an exploit the same roles - disregarding of ourse the waiter role. On theone hand, the agents an assume the same roles as in the previous senario, and they an perform the sameations in the restaurant. On the other hand, the poliy and mehanism level must be hanged in order to allowthe new interations, letting the ustomer give the meal order to the hef, and the hef give the meal to theustomer.This example shows that the same roles an adopt di�erent interation patterns without a�eting the rolede�nitions and, as a onsequene, the agents' way to ahieve their goals.The implementation of this example is similar to the previous one.6. Related Work. In this setion we report some role-based approahes for agents.Elizabeth Kendall has done a lot of work about roles and agents [21℄, and her proposal is perhaps themost omplete. Her e�ort aims at overing di�erent phases of the agent-based appliation development, fromthe analysis to the implementation. To ahieve this, her proposal exploits both Objet Oriented and AspetOriented Programming (AOP) [11℄ in order to make �exible, reusable and dynami the use of roles. Withregard to role-based infrastrutures, an interesting proposal is represented by role model atalogues, whih areolletions of role models used in agent appliations. Even if not thought for infrastrutures, they an beexploited to group roles belonging to the same appliation ontext.



Agent Composition via Role-based Infrastrutures 45AALAADIN [15℄ is a role approah that exploits a meta-model to de�ne models of organizations. Suhmeta-model is based on three main onepts: agent, group and role. The onept of group an be exploitedto model the infrastrutures proposed in this paper. A drawbak of this approah is that it overs only theanalysis and design phase, while no support for the implementation phase is provided, whih an turn useful tohave oherene in the entire development proess.Yu and Shmid [31℄ exploit roles assigned to agents to manage work�ow proesses. They traditionallymodel a role as a olletion of rights (ativities an agent is permitted on a set of resoures) and duties (ativitiesan agent must perform). An interesting issue of this approah is that it aims to over di�erent phases of theappliation development, proposing a role-based analysis phase, an agent-oriented design phase, and an agent-oriented implementation phase, that is partially supported. Joining this approah with some means to de�neinfrastrutures an lead to a omplete and interesting proposal.The Tratable Role-based Agent prototype for onurrent Navigation Systems (TRANS) is a multi-agentsystem with support for role and group behaviours [16℄; this approah expliitly takes into onsideration thatagents an be mobile. Moreover, TRANS allows the de�nition of rules on the role assumption by agents, suhas priority, exlusivity, ompatibility and the distintion between permanent and temporary roles. Even ifdesigned for a spei� appliation senario, TRANS provides an interesting role model and, in partiular, asupport for group of roles. A possible drawbak is that the implementation laks of dynamism, and thus it isnot appropriate for agent appliations for dynami and unpreditable senarios.Another interesting role approah is GAIA [30℄. The GAIA main aim is modelling agent systems as organi-zations of agents, where di�erent roles interat. In GAIA, roles are onsidered only in the analysis phase, anda role de�nition inludes onepts like responsibilities, permissions, ativities and interation protools. GAIAfouses on role interations and supports a model to desribe dependenies and relationships between di�erentroles. The above model is supported at the design phase and is made of a set of protool de�nitions, eah ofthem related to the kind of interation among roles. Similarly to the above approahes, even GAIA laks onthe implementation support and provides a quite strit de�nition of role related onepts, leaving freedom todevelopers.Maria Fasli made a proposal that joins several onepts, suh as ommitments and obligations, with thepowerful of roles, promoting the use of a formal notation and analysis of the appliations [14℄. The base ideaof this proposal is that multi-agent systems are omposed of soial agents, whih are soial sine they do notat isolated. The term soial agent refers either to a single agent or to a group of orrelated agents. In fat,soial agents' deisions and ats an a�et those of other agents, even if not intentionally, and thus this proposalpresents a formal de�nition of the agent struture using roles and relationships among them. The assumed rolede�nes the �soial position� of the joining agent in the soial agent, so that eah agent in the soial agent knowsits position and plays aordingly to it. Even if this proposal o�ers a omprehensive view of soial and olletiveativities, desribing them as soial and olletive onepts, there is no onrete support at the implementationlevel.The Role/Interation/Communiative Ation (RICA) theory [26℄ was born with the main aim of improvingthe FIPA standard with support for soial onepts. The RICA theory fuses ommuniation onepts with soialones, and in partiular merges FIPA-ACL and organizational models, keeping all onepts as �rst lass entities.The RICA theory reognizes ommuniative entities, whih are those that an be aggregated and organized ina soial way; in other words ommuniative entities are agents ating in a soiety. Eah agent (type) is de�nedthrough the role (types) it will play; eah role an perform one or more ation, implementing a soial behaviour.Ation an be speialized in soial and ommuniative ones, whih emphasizes the above statement. Finally,eah role an be speialized as a soial role, whih represents the behaviour of agents interating in a soialontext. The RICA metamodel an be used as a formal language, providing support for the analysis and designphase of an agent appliation. Thanks to the RICA-J (RICA Jade) implementation, this proposal is ompleteand an be used during all phases of appliation development. Probably the most important drawbak of thisproposal is that it re-de�nes the onept of agent, leading to a possible inoherene with other agent theoriesand approahes.In [33℄ Haibin Zhu desribes a role model that is tied to both the omputer and human parts involved inollaborations, and in partiular tries to provide help to human in omputer-supported ollaborations. Thismodel de�nes a role as a set of responsibilities and apabilities a human holds. The key of this proposal isthe onept of role agent, whih is an agent with a role attahed. An agent that wants to partiipate in aollaboration must own at least one role. Role agents should help the human during the ollaboration, for
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50 M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski and M. Paprzyki2. Student mobility�what has to happen? Let us onsider two EU-based institutions of higher learn-ing that are to be involved in a Sorates-type student exhange program. While there exists a number of possiblenames for suh institutions (e.g. ollege, aademia, university et.), hereafter we will use a name university tosimplify the desription. The �rst thing that is happen is that two, or more, universities have to sign a bilateralagreement and report it to the �entral-Sorates-ageny� (in Brussels). It is only after this agreement is o�iallyregistered with suh an EU-ageny when students an be aepted into the program. Sine the agreements aretypially signed by International O�es of eah university, they are in some ways outside of bound of our system(for more details see below).Administrative steps that lead to student partiipation in the program involve a number of administra-tive units within both universities. Nowadays, even in ountries like Poland or Romania, we an observe fastinreasing role of eletronially stored and proessed data within universities (e.g. student reords). Further-more some universities already provide an interfae that allows students to hek items like: ourse-shedule,upoming exams, earned redits et. Finally, almost all students and most faulty members and administratorsommuniate using e-mail (to a lesser or greater extent). Thus there exist basis for developing system like theone outlined here. Let us now oneptualize situation when a student from an EU-loated university wishesto partiipate in a Sorates-type student exhange program. We assume here that her home university hasalready a number of bilateral Sorates-agreements signed and registered with the entral ageny. In this asethe following steps have to be ompleted (see also Figure 2.1):
• before departure1. Seleting foreign university2. Applying to the program3. Being aepted to a partiular exhange4. Delivering all neessary data appropriate administrative units both at the loal and the foreignuniversity5. Organizing a plae to live at the foreign site
• after arrival at foreign university:6. Contating appropriate department at the host university7. Arranging the shedule of ourses to be taken8. Managing ourses and redits required to meet the requirements of the exhange program
• after returning to the home-university:9. Completing a survey or delivering a report to the home-site oordinator.In urrent pratie, the �rst four steps involve mostly interations between the student and the Dean's O�eat her loal university, as well as an information exhange with the loal exhange program oordinator. Let usnote here, that the situation when multiple students are interested in a limited number of openings within anexhange program is handled in (3) �being aepted to a partiular exhange�. There a �ompetition� takes plaeand an appropriate number of students are seleted. What is partiularly interesting from our perspetive isanswer to the question, what happens to these students who did not qualify to a given exhange. As it beomeslear below, our proposed system allows suh students, in a very natural way, beoming involved in subsequent�ompetitions� (if any available exhanges remain un�lled). Step (5) is often ompleted �automatially� byan o�e at the host institution that reeives information about inoming exhange students as a part of thedoument irulation involved in steps (1)�(4). Otherwise, student has to searh a �at or to ommuniate witha separate organization whih supervises dormitories/apartment rental. After arriving at the hosen universitystudent has to ontat the host department to arrange the ourse shedule in suh a way to ful�ll the requirementsof the program (e. g. to aumulate a required number of redits, to study subjet areas that were overed bythe bilateral agreement et.).In all universities, appropriately prepared to handle exhange students, steps (1)�(4), (6)�(8) or (9) don'tpresent problems when onsidered independently (even if they are not supported by eletroni means of ommu-niation and thus unneessarily tedious). Problems materialize when all steps have to be ompleted �together�and thus, when various douments have to irulate between di�erent units within university; between di�erentunits in di�erent (foreign) universities and, �nally, between these units (both loal and foreign) and the stu-dent. Moreover, sine not every university supports eletroni data management to the same extent (and someuniversities in ountries like Bulgaria, have only a very minimal IT support in administration), it is often thease that an extremely large number of douments have to be transferred �manually�. This involves sendingletters, faxes, reeipts (in ase of organizing a �at) and/or numerous telephone alls. In it partiularly in this
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Fig. 2.1. System Summary; interations between agentsregard that the proposed system, desribed in the next setion, is expeted to be partiularly helpful.3. Student mobility � proposed agent system. The main idea of our projet is to develop a solutionwhih would make formalities of taking part in a student exhange program simpler, and also redue numberof issues that presently have to be dealt with �fae-to-fae.� We propose a system that would failitate semi-automati (and possibly even automati) deision making and enable fully automati �ow of information requiredto establish partiipation in an exhange program. Furthermore, as the system develops, it ould ompletelyremove humans from the proess (other than the student expressing a desire to partiipate in it). Let us startfrom summarizing (in Figure 2.1) the proposed �ow of ativities. Here, we have divided the funtionalities intothe following agents:Student Agent (SA) is an interfae between the student and the system and is also students' �representative.�Following the line of reasoning presented in [3, 4, 10℄ it is assumed that in the university of the future the SA willbe able to organize or provide view of students' shedule, hek the total number of redits aquired thus far,make an appointment with a professor and/or advisor et. In this way the SA is a limited ase of well-known(in agent literature) paradigmati onept of a �personal agent� [12℄. In our urrent system, the SA, plays aneven more limited role and represents the student only in organizing his partiipation in the student-exhangeprogram. After the student is aepted and arrives at the foreign university, the SA ommuniates with theDepartment Agent at the host university and supplies the exhange student with all required information.Among others, it helps student to arrange his ourse shedule. While in Figure 2.1 we an see the top levelview of all interations with other agents that the SA is involved in, in Figure 3.1 we present the omplete UMLstate diagram of this agent. The MCDM stands for Multiriterial Deision Making (the same demarationis used also in the ase of the Loal O�e Agent) and denotes the fat that in a full-blown, mature systemimplementation this step of agent operation involves an optimization proedure that leads to a deision. In thease of the SA the deision where to study ould involve a very large number of riteria suh as, geographialloation (e. g. student wants to go where limate is warm), partiular ountry (e.g. student does not want togo to Frane), program of study (e. g. student is interested in e-ommere and not in theoretial foundationsof omputer siene) et. Note that the blue (grey) box Studying involves a large number of steps (the samenotation is used aross the paper). Inside of the Studying box, one more MCDM is enlosed. This one involvesseletion of lass shedule. Here, among others, deisions balaning interest in subjet with willingness to wakeup at 7 AM ould be made.
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Fig. 3.1. Student Agent State diagramIn our system, the Loal O�e Agent (LOA) ats as a oordinator of the Sorates program (and even itsdiagram shows this by indiating that in most part the LOA �servies� reeived messages). LOA stores informa-tion about universities that urrently have bilateral agreements with its university. This list is onstruted onthe basis of messages obtained from the Noti�ation Ageny agent. Here we have to reall that signing bilateralagreements is the domain of International O�es. The way our system works, these o�es have to notify theNoti�ation Ageny agent �rst and that agent has to notify the LOA that it is ready to aept students withinthe purview of a given exhange (suh a noti�ation ontains also all neessary information, inluding appro-priate deadlines). Otherwise it would be possible that the LOA would aept students to the program that theNoti�ation Ageny would not yet be ready to servie. The LOA exhanges appropriate messages required toset up departure of a student to another university and handles student returning bak home form an exhange.In Figure 3.2 we present the omplete UML state diagram of this agent. Note the Considering Appliations,box (appearing within that Figure). In the proposed system Student appliations are aepted until a ertaindeadline. When the deadline passes, they are pre-proessed �rst to eliminate students who do not satisfy initialseletion riteria (e.g. at a given University students who have not ompleted suessfully previous semestersmay not be allowed to partiipate in the exhange program). The remaining appliations are onsidered usingan MCDM, the details of whih are likely to be institution dependent (e. g. at a given University, the GradePoint Average (GPA) in the ore ourses may be more important than the overall GPA).Noti�ation Ageny (NA) represents o�es (�in Brussels�) that supervise the student exhange program(inluding the �nanial matters). In our system, the NA has two funtions: (1) the above desribed bilat-eral agreement management; eah suh agreement has to be registered with the NA that in turn noti�es theLOA and the ∗LOA that it is ready to servie it, and (2) student partiipation management. Spei�ally,the NA has to be noti�ed that a given student is to partiipate in an exhange program. In response theNA validates the proposal to assure that it adheres to the rules of the program (also to hek if the limits ofpartiipation in a given program have not been somehow breahed). When a given proposal has been posi-tively validated (1) one of the spots available in the negotiated bilateral agreement is taken and (2) a givenstudent will be funded by the Sorates sholarship. In Figure 3.3 we present a omplete UML diagram of theNA agent.Department Agents (DA) may be oneptualized as a virtual ombination of a department head and sere-tary. One suh agent is reated for eah individual departments of eah university. These agents are envisioned tobe responsible for ourses o�ered during a given semester, ourse shedules, and alulation of ECTS, et. Sinemost of funtionality of this agent is related to the funtioning of the university rather than to our system andfalls mostly beyond the sope of our work, we have deided to omit its detailed UML-based oneptualization.Finally, the ∗Loal O�e Agent (∗LOA) is the LOA ounterpart at the foreign host institution. In otherwords, the ∗LOA is the LOA of the foreign university.
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Fig. 3.2. Loal O�e Agent State diagram

Fig. 3.3. Noti�ation Ageny state diagram3.1. Agent Interations. Let us now list interations between agents that take plae when the SAattempts at arranging the exhange program for the student (see Figure 2.1). We assume that the system hasbeen initialized, that the NA has send the list of on�rmed bilateral agreements to the LOA�s residing in thesystem et. In other words, the system is ready to servie students. In this stage, student has ommuniatedwith her SA and established the seletion riteria (e.g. ountry, subjet area, et.). Then, the system performsthe following ations (working autonomously � as we assume that when student spei�es requirements, agentsmake all deisions). Note that ommuniation between agents is ahieved through exhange of standard ACLmessages.1. SA sends searh request to the LOA to get addresses of all foreign universities that her LOA has bilateralagreements signed with (in the spei�ed �eld of study)



54 M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski and M. Paprzyki2. upon reeption of the address list, the SA sends messages to all of them, requesting information aboutloal requirements/arrangements/possibilities3. foreign DAs (∗DAs) reply providing requested details4. SA performs multiriterial optimization (MCDM) and selets one or more of available universities asthe plae where the student should go for the exhange5. SA informs the student about possibilities and suggests whih one to hoose (to be able to run the systemautomatially we have removed this step and replaed it with a fully automati seletion proess)6. SA sends to the LOA an appliation to the seleted university and upon reeiving on�rmation thatthe appliation has been reeived suspends itself until a deision is reahed (the LOA is assumed toproess appliations in bathes after ertain deadlines)7. LOA informs the SA if student quali�ed for the exhange�if student did not qualify, the SA goes bakto 5-above and the proess repeats8. LOA informs the NA that a given student was seleted to partiipate in a given student exhange andwaits for on�rmation9. when the NA validates the request it on�rms it by sending message bak to the LOA10. LOA sends all of the neessary douments for the student to beome a part of the exhange programto the (host) ∗LOA and obtains on�rmation11. ∗LOA registers an inoming exhange student (her/his SA is also registered with the loal system)12. SA moves to the foreign host13. SA ontats appropriate ∗DA14. ∗DA informs the SA about ourses available15. SA performs multiriterial optimization and on the basis of knowledge of student preferenes and seletsourses that math them16. SA informs the ∗DA that student ompleted sheduled ourses (urrently, to test the system, we haveimplemented a simple automati seletion, but a realisti system should involve student in the deision-making proess; both possibilities are overed by the Studying box in Figure 3.1)17. ∗DA informs the SA and the ∗LOA how many ECTS student aumulated18. ∗LOA �allows� the SA to go home19. SA moves to its home ontainer20. ∗LOA informs LOA about results of student exhange program partiipation (grades, ETCS, et.)Obviously, at this stage of the projet the multiriteria deision making proesses, mentioned above inpoints (4) and (14), have been replaed with a set of very simplisti seletion proedures. However, delving intodeision making was not of our urrent interest and is de�nitely outside of the sope of this paper. What wewere interested was to develop the system skeleton and illustrate experimentally that it works. To show thatagents ommuniate aordingly to the spei�ation and that agent mobility is appropriately utilized to workin unison with proposed student mobility. As illustrated in the next setion, we have fully ahieved this goal.4. System implementation and operation. The proposed system has been implemented in JADE 3.3[7℄. In a JADE based agent system, all agents exist within a platform that an be spread among multipleomputers. Within a platform, agents reside in and move between ontainers. In our experimental setup, everyontainer represents one university. We have inserted LOAs and DAs into eah ontainer (reall that a LOAan play a role of a ∗LOA depending on the diretion of the proposed student exhange). Additionally an NAis reated in the Main-ontainer (the Main-ontainer is the name used by JADE for the �system� ontainer thatis reated when JADE platform is started for the �rst time). After the system is initialized in this way we anreate as many SAs as we need.A �single� system run involves an SA performing all neessary steps to organize the exhange program forits student-master. As noted, in our urrent implementation we use very simple seletion riteria, i. e. the plaewhere the exhange program was to take plae was seleted on the basis of only two student preferenes: �eld ofstudy and number of ECTS redits she gathered thus far. An example of a system run is represented in Figures4.1-4.3 (here the, JADE provided, Sni�er Agent whih �reords� all messages inoming to and originating fromagents, it was told to �sni�,� was used to indiate the operation of the system).In the experiment we observe a sample senario involving �ve universities (loated at �ve separate omput-ers): UNIV1, UNIV2, UNIV3, UNIV4, UNIV5. At the UNIV1, DAs representing IT and Biology departmentshave been reated. Similarly, at the UNIV2 we see departments of IT and Chemistry, at the UNIV3 depart-
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Fig. 4.1. Sni�er Agent report for the Initial Part of Experiment 1ments of Philosophy and Mathematis, at the UNIV4 departments of IT and Mathematis, while at the UNIV5departments Mediine and Biology. In Figure 4.1 we see the Initial Part of the experiment, where the LOAagents register with the NA. Furthermore, an SA was reated within ontainer representing the UNIV1 univer-sity. This agent registers with its LOA and later requests addresses of available exhange programs that are ofpossible interest to its student-master. This proess is depited in Figure 4.2Finally, in Figure 4.3 we observe the moment when the SA arrives at the UNIV4 university. The mainpoint of this senario is for an IT student at the UNIV1 to arrange (and omplete) an exhange with the ITdepartment at the UNIV4 and this mission is aomplished.In a separate experiment, using the psexe sripting program [17℄ we have reated 22 ontainers representing22 universities (loated in 22 ountries), on 20 separate, networked omputers. We have then plaed �random�departments on eah one of them and suessfully run experiments with �students� (SAs) seeking exhangeprograms among all of these university departments (omputers). A sample sreen representing this experimentis presented in Figure 4.4. Finally we have experimented with a �mixed environment.� For instane we haverun the Main-ontainer on a Linux-based laptop, while the remaining omputers have been running Windows.We have observed no problems in any of trial runs. More details of these experiments (involving an earlier,somewhat less sophistiated version of the system) an be found in [3, 4℄.5. Conluding remarks. Our projet, in its urrent stage, illustrates the most important (from the pointof view of agent system design and implementation) features of system that would enable student mobilityautomation. Those are: mobility, ommuniation, registration, searhing et. Furthermore, the system skeletonhas been implemented and shown experimentally to work (even though, we have to admit, utilizing an extremelysimpli�ed sets of rules for deision making, seletion et.). We were able to run experiments on a singlenetwork, utilizing up to 20 omputers, inluding mixed Linux-Windows setup and found no problems. One ofthe important issues that have to be onsidered when onstruting agent systems is that eah suh a system hasto re�et the real world. Our example shows potential of software agents to automate an existing real-worldsenario. In the next steps of the development of this system, we will attempt at making it to resemble thereality even more, by fousing on developing and implementing the following features:
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Fig. 4.2. Sni�er Agent report of SA reation (Experiment 1)

Fig. 4.3. Sni�er Agent report SA arrives at the UNIV4 university (Experiment 1)1. Student Agent personalization (agent that atually knows what its student-master really �wants� and isable to truly represent her interests). In this ontext, we will have to �nd a way to represent user pro�leand this representation will have to be tied to the ontologies of �world of aademia� that will have tobe developed (see 4. below). A proposal how to tie ontologies and user pro�les has been reently putforward in [5, 6℄.2. Adding funtions to the Department Agent that would extend the ommuniation between the DA andthe SA and failitate possibility of developing the MCDM module that is to selet the student-optimalourse shedule.
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Fig. 4.4. System run representing 22 ountries (1 university per ountry); partial report form the sni�er agent3. Adding more intelligent deision making omponents (MCDM modules), so that seletions are basedon a realistially seleted set of riteria. We do not assume that our goal has to be to develop fully-funtional modules, but rather establish whih tehnology should be used to seamlessly integrate it intothe system under development.4. Making ommuniation between agents more realisti by developing and/or utilizing existing ontologiesand negotiation protools onerning various aspets of �aademi life�.5. Moreover, performing international tests (omputers loated in di�erent ountries) is ompulsory aswhat we want to ahieve is globally working system.We will be reporting on our progress in the near future.REFERENCES[1℄ D. Handl, H.-J. Hoffmann, Work�ow agents in the doument-entred ommuniation in MALL2000 systems,http://www.aois.org/99/handl.html[2℄ A. Doga, Y. Tambag, A. Tumer, M. Ezbiderli, N. Tatbul, N. Hamali, C. Idem, and C. Beeri, A Work�ow Systemthrough Cooperating Agents for Control and Doument Flow over the Internet In: Cooperative Information Systems, 7thInternational Conferene, CoopIS 2000[3℄ M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski, M. Paprzyki,Sorates Agents � in Support o Student Mobility In: Proeedings of the17th Mountain Conferene of the Polish Information Soiety, Szzyrk, Poland (to appear)[4℄ M. Ganzha, W. Kuranowski, M. Paprzyki, S. Rahimi, M. Szymzak, Designing an Agent-based Student MobilitySupport System In: In: W. Essaidi, N. Raissouni (ed.) Information and Communiation Tehnologies InternationalSymposium Proeedings, Al Khalij Al Arabi, Tetuan, Moroo, 2005, 44-50[5℄ M. Gawineki, Z. Vetulani, M. Gordon, M. Paprzyki, Representing Users in a Travel Support System, in: Proeedingsof the ISDA 2005 Conferene (to appear)[6℄ M. Gordon, M. Paprzyki, Designing Agent Based Travel Support System, in: Proeedings of the ISPDC 2005 Conferene,IEEE Computer Soiety Press, Los Alamitos, CA, 2005, 207-214[7℄ JADE. Java Agent Development Framework See: http://jade.selt.it[8℄ N. R. Jennings, An agent-based approah for building omplex software systems, Communiations of the ACM, 44 (4), 2001,35-41[9℄ R. Krishnan , L. Munaga, K. Karlapalem, XDoC-WFMS: A Framework for Doument Centri Work�ow ManagementSystem, In: Data and Semantis of Web Information Systems Workshop (DASWIS ) Japan 2001[10℄ S. Lambert, et. al., Knowledge Management for Organisationally Mobile Publi Employees, in: Wimmer M. A. (Ed.),KMGov 2003, LNAI 2645, 2003, 203-212
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 59�75. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSYOURSKYG: LARGE-SCALE ASTRONOMICAL IMAGE MOSAICKING ON THEINFORMATION POWER GRIDJOSEPH C. JACOB∗, JAMES B. COLLIER , LORING G. CRAYMER , AND DAVID W. CURKENDALLAbstrat. The yourSkyG ustom astronomial image mosaiking software has a web portal interfae that allows ustom aessvia ordinary desktop omputers with low bandwidth network onnetions to high performane mosaiking software deployed on aomputational grid, suh as NASA's Information Power Grid (IPG). In this ontext, ustom aess refers to on-the-�y mosaikingto meet user-spei�ed riteria for region of the sky to be mosaiked, data sets to be used, resolution, oordinate system, projetion,data type and image format. The portal uses pipelines and data ahes to onstrut multiple mosais on the grid with highthroughput.Key words. Astronomy, virtual observatory, image, mosai, web, grid, portal1. Introdution. In reent years the Astronomy ommunity has witnessed rapid growth in the size andomplexity of astronomial data sets due to rapid advanes in remote sensing tehnology. The massive data setsthat now exist olletively ontain tens of terabytes of imagery and atalogs in wavelengths spanning the entireeletromagneti spetrum. Although this rih data store represents a signi�ant opportunity for new sienti�disoveries, it also represents a serious hallenge to the ommunity: How does one e�etively and e�ientlyextrat information from suh a large and omplex olletion of data? The National Virtual Observatory(NVO) [1, 2, 3℄ is addressing this question in the United States and similar e�orts exist elsewhere in the world[4, 5, 6, 7℄. Many of the these virtual observatory projets are ooperating to ensure that they remain integratedand interoperable via the International Virtual Observatory Alliane (IVOA) [8℄.As a ommunity e�ort, the virtual observatory neessarily exhibits a loosely oupled, distributed arhite-ture, with an emphasis on interoperability between omponents developed and deployed by domain experts invarious areas. Sine many of these omponents require an enormous amount of omputation and data movement,the NVO needs to be deployed in a distributed, high performane, salable omputing environment. However,a signi�ant fration of astronomial researh is onduted by sientists and students with limited resoures,ordinary desktop omputers and low bandwidth network onnetions. Therefore, to be e�etive the NVO alsoneeds to provide portals to its high performane infrastruture that will make it usable by researhers anywhere.1.1. Grid Computing in Astronomy. The emergene of the virtual observatory onept oinides withthe maturation of omputational grids as a viable arhiteture for high-performane or data-intensive, dis-tributed omputations. The fundamental omputational grid infrastruture inludes both hardware-distributed,possibly heterogeneous proessors interonneted by networks�and software to launh remote omputations andto transport data to the proesses that require them. The fundamental software infrastruture, provided bythe Globus Toolkit, is what makes a olletion of distributed omputational resoures into a funtional om-putational grid, providing users with a single point of authentiation for simultaneous aess to all of the gridresoures. In the grid development ommunity, researh is ongoing to bring into prodution more sophistiatedgrid software, layered on top of Globus, to provide additional funtionality suh as job monitoring, hekpointing,stop and restart, error reovery, planning, and sheduling.The researh desribed in this paper was onduted in 2002-2003, at whih time the NVO was in its earlystages and appliation of grid tehnology to astronomial researh was very limited. At this time, a numberof important web-based systems were instantiated, whih serve as a model for the grid-based and web-basedarhitetures prevalent today.A number of projets used grid omputing to allow siene users around the world to aess omputationalsoftware over the Internet. The main advantage is that deploying these algorithms as grid and web serviesmakes them aessible to siene users with limited resoures and only lightweight omputers and networkonnetions. One example of this is the Hera arhiteture [9℄, whih makes it possible to run the High EnergyAstrophysis Siene Arhive Researh Center (HEASARC) data analysis software at NASA's Goddard SpaeFlight Center (GSFC) on a remote server via a simple graphial interfae. Astroomp [10℄ is a web portal
∗Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Tehnology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109-8099,Joseph.Jaob�jpl.nasa.gov 59



60 Jaob, et al.for aess to software for N-body simulations. Similarly, the yourSky web portal [11℄, desribed in this paper,provides remote aess to JPL's parallel astronomial image mosaiking software via a simple web form interfae.The eSTAR Projet [12℄ is an intelligent roboti telesope network that onnets intelligent agents totelesopes and databases through grid and web servies. This is an example of how grid omputing is appliedto siene ativities like Gamma-Ray Burst followup observations and the hunt for planets outside our solarsystem.The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) was an early adopter of web servies tehnologies to failitate aessto large astronomial datasets. SDSS used many of the same tehnologies that are prevalent today in web-basedommere, inluding SOAP (Simple Objet Aess Protool), XML (Extensible Markup Language), and WSDL(Web Servie Desription Language), to build servies for resoure disovery, data mining, visualization, andstatistial analysis. The SkyQuery [13, 14℄ portal was implemented for SDSS using this web servies arhiteture.A number of projets related to virtual observatories are foused on using grid and web servies tehnologyto aess multiple datasets (images and atalogs) from di�erent arhive enters and merge them to provide riherinformation ontent than is available from any of the datasets alone. This type of interoperability onept isdemonstrated in the Aladin/GLU system [15℄, the European Spae Ageny (ESA) siene arhives [16℄, theSmithsonian Astrophysial Observatory (SAO) spetral arhives [17℄, the Astrophysial Virtual Observatory(AVO) interoperability prototype [18℄, the On-Line Arhive Siene Information Servies (OASIS) [19℄, andGrist (Grid Servies for Astronomy) projets [20℄. The Uni�ed Content Desriptor (UCD) [21℄ presribes anaming sheme for astronomial atalogs in order to failitate this type of interoperability.NASA's Information Power Grid (IPG) provided the grid infrastruture used in this work.1 The IPG on-neted SGI Origin servers and Linux lusters distributed at NASA enters nationwide. The National SieneFoundation (NSF) also sponsors a omputational grid alled the TeraGrid, whih, at the time the researhreported in this paper was onduted, linked together large Linux lusters at �ve sites, California Institute ofTehnology, San Diego Superomputer Center, Argonne National Laboratory, National Center for Superom-puting Appliations, and Pittsburgh Superomputing Center. By September 2004, additional TeraGrid enterswere added, inluding Indiana University, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Purdue University, and Texas Ad-vaned Computing Center, for an aggregate proessing power of 40 tera�ops, with 2 petabytes of disk storage,all interonneted with a 10-30 gigabits per seond dediated national network [22℄.1.2. Image Mosaiking in Astronomy. The mosaiking desribed in this paper involves reprojetinginput image plates to a ommon oordinate system, projetion, equinox, and epoh, and ombining the resultingplates to produe a single output image. There are strong siene drivers for mosaiking. The most obvious isthat large image mosais enable analysis of elestial objets that either do not �t on a single image plate in thenative image partitioning sheme used by a survey, or fall at the boundary between two or more neighboringplates. Also, mosais enable analysis of the large-sale struture of the universe. In addition, mosaikingdata sets in di�erent wavelengths or from di�erent surveys to the same oordinate grid enables multi-spetralanalysis, whih ould be essential for identifying new, previously unknown, types of objets, or for identifyingnew objets that are so faint in a single wavelength that they are overlooked until ombined with the signalsfrom other wavelengths.A number of software pakages exist that an be used to onstrut astronomial image mosais. This paperdesribes the yourSky software and its usage on the IPG. The yourSky software is the baseline for Montage[23, 24℄, a general siene-grade astronomial image mosaiking toolkit that preserves both astrometry (objetpositions) and photometry (brightnesses) in the images. The Montage software was deployed as a servie onthe TeraGrid using a sheduler alled Pegasus [25, 26℄ and Condor DAGMAN [27℄ to launh the omputationson the grid in a manner that preserves all of the dependenies. Other notable astronomial mosaiking projetsinlude SWarp [28℄ from the Frenh TERAPIX enter and MOPEX [29℄ from the Spitzer Siene Center atCalteh.1.3. From yourSky to yourSkyG. In this paper, we desribe yourSky and yourSkyG, portals for high-performane, on-demand, astronomial image mosaiking. Both yourSky and yourSkyG an perform their highperformane omputations and data movement on onventional superomputers, but yourSky requires use ofa loal multiproessor system, while yourSkyG is apable of launhing its omputations on remote omputersorganized in a omputational grid suh as the IPG. A key harateristi of the portal arhiteture is that the
1NASA deommissioned the IPG in 2004.



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 61data movements required to onstrut a requested mosai and the atual loation where the omputations arearried out are transparent to the user who simply orders his mosai by speifying the parameters that desribethe mosai. Regardless of where the omputations are performed, these portals are aessible via lightweightlient software�the ubiquitous web browser. The arhiteture of yourSkyG is motivated by the loosely-oupled,distributed nature of both the NVO and IPG infrastrutures.The yourSkyG portal is optimized for e�ient proessing of mosai ensembles, multiple mosai requeststo be proessed together. This mode of proessing an dramatially improve throughput by (i) reduing theamount of data ommuniation in ases where multiple mosais require the same input image plates, and (ii)performing omputation and ommuniation for di�erent mosais in parallel where possible. Furthermore, weintrodue the onept of data reservoirs, arefully managed data ahes maintained at eah stage of the data�ow pipeline that have the e�et of smoothing out variations in throughput as the availability of and load onshared grid resoures hange over time.The arhiteture of yourSky is summarized in Setion 2. Enhanements required to produe yourSkyG,running on the IPG, are desribed in Setion 3. Optimizations for proessing multiple mosai requests aredesribed in Setion 4. Performane results are provided in Setion 5. Finally, a summary is provided inSetion 6.2. The yourSky Portal. The only lient software required to use the yourSky ustom astronomial imagemosai server is the ubiquitous web browser. By �lling out and submitting the request form, users have ustomaess on their desktop to all of the publily released data from the member surveys. In this ontext, �ustomaess� refers to new tehnology that enables on-the-�y astronomial image mosaiking to meet user-spei�edriteria for region of the sky to be mosaiked, data set to be used, resolution, oordinate system, projetion,data type, and image format. All mosai requests are ful�lled from the original arhive data so that the domainexperts maintain ontrol and responsibility for their data and data orruption due to resampling is minimizedbeause only one reprojetion is done from the raw input data. Currently the data arhives that are aessiblewith yourSky are the Digitized Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (DPOSS) [30℄ and the Two Miron All SkySurvey (2MASS) [31℄. DPOSS has aptured the entire northern Sky at 1 ar seond resolution in three visiblewavelengths. 2MASS has aptured the entire sky at 1 ar seond resolution in three infrared wavelengths.The yourSky arhiteture supports expansion to inlude other surveys, without regard to the native imagepartitioning sheme used by a partiular survey.2.1. Arhiteture. The arhiteture for yourSky is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. In the �gure, the numbereddesriptions on some of the arrows give the steps taken to ful�ll a typial mosai request. The proedure is asfollows. The lients at the top left of the illustration are the web browsers that may be used to submit requeststo yourSky. A simple HTML form interfae, shown in Fig. 2.2, is used to speify the parameters that areto be passed to the ustom astronomial image mosaiking software. The mosaiking software and the mosaiparameters are desribed in detail in Setion 2.2. The yourSky Mosai Request Manager running on the yourSkyserver heks for mosai requests and hands them o� to the Mosai Request Handler, using the user prioritysheme desribed in Setion 2.3. The Mosai Request Handler queries the Plate Coverage Database, desribedin Setion 2.4, to determine whih input image plates from DPOSS or 2MASS are required to ful�ll the mosairequest. A �xed size data ahe is maintained on the yourSky server to store the input image plates requiredto build reent mosai requests. If all of the required input image plates are already present loally in thedata ahe, the mosai is onstruted immediately using the ustom astronomial image mosaiking software.If some of the required input image plates are not already ahed loally, they need to be retrieved from theirrespetive arhives. Therefore an �arhive request� is issued. The yourSky Arhive Request Manager heks forarhive requests and hands them o� to the Arhive Request Handler, whih retrieves the required input imageplates from the appropriate remote arhive. One all of the input image plates for a request have been ahedon a loal disk, the ustom astronomial image mosaiking software is launhed to onstrut the mosai. Whenthe mosai, built preisely to math the user's request parameters, is ready an email is sent bak to the userwith the URL where the image mosai an be downloaded.2.2. Custom Astronomial Image Mosaiking Software. The heart of the yourSky server is theustom astronomial image mosaiking software that is used to onstrut an image mosai preisely mathinguser-spei�ed parameters. The inputs to the mosaiking software are a list of input images to be mosaiked andthe ustom parameters that determine the properties of the mosai to be onstruted. The only requirements onthe input images are the following. First, they must omply with the standard ditated by the Flexible Image
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Fig. 2.1. The arhiteture of yourSky supports fully automated mosaiking, inluding retrieval of the input image plates fromthe remote survey arhives.

Fig. 2.2. The yourSky ustom mosai web form interfae.Transport System (FITS), a data format that is well understood by the astronomy ommunity and has long beenused as the de fato method for sharing data within the ommunity [32℄. FITS format images enapsulate the



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 63image data with keyword-value pairs that give additional information about how the data values in the imagemap to loations on the sky. The seond requirement for input images to the mosaiking software is that theFITS header must ontain valid World Coordinate System (WCS) information. The WCS de�nes pixel-to-skyand sky-to-pixel oordinate transformations for a variety of oordinate systems and projetions ommonly usedby the astronomy ommunity [33℄.2.2.1. Custom Aess. With yourSky, the emphasis is on ustom aess to astronomial image mosais.The following parameters may be used to speify the mosai to be onstruted:1. Center right asension and delination: Required parameters, analogous to the CRVAL1 and CRVAL2FITS keywords, whih speify the loation on the elestial sphere of the tangent point for the imageprojetion plane. By default, this enter of projetion is plaed at the enter pixel in the mosai,analogous to the CRPIX1 and CRPIX2 FITS keywords.2. Resolution: Required parameters, analogous to the CDELT1 and CDELT2 FITS keywords, whihspeify the pixel size in degrees in eah of the two image dimensions at the mosai enter of projetion.3. Radius in degrees: Optional parameter that limits the mosai size using degrees from the mosai enter.If not spei�ed, the radius is determined automatially from the region of overage of the input imageplates.4. Width and height in pixels: Optional parameters, analogous to the NAXIS1 and NAXIS2 FITS key-words, that limit the mosai size using a spei� number of pixels. These parameters supersede theradius in degrees if that is given as well. If not spei�ed, the size is determined automatially from theregion of overage of the input image plates.5. Coordinate system: Required parameter, analogous to the �rst half of the CTYPE1 and CTYPE2 FITSkeyword values, that spei�es the alignment of the mosai axes in 3-D spae. Four oordinate systemsare supported: galati, elipti, J2000 equatorial, and B1950 equatorial.6. Projetion: Required parameter, analogous to the seond half of the CTYPE1 and CTYPE2 FITSkeyword values, that spei�es how loations on the elestial sphere are mapped to the image projetionplane. All of the projetions spei�ed by WCS are supported: Linear (LIN), Gnomoni (TAN), Or-thographi (SIN), Stereographi (STG), Zenithal/Azimuthal Perspetive (AZP), Zenithal/AzimuthalEquidistant (ARC), Zenithal/Azimuthal Polynomial (ZPN), Zenithal/Azimuthal Equal Area (ZEA),Airy (AIR), Cylindrial Perspetive (CYP), Cartesian (CAR), Merator (MER), Cylindrial EqualArea (CEA), Coni Perspetive (COP), Coni Equidistant (COD), Coni Equal Area (COE), ConiOrthomorphi (COO), Bonne (BON), Polyoni (PCO), Sanson-Flamsteed Sinusoidal (SFL), Paraboli(PAR), Hammer-Aito� (AIT), Mollweide (MOL), COBE Quadrilateralized Spherial Cube (CSC),Quadrilateralized Spherial Cube (QSC), Tangential Spherial Cube (TSC), Digitized Sky Survey PlateSolution (DSS), and Plate �t polynomials (PLT).7. Image Format: Required parameter that spei�es the output mosai image format (FITS is reom-mended). The following image formats are urrently supported: FITS, JPEG, PGM, PNG, TIFF, andRaw Data.8. Data Type: Required parameter that spei�es the data type of the mosai pixels. This is analogousto the BITPIX FITS keyword. The data types urrently supported are 8-, 16-, and 32-bit signed andunsigned integer, and single and double preision �oating point.9. Quantization Extrema: Optional parameters that speify the minimum and maximum over whih tostreth the input pixel values for those data types that require quantization to a limited number ofoutput bits per pixel (espeially, 8-bit and 16-bit integers). The user an speify these values to ontrolhow many gray levels in the output mosai are assigned to low or high intensity regions of the sky.10. Pixel Masks: Optional masks may be spei�ed to disard pixels around the outer perimeter or frompartiular retangular regions in eah input image.11. Bakground Mathing: Logial parameter that spei�es whether or not yourSky should attempt tomath the bakground intensities among the input images that omprise a mosai in an attempt toprodue a mosai that is as seamless as possible.2.2.2. Parallel Mosaiking Algorithm. The yourSky mosaiking algorithm is designed to be able tohandle arbitrarily sized mosai requests from typial small requests overing a single elestial objet to all-sky mosais at full resolution. Also, the algorithm is e�ient in the fae of arbitrarily sized input imageplates, so that yourSky an be extended to support other image arhives without onsideration of the na-



64 Jaob, et al.tive image partitioning sheme used by the arhive. For example, the two surveys urrently aessible byyourSky have drastially di�erent native image partitioning shemes, from millions of small 2 MB imageplates in the ase of 2MASS to thousands of muh larger 1 GB plates in the ase of DPOSS. In addition,the mosaiking algorithm is designed to support arbitrary mappings from input image pixels to output mosaipixels.The mosaiking proeeds in two phases, Analysis and Build. During Analysis, the following is aomplished.First, the mosai width and height are determined if they are not provided expliitly as part of the user-spei�edparameter set. Seond, the pixel oordinates that interset the mosai are determined for eah input imagealong with the orresponding intersetion oordinates from the mosai. These oordinates are used to set loopbounds and bu�er sizes during the Build phase. Third, in ases where the data type requires quantization to alimited number of output bits per pixel in the output mosai (e.g., 8-bit and 16-bit integers), the minimum andmaximum over whih the pixel values should be quantized are determined if these extrema are not spei�edexpliitly as part of the user-spei�ed parameter set. Fourth, if bakground mathing is to be done, the intensityorretion for eah input image plate is determined.During the Build phase the information gathered during Analysis is used to onstrut the ustom mosai.If the mosai is to be lower resolution than the input image plates, the outer loop is over the input image pixelsand the mosai pixel values are alulated as the average of the input pixels for whih the pixel enter fallswithin the mosai pixel region of overage. If the mosai is to be roughly the same or higher resolution thanthe input image plates, the outer loop is over the mosai pixels and the mosai pixel values are omputed to bethe result of sampling from the input images using bilinear interpolation. In either ase, mapping from inputpixel oordinates to output pixel oordinates is done by �rst mapping from input pixels to a loation on thesky, then mapping from the sky oordinates to the output pixel oordinates, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
Input Image Plates Output Mosaic

(xi,yi) (xo,yo)(RA,Dec)

1. Map input pixel coordinates (xi,yi) 
to sky coordinates (RA,Dec). 

2. Map sky coordinates (RA,Dec) to 
output pixel coordinates (xo,yo). Fig. 2.3. Mapping from input pixel oordinates to output pixel oordinates is done in two steps. First, the input oordinatesare mapped to a position on the sky, then that position on the sky is mapped to the output mosai oordinates.The mosaiking proeeds in parallel during both Analysis and Build, with eah proessor being assigneda subset of the input image pixels. By default the input images are assigned to proessors in a round robinfashion, with one proessor per image, but the user an reon�gure this at run-time by speifying the numberof proessors to be assigned to eah input image. Assigning multiple proessors to eah input image platedramatially improves e�ieny for arhives, suh as DPOSS, that have suh large image plates that only asingle or a few input image plates are required for a typial mosai request. If multiple proessors are assignedto eah input image, a group synhronization among the proessors assigned to the same image is required foreah image so that Analysis results an be aumulated and shared. Also, in all ases, a global synhronizationis required between the Analysis and Build phases so that Analysis results that relate to the entire mosai, suhas pixel value distributions required to alulate the appropriate quantization extrema, an be aumulated andshared. The software should be portable beause it is written in ANSI C and all inter-proessor ommuniationand synhronization is done using Message Passing Interfae (MPI), whih has been implemented on manyplatforms [34℄.2.2.3. Sample Mosais. Some sample image mosais, onstruted with the yourSky ustom image mo-saiking software, are shown in Figs. 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6.



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 65Fig. 2.4 shows a full 90 ar seond resolution, all-sky, 14, 400 × 7, 200 pixel mosai onstruted from 430Infrared Astronomial Satellite (IRAS) [35℄ image plates in eah of 4 wavelengths, 12, 25, 60, and 100 µm.High performane exploration of this and other large data sets is possible using visualization software developedpreviously at JPL [36℄, [37℄.

Fig. 2.4. IRAS all-sky mosai in the Cartesian (CAR) projetion at 90 ar seond resolution, onstruted from 430 IRASimage plates in eah of four wavelengths. The full resolution mosai is 14400 × 7200 pixels.Fig. 2.5 shows a enter of the galaxy mosai from the 2MASS H band (1.65µm wavelength) before andafter bakground mathing is performed. The striped appearane without bakground mathing is primarilydue to atmospheri e�ets that beome more pronouned as the path length through the atmosphere getslonger at di�erent look angles. The bakground mathing algorithm used by yourSky results in a more seamlessmosai, but edge e�ets are still visible. The Montage algorithms, desribed earlier, an be used to improvethis bakground mathing algorithm further.

(a) (b)Fig. 2.5. 2MASS H band (1.65µm wavelength) enter of the galaxy mosai onstruted from 16 2MASS image plates at 1ar seond resolution (a) without and (b) with bakground mathing.Fig. 2.6 shows a DPOSS F band (650 nm wavelength) mosai of M31 in a Galati Tangent Plane projetion.The mosai shown in the �gure is the enter part of a larger 34, 816 × 36, 352 single preision �oating pointmosai onstruted from 9 DPOSS plates at full 1 ar seond resolution.
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Fig. 2.6. DPOSS F band (650 nm wavelength) mosai of Andromeda (M31) at 1 ar seond resolution. The image shownhere is the enter of a muh larger mosai onstruted from 9 DPOSS plates.2.3. Request Management. Simultaneous mosai requests are aepted from a simple HTML formsubmitted from the yourSky mosai request web page, and queued on the yourSky server by a Common GatewayInterfae (CGI) program interfaing with the Apahe web server. The mosai parameters for eah request arestored on the yourSky server along with the identity of the user that submitted the request. The yourSkyMosai Request Manager, shown in the arhiteture diagram in Fig. 2.1, needs to loate these mosai requestsand assign them one at a time to the Mosai Request Handler. A user priority sheme is in plae that starts o�all users with equal priority. As requests are proessed the user priorities hange based on the number of mosaipixels produed by eah user in the past period referred to as the �priority window�, urrently set to 1 week.Users with the least number of mosai pixels produed in the priority window period have highest priority forfuture mosai requests. Furthermore, a mosai request in progress that has had to wait for input image plateretrieval from a remote arhive gets the highest priority to run next one all of the required input images havebeen retrieved. This ensures that all users get a hane to have their mosai onstruted and no single user willdominate all the available resoures.2.4. Plate Coverage Database. In order to be aessible by yourSky, all member surveys have tobe inluded in the Plate Coverage Database that ontains the minima and maxima of the longitudes (rightasensions) and latitudes (delinations) in eah of the supported oordinate systems for all of the input imageplates. The yourSky Mosai Request Handler queries this database to determine whih input image plates areneeded to ful�ll eah mosai request. The open soure database, MySQL, is used to store this plate overageinformation [38℄, [39℄. The result of the query to the Plate Coverage Database is a list of the input image platesthat are required to ful�ll the mosai request. These input image plates are retrieved from the appropriateremote arhives, staged in a loal data ahe, and provided as an input to the image mosaiking softwaredesribed in Setion 2.2. The plate overage database is also available as a stand-alone servie, alled theyourSky Arhive Database Query.2.5. Data Management. A data management sheme is implemented on the yourSky server to manageboth a data ahe for the input image plates, used to ful�ll reent mosai requests, and a work area, used tostore reently onstruted mosais until they are downloaded.The input data ahe is maintained at a �xed size with image plates disarded on a least reently used basis.This enables mosais to be reomputed with some hanges to the ustom request parameters without having torepeat the input image plate retrieval from the remote arhives if the new request is resubmitted before the inputimages are purged from the ahe. Also, mosais of popular regions of the sky are likely to have their input imageplates already ahed on the yourSky server from previous requests, so they an be onstruted more quikly.



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 67Mosais that have been ompleted are stored in a work area from whih they may be downloaded by theappropriate users. Currently mosais are purged after a 1 week period expires.2.6. Data Arhive Aess. All of the publily released data from two arhives are urrently aessibleby yourSky, the Digitized Palomar Observatory Sky Survey (DPOSS) and the Two Miron All Sky Survey(2MASS) Seond Inremental Data Release (2IDR).DPOSS has aptured nearly the entire northern sky at 1 ar seond resolution in three wavelengths, 480 nm(J Band�blue), 650 nm (F Band�red), and 850 nm (N Band�near-infrared). The survey data were apturedon photographi plates by the 48-inh Oshin Telesope at the Palomar Observatory in California [30℄. Thetotal size of the DPOSS data aessible by yourSky is roughly 3 TB, stored in over 2,600 overlapping imageplates on the High Performane Storage System (HPSS) [40℄ at the Center for Advaned Computing Researh(CACR) at the California Institute of Tehnology. The DPOSS plates are eah about 1 GB in size and ontain
23, 552 × 23, 552 pixels overing a roughly 6.5 × 6.5 degree region of the sky. The yourSky server uses a lientprogram alled the Hierarhial Storage Interfae (HSI) to retrieve seleted DPOSS plates in bath mode fromthe HPSS [41℄.2MASS has aptured nearly the entire sky at 1 ar seond resolution in three near-infrared wavelengths,
1.25µm (J Band), 1.65µm (H Band), and 2.17µm (KS Band). The survey data were aptured using two 1.3meter telesopes, one at Mt. Hopkins, AZ and one at the Cerro Tololo Inter-Amerian Observatory (CTIO)in Chile [31℄. The 2MASS arhives ontain roughly 10 TB of images and the subset that was released as partof the 2MASS Seond Inremental Release (2IDR), nearly 4 TB, is fully aessible by yourSky. This 4 TB ofdata is stored in about 1.8 million overlapping plates managed by the Storage Resoure Broker (SRB) at theSan Diego Superomputer Center (SDSC). Eah 2MASS plate is about 2 MB in size and ontains 512 × 1, 024pixels overing a roughly 0.15 × 0.30 degree region of the sky. The SRB is a salable lient-server system thatprovides a uniform interfae for onneting to heterogeneous data resoures, transparently manages replias ofdata olletions, and organizes data into �ontainers� for e�ient aess [42℄. The yourSky server uses a set oflient programs alled SRB Tools to aess seleted 2MASS plates in bath mode from the SRB.3. From yourSky to yourSkyG. In Setion 2 we desribed how yourSky enables ustom astronomialmosai onstrution on a loal multiproessor system. Here, �loal� refers to the fat that the mosai om-putations are performed on the same mahine that hosts the web server. The objetives of yourSkyG are (i)to provide the same kind of ustom, web-aessible mosai servie as yourSky, but to perform the omputeintensive portions remotely on a grid, and (ii) to make muh larger mosaiking jobs feasible by leveraging theomputational power of the grid to full advantage.The yourSkyG portal runs on a loal grid portal system and maintains ompliane with grid seurity. Itinitiates data transfers to and from, and job exeutions on, a remote IPG omputer. Loal seurity rules ditatethat the web servies o�ered by yourSkyG and the grid portal may not be hosted on the same system. Instead,the web interfae and Mosai Request Manager are resident on a loal web portal system that has no diretonnetion to the grid, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. This web portal system aepts user requests and stores themin �les on a loal disk that is also aessible by the grid portal system. The yourSkyG job manager with IPGauthentiation is hosted on the grid portal system. Periodially this job manager heks for mosai requests.When a request is found, the job manager does the following:1. Retrieve the required input images from the remote sky survey arhives2. Get a grid proxy in order to authorize grid aess3. Upload the required input images to the target grid system4. Generate a �le in the Globus Resoure Spei�ation Language (RSL) that spei�es the job to be runon the grid5. Exeute this RSL and wait for the resulting remote grid job to �nish6. Download the resulting output image7. Remove �les that are no longer needed from the remote grid system8. Notify the user via e-mail9. Optionally store the mosai in an SRB arhiveThis arhitetural hange suessfully separates the grid portal from the less seure web portal, withoutrequiring signi�ant modi�ations to the yourSky arhiteture. However, this does requires oordination betweenthe web and grid portals, whih is aomplished through �les stored on the shared disk.
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Fig. 3.1. In the yourSkyG arhiteture, there is a lear separation between the loal web and grid portals and the remotegrid ompute system where the mosai proessing is performed. The loal grid portal oordinates the data �ow and remote jobexeution.4. Optimizations for Large-Sale Mosai Ensembles. The grid o�ers a wealth of omputational,storage, and networking resoures together with a rih set of tools for aessing them. The entral problemis how to manage all of these resoures in order to ahieve an aeptable sustained throughput rate. Thisresoure management problem is not only omplex but also dynami, with resoure availability and usagehanging over time. Resoure management is of partiular importane for the problem addressed in this paper,astronomial image mosaiking, beause this is not only a ompute intensive task but also a data intensive task.Not surprisingly, both omputational resoure sheduling and data ommuniation are important issues. Thearhiteture of yourSkyG addresses this resoure management problem in the ontext of proessing multiplemosais, i. e., 100 or more mosais at a time.The key arhitetural features of yourSkyG are (i) state-based data �ow, (ii) pipeline proessing, and
(iii) data reservoirs, desribed below. Together these produe bene�ial harateristis in yourSkyG suh asontrolled usage of shared grid resoures, improved throughput, and a degree of fault tolerane. Throughputis improved as a result of overlapping omputation and ommuniation, ahing data lose to the proessing,and areful ordering of the mosais to be proessed to maximize the use of the data ahes and minimize theamount of ommuniation required. The use of a proessing pipeline means that many di�erent mosais may beproessed at the same time but at di�erent phases in the proessing sequene. For example, while one or moremosais are being omputed on the grid, the output from previous mosai omputations an also be downloadedand the inputs for later mosais an be uploaded.The following provides more detail about the key arhitetural features of yourSkyG, as well as someperformane results summarizing our experienes in reating a set of 900 overlapping mosais from DPOSS,olletively overing the entire northern sky in 6× 6 degree pathes with 1 ar seond sampling. This ensembleof mosais, totaling about 1.7 terabytes per wavelength, an be visualized using an all-sky, web-based imagebrowsing servie [43℄.4.1. Ensemble Request Management. A mosai ensemble request is a set of parameters, representedas a set of keyword-value pairs, that desribe the mosais to be onstruted. Some of these parameters applyto all of the mosais in the ensemble, for example, input survey and wavelength, oordinate system, projetion,resolution, width and height in pixels. Others speify the individual mosais, for example, right asension anddelination of the enter.



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 69Parameters are added to the mosai ensemble request in two steps. First, the parameters that speify theinput images required to ompute eah mosai are added. Seond, the parameters that speify the grid resouresto be used in this omputation are added. The �nal parameter set ontains all the information required foromputing the mosais.4.2. Ordering Mosai Computations for E�ient Data Transport. Sine large �les must be movedto and from the remote grid system, data transport e�ieny is extremely important. In our DPOSS plateensemble example, eah output DPOSS mosai is 1.9 GB in size and on average requires proessing of 7.6 inputimage plates eah 1.1 GB for an average total transfer of over 10 GB. We have found in this example thatwithout an adequate data transport strategy data transfer time an easily dwarf mosai omputation time.If the requested mosais in an ensemble are loalized on the sky, some input images may be required formultiple output mosais. The yourSkyG portal takes advantage of this by maintaining a data ahe of inputimages on the target grid system so that these images may be reused whenever possible to redue the volumeof data transferred. Moreover, the order in whih the mosais in an ensemble are proessed is seleted to takemaximum advantage of the available data ahe. Returning to our DPOSS plate ensemble example, a singlemosai proessed by itself requires on average the transfer of 8.5 GB of input images. However, if an ensembleof these mosais are proessed together, taking advantage of omputation reordering and data ahing mayeliminate up to 85% of the input data transfers.4.3. State-Based Proessing Model. Coneptually, the proessing of a mosai job is modeled as asequene of states and state transitions, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1. This model has been implemented so thateah state is a diretory and the objets in these states are �les. Eah state transition is then the movementof some �le (objet) from its urrent diretory (urrent state) to a new diretory (new state). The �le that ismoved from state to state may be an input image, an output mosai, a mosai job desription, or a message ofsome kind. At any given time eah possible state may be oupied by multiple objets.An input image moves between the states of input_awaiting_download, input_awaiting_upload, andinput_ahed. The input_awaiting_download state means that the input image is sheduled for downloadfrom the remote survey arhive. The input_awaiting_upload state means that the image is sheduled for up-load to the remote grid system. The input_ahed state means that the input image is preserved in a two-levelahe, the primary on the remote grid system and the seondary on the loal grid portal. The seondary ahe isused to orret data transfer errors to the primary ahe and for reuse with later mosai ensemble requests. Anoutput image mosai moves between the states of output_omputed, output_downloaded, output_arhived,output_purged_from_grid, and output_ahed. The transition to the output_purged_from_grid statemeans that �les on the grid that are no longer needed have been removed to free grid resoures for later jobs.A mosai ensemble request is partitioned into subsets, eah of whih is treated as a single bath job on thegrid, referred to here as a �job�. Eah job moves between the states of job_identifying_inputs_for_upload,job_awaiting_input_upload, job_ready_to_submit, job_queued, job_exeuting, and job_ompleted.Upon job ompletion, a message is sent bak to the grid portal system that spei�es the output �les to bedownloaded, their loations on the remote grid system, and their sizes for automated error heking.4.4. Data Flow Model Using Conurrent Asynhronous Proesses. In the yourSkyG data �owmodel, eah state transition is implemented as a separate proess and all of these proesses exeute asyn-hronously. Eah state transition proess exeutes in its own urrent_state diretory, reads eah �le in thatdiretory in time order, applies some operation to that �le, and moves it to a next_state diretory.There is no diret ommuniation between these proesses and no entralized ontrol. A state transitionproess exeutes whenever there is data available and proessing ours as rapidly as loal resoures allow. Anoutput from a state transition proess beomes an input for some other state transition proess. The result isan e�ient data �ow arhiteture.This design has bene�ial software engineering features. Eah state transition proess is a small moduleeasily onstruted and modi�ed, and easily inserted or removed from a muh larger software struture. Most ofthe funtions of a state transition proess are ommon among all of these proesses and need only be implementedone and reused.This �ne-grained arhiteture provides the user a high degree of ontrol over the exeuting system. Forexample, one proess that appears to have a problem may be seletively halted for further study while the restof the system ontinues to exeute. Halting a proess has no serious onsequenes other than the aumulation
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Fig. 4.1. The yourSkyG omputations to proess multiple mosais at a time on the grid an be modeled as a series of statesand state transitions.of requests just prior to the inative state transition. When the inative proess is restarted, proessing returnsto normal.4.5. Pipeline with Reservoirs. The global arhiteture of yourSkyG is a pipeline reated from a sequeneof many independently exeuting state transition proesses. Files move through this pipeline aumulating indi�erent �reservoirs� and, in so doing, even out temporary �utuations in loal throughput. Given the data�ow arhiteture, it is a straightforward extension to repliate the yourSkyG pipeline into multiple pipelines,exeuting asynhronously, and eah targeting a di�erent remote grid system.A pipeline arhiteture by itself has the potential for greatly inreased throughput. However, eah of thesestate diretories is also a data ahe where �les an aumulate until proessing resoures are available. Con-eptually, eah of these is a reservoir. Files aumulate in a reservoir when the state transition proess followingit is slower than the rest of the system and then drain out again when this state transition proess speeds upagain. As di�erent resoures speed up and slow down, bottleneks move around but the reservoirs smooth outtemporary variations and maintain a higher throughput rate. Only when the apaity of a resoure is exeededdoes that part of the pipeline shut down. For example, mosai jobs that are ready to exeute aumulate inthe job_ready_to_submit diretory but are only submitted to the bath queue when the number of mosaijobs queued or exeuting on the remote grid system falls below a spei� value. This prevents �ooding theremote bath queue whih would in turn blok any other yourSkyG state proess from aessing this resoure;in partiular, the state job_awaiting_input_upload would be unable to query for the urrent ontents of the



yourSkyG: Large-Sale Astronomial Image Mosaiking on the Information Power Grid 71remote input data ahe and would stall. However, even when one part of the pipeline shuts down for somereason, other parts do not. If the remote bath queue is full, the transfer of input �les from arhive to remotegrid system will ontinue.4.6. System Monitoring. We have found it essential to be able to monitor the funtioning of theyourSkyG system in order to understand how the resoures interat, determine the urrent system perfor-mane, and identify operational problems or implementation issues. The yourSkyG arhiteture makes thismonitoring relatively simple.Listing the ontents of all the state diretories provides a quik look at the urrent state of the pipeline. Abottlenek in the system is easily identi�ed by an aumulation of �les in a state diretory and the diretoryidenti�es the partiular resoure to examine further. Inspetion may inlude several omputing systems andbath queues but these requests are easily automated.In order to reover how the pipeline arrived in its urrent state, eah proess writes a log �le to itsurrent_state diretory. Eah log �le reords the name of eah �le proessed, when it was proessed, and thestate transition applied. Redireting stdout and stderr to the log �le also aptures any program or systemerror messages. Log �le generation is one of the yourSkyG reusable omponents for state transition proesses.Generally, these few simple monitoring tehniques will identify both the loation and ause of a problem.If a partiular problem is rare, a manual orretion may be adequate. If a problem is hroni, then some formof automated error detetion and orretion may be neessary.4.7. Automated Error Handling. We lassify error handling into three sub-ategories: detetion, man-agement, and orretion.Error handling begins with detetion. In general, the supporting software used, suh as the Globus tools,will report an error in a way that is automatially detetable by the alling program, usually a return valuethat lies within a spei� range. However, there remain signi�ant errors that are not reported this way. Forexample, a �le transfer may fail at either end of the transfer route if one of the two host systems rashes orit may fail somewhere in the middle if a router malfuntions. The �le may be nonexistent, zero length, ortrunated at the destination, and that error not reported. The yourSkyG system performs an independenthek on a transferred �le to determine not only that the transferred �le exists in its target loation but alsothat that �le has arrived having the orret size. For example, suessful ompletion of a mosai omputationon a remote grid system is reported by the transfer of a small message �le bak to the loal yourSkyG systemontaining a list of the output �les to be downloaded and the �le sizes that should be expeted.After an error has been deteted, it must be managed in some way that protets the rest of the system sothat validity of output data is not orrupted but regular proessing ontinues with minimal disruption. Thishas been modeled and implemented as a state hange; however, the new state annot be the usual next statesine that would indiate suess. The preferred solution is to move the �le responsible for this error to somepreeding state and have the reproessing orret the situation; however, areful design is required to preventthe possibility of an in�nite loop. The more ommon alternative has been to reate a fail state as a subdiretoryof the state during whih the error was deteted and the �le responsible for the error moved into this fail statediretory. For example, if the transfer of a required input data �le to the remote grid system fails, then thatinput data �le is moved to the fail subdiretory of the urrent state diretory, input_awaiting_upload, andthe next input data �le an be proessed. Error orretion is left for some other proess.Automati error orretion has been added to maintain reasonable proessing throughput. For example, thejob_identifying_inputs_for_upload state will hek for a required input data �le in the fail subdiretoryfor the input_awaiting_upload state before it attempts to download it again from the remote arhive andwill move this input data �le bak to the input_awaiting_upload state for another try. The funtion of thejob_awaiting_input_upload state is to hold a mosai job until it is veri�ed that all neessary input �les havebeen suessfully transferred to the input data ahe on the target grid system. Only then will the job be movedto the job_ready_to_submit state, meaning ready to submit to a bath queue on the target grid system. Thetransfer of input �les is performed asynhronously by another pipeline and most mosai job �les will need towait for these transfers to omplete. However, if the job_awaiting_input_upload proess �nds that there isa required input �le that not only is missing from the input data ahe on the target grid system but also ismissing from the input_awaiting_upload diretory, then some error has ourred. The automated orretionis to return the mosai job �le to the job_identifying_inputs_for_upload state for another try.



72 Jaob, et al.5. Performane Results. Here, we provide performane results when onstruting a single mosai on amultiproessor system, as well as performane when onstruting many of these mosais in a bath proessingmode on the grid.5.1. Performane on a Single Mosai. In this setion we show timing results for the yourSky mosaikingsoftware running on a SGI Origin 2000 with 300 MHz R12000 proessors and 512 MB of RAM per proessor.The �rst test mosai is a 2 × 2 degree 2MASS mosai of the galati enter at full one ar seond resolution.The resulting mosai is 7, 201 × 7, 201 single preision �oating point pixels (207 MB) in size in a GalatiTangent Plane projetion, onstruted from 174 2MASS plates totaling 365 MB in size. The seond test mosaiis a 2 × 2 degree DPOSS mosai of M31 at 10 ar seonds resolution, resulting in a 721 × 721 single preision�oating point mosai in the Galati Tangent Plane projetion. This 2.1 MB mosai was onstruted from 2DPOSS plates (total size 2.2 GB). No bakground mathing was performed for this test. Fig. 5.1 shows thewall lok time required to onstrut the mosais on di�erent numbers of proessors on the Origin 2000. Forthe 2MASS mosai, one proessor was assigned to eah input image plate, but all the proessors were assignedto eah input image plate for DPOSS. The plot shows the saling urves for up to 64 proessors.
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Galactic Center: 2MASS H, 2x2 deg, 1", Galactic, TAN, float, FITS, 1 processor per image,
no background match, 174 plates in (365 MB), 7201x7201 pixels out (207 MB).

M31: DPOSS F, 2x2 deg, 10", Galactic, TAN, float, FITS, all processors per image, no
background match, 2 plates in (2.2 GB), 721x721 pixels out (2.1 MB).Fig. 5.1. Mosaiking software performane on a SGI Origin 2000 for two di�erent mosai parameters, a 2 × 2 degree 1ar seond resolution mosai of the galati enter in 2MASS with one proessor assigned to eah input image plate and a 2 × 2degree 10 ar seond resolution mosai of M31 in DPOSS with all proessors assigned to eah input image plate.5.2. Performane on Multiple Mosais. In this setion we show typial throughput performane foryourSkyG generating an ensemble of 110 DPOSS mosais. Eah requested output mosai is a 6 × 6 degreeprojetion at 1 ar seond resolution, resulting in 1.9 gigabytes per mosai with 4 byte single preision �oatingpoint pixels. This yields a total size output of 205 gigabytes for the entire ensemble, whih overs about 12% ofthe northern hemisphere overed by DPOSS. The input image plates are eah 6.5× 6.5 degrees at 1 ar seondresolution, resulting in 1.1 gigabytes per input plate with 2 byte integer pixels. This yields a total size input ofabout 122 gigabytes for the entire ensemble.The proessing was automatially partitioned into 11 separate bath jobs, eah omputing 10 mosais. Theplot in Fig. 5.2 shows at any given time the perentages assoiated for eah of the following values: total numberof jobs started (on the loal system), total number of input �les transferred to the remote grid system ahe,total number of jobs submitted to the bath queue on the remote grid system, and total number of output �lestransferred bak to the loal system. These values were extrated from the yourSkyG log �les.In order to ensure that valuable omputational resoures ould be used for other purposes during datatransfer, a 10-mosai bath job was not sheduled until all of the input image plates it requires were transferredto a loal disk on the remote grid system. The time from the start of the �rst job on the loal grid portal to thereturn of the �rst output mosai �le is the time required to initialize the yourSkyG pipeline, whih in this ase
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34 56 78 9:8 ;<=>?@8 A BC;6 D :9 >6E ; :;< 84 F:B<34 56 G@;@;< 4> F:B<H@8 ?@8 A BC; 6 I;8 @:>;<Fig. 5.2. yourSkyG pipeline throughput for 110 6× 6 degree DPOSS mosais totalling about 205 GB in size.was 8 hours. The �rst half of this initialization time was spent transferring the input data required for the �rst10-mosai bath job and most of the seond half was spent waiting in a bath queue on the remote grid system.However, one the pipeline was initialized, it returned omputed mosais at an average rate of 5 per hour or120 per day. This is equivalent to a apability of mosaiking the entire DPOSS data set in about a week andthe whole sky (both hemispheres) in roughly 2 weeks per wavelength at 1 ar seond resolution.This experiment also exerised the fault tolerane of the yourSkyG pipeline. Our logs indiate that duringthe omputation of these 110 mosais there were four failed input �le transfers but eah of these failures wasautomatially deteted and orreted without user intervention. This fault tolerane is an essential feature forlarge sale proessing on grids with distributed data arhives and omputational resoures.6. Summary. The yourSkyG portal uses the full omputational power of the NASA Information PowerGrid (IPG) to enable high-performane desktop aess to ustom astronomial image mosais. The arhitetureof the portal allows it to exploit grid omputing infrastruture, superomputers and high bandwidth networks, onthe server side. However, at the same time it is widely usable from virtually anywhere beause the arhiteturealso supports very lightweight omputing resoures on the lient side, e.g., ordinary desktop omputers with lowbandwidth network onnetions. Sine the user interfae is a simple web form, the only lient software requiredis the ubiquitous web browser, whih most of the potential users probably already have and know how to use.This ombination of being deployed in a high performane omputing and ommuniations environment whileallowing aess through simple portals running on the desktop makes yourSkyG a good math for the looselyoupled, distributed arhiteture of both the National Virtual Observatory (NVO) and the IPG.The portal inludes subsystems for: (i) onstrution of the image mosais on multiproessor systems or om-putational grids, (ii) managing simultaneous user requests, (iii) determining whih image plates from membersurveys are required to ful�ll a given request, (iv) ahing input image plates and the output mosais betweenrequests, and (v) retrieving input image plates from remote arhives. The parallel image mosaiking softwareemphasizes ustom aess to mosais, allowing the user to speify parameters that desribe the mosai to bebuilt, inluding data sets to be used, loation on the sky, size of the mosai, resolution, oordinate system,projetion, data type, and image format.The grid work �ow is optimized to ahieve high-throughput proessing of multiple mosais to be onstrutedtogether as ensembles. The key arhitetural features for this mode of proessing are a state-based data �owsystem, pipeline proessing to overlap mosai omputations and data ommuniations where possible, and the
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Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 77�93. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSA HISTORICAL ANALYSIS OF FIBER BASED OPTICAL BUS PARALLEL COMPUTINGMODELSBRIAN J. D'AURIOL∗ AND MARIA BELTRAN†Abstrat. A omprehensive overview and survey of the developments in optial bus parallel omputing models is presentedin this paper. The �rst model proposed was the APPB in 1990. Sine then, in the order of their appearane, the remaining ninemodels surveyed are: APPBS, ASOS, LPB, RASOB, AROB, LARPBS, PB, LAPOB and PR-MESH. Researh trends observedfrom this analysis indiate periods of model development leading to more and more sophistiation and omplexity in the model,followed by periods of model simpli�ations. These periods appears to our in yles. We note the widespread and global researhinterest in these models. The three most popular models appear to be RASOB, AROB and LARPBS. We also have analyzed aruial aspet of these models, the bus yle time de�nitions, and have determined inauraies in most of the de�nitions appearingin the literature. We also provide re�nement to the de�nitions to orret suh inauraies.Key words. Optial Bus, Parallel Computing1. Introdution. Optial �ber bus interonnetion parallel omputing models were initially proposed overa deade ago. Sine then, at least ten distint models have been developed with many orresponding publiations.In addition, related work on implementation as well as routing and addressing have been noted. A prinipalreason for the suess of this researh area stems from the advantages of optial ommuniations together withbus-based systems. Some of the advantages inlude inherent pipelining of messages due to the unidiretionalpropagation nature of optial signals as well as power speed and rosstalk advantages over eletroni buses [1℄.A omprehensive overview and survey of the developments in optial bus parallel omputing models ispresented in this paper. This survey inludes ten optial bus models that were proposed between the periodof 1990 to 2000. Many publiations have appeared and publiations ontinue to be submitted based on thesemodels. First, a desription of the salient parts of optial buses is given. Next, the ten surveyed models aredesribed. Observations regarding similarities and di�erenes inherent in the models are noted. Lastly, someanalytial omments are presented.Several papers provide survey-type information. These survey papers [2, 1℄ are not reported in the modelsummary setions. This paper atually extends the work of the above survey papers.The purposes of this paper are three-fold. First, to provide to the omputer professionals who do not havedetailed knowledge of optial bus parallel models an introdution and overview of the major points of thesemodels as well as providing information about the various proposed models. Seond, to provide to the researhommunity a handy-referene of �rst itations, ategorizations of existing publiations and a soure of additionalmaterial to onsider. Third, to provide to the researh ommunity an extensive literature bibliography.The paper is organized as follows. A review of basi onepts in optial bus parallel models is given inSetion 2. In Setion 3, a brief overview of ten optial bus models with an emphasis on bus yle is given.Historial omments are made in Setion 4. An analysis of bus yles de�nitions in these models is given inSetion 5. Conlusions are given in Setion 62. Optial Bus Model. In general, an optial bus model uses one or more optial waveguides to onneta linear array of N proessors labeled 0 through N − 1. This arhiteture an be extended to more than onedimension where, for example, proessors are arranged in a matrix. Proessors are onneted to the waveguidesby injetors, whih injet light pulses onto the waveguide(s), and detetors, whih detet light pulses on thewaveguide(s). The time it takes a pulse to traverse the distane between any two adjaent injetion points (ortwo detetion points) is a onstant ommonly referred to as τ , while the duration of the pulse is usually referredto as ω. In the literature, one simple ase of ollision is addressed by de�ning b as the maximum size of amessage suh that bω < τ .There are four aspets of optial bus models that may be used as riteria for lassi�ation: (1) the numberof buses to whih proessors are onneted, (2) the type of bus that is used (folded or non-folded), (3) thedimension of the model, and (4) the type of addressing used. These aspets are detailed below.In order to enable all proessors arranged in a linear array to ommuniate with eah other, the interon-netion network must allow tra� to travel in two diretions. Due to the unidiretional propagation property
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Fig. 2.1. Non-folded (Two) Bus Con�gurationof light, however, a single optial bus running along the length of the array will only allow ommuniation inone diretion. The diretional requirement is ful�lled by using two buses. Figure 2.1 illustrates this. Note thatproessors are onneted to both buses by both injetors and detetors. The two buses in this on�gurationare referred to as non-folded buses. The folded bus, on the other hand, ombines both diretional requirementsinto a single bus. It is a single bus that parallels the array of proessors, and is folded around one of theends of the array. This enables light to travel in both diretions with respet to the proessors. Typially, thelinear segment before the fold is alled the transmitting segment while that after the fold is alled the reeivingsegment. On the transmitting segment, proessors are onneted by injetors and on the reeiving segment, bydetetors. The time it takes a pulse to traverse the fold of the bus is a onstant that is denoted as γ, and is notneessarily a multiple of either τ or ω. Figure 2.2 shows the folded bus arhiteture.
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Fig. 2.2. Folded (Single) Bus Con�gurationThis desription of the optial bus arhiteture applies to one-dimensional (or 1-D) models. This arhitetureis used as a building blok for models onsisting of more than one dimension. The most ommon multi-dimensional model found in the literature is the two-dimensional (or 2-D) model. In suh a model, proessorsare arranged in a matrix format and the optial buses belong to one of two groups, rows or olumns. Theorientation of the row buses is perpendiular to that of the olumn buses. The two-dimensional model has beenfound to be helpful in reduing time delays in message delivery. Depending on the model, there are variousways that row and olumn buses an be onneted to eah other and to the proessors. Reon�gurable swithes



Historial Analysis of Optial Bus Models 79are ommonly used to make onnetions at intersetion points. Examples of the use of reon�gurable swithesan be found in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7℄.The literature searh indiates that, in models that use more than one waveguide, models with threewaveguides are the most ommonly used on�guration. Coinident pulse addressing, disussed subsequently, isthe primary reason why three waveguides are used. Most of the models that employ more than one waveguideprovide one for the message and the remaining two for addressing purposes. The two addressing waveguides ituses are referred to as the selet and referene waveguides.Coinident pulse (CP) is the most ommon form of addressing. Delays of duration ω are plaed betweenevery pair of detetors on the referene and message waveguides to implement CP. Addressing works as follows:�rst, the soure proessor sends a pulse on the referene waveguide at the same time it starts to send the messageon the message waveguide. Then the proessor waits a fator of ω, depending on the destination proessor itwishes to ommuniate with, to send a pulse on the selet waveguide. The pulse on the referene waveguideis delayed by the delays on the reeiving segment suh that it will be deteted by the intended destinationproessor at the same time as the selet pulse. At that point the message, whih also arrives at the intendedproessor at the same time as the selet and referene pulses, is read in from the message waveguide. Figure 2.3shows a folded bus with the oinident pulse addressing omponents.
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LegendFig. 2.3. Folded Bus with Coinident PulseThe other ommonly used addressing method is time-division multiplexing (TDM). This method involvesassigning a partiular time slot for a partiular proessor. This time slot an either be used to send (time-divisionsoure multiplexing, or TDSM) or reeive (time-division destination multiplexing, or TDDM) optial signals.More detail regarding these bus aspets an be found in [2, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄.The next setion brie�y desribes the various bus models found in the literature. A point of interest in eahsetion is the information regarding the use of the term `bus yle'. A subsequent setion ritiques the overalluse of this term.3. Optial Buses in the Literature. This setion surveys ten optial bus models found in the literature.The �rst one was proposed in 1990 while the last in 1998. Figure 3.1 depits the optial bus model developmentin a timeline.
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80 Brian J. d'Auriol and Maria Beltran3.1. APPB (1990). The �rst proposed optial bus model is the Array of Proessors with Pipelined Buses(APPB) [3℄, whih an be one or two dimensions. In one dimension, there are two optial buses that are plaedparallel to and on either side of a linear array of N proessors. Eah proessor is onneted to eah bus via oneinjetor and one detetor. This allows a proessor to ommuniate with any other proessor. The bus yletime is Nτ time units. In two dimensions, eah proessor is onneted to four buses by a swith, two row busesand two olumn buses. For this on�guration, a bus yle is de�ned as N1τ for a row bus and N2τ for a olumnbus. In addition, the authors de�ne a petit bus yle as τ . APPB uses either TDM or CP for addressing androuting. For the TDM method in the one dimensional on�guration, a set of two ontrol funtions, send andwait, are used to ontrol aess to the optial bus. The two dimensional APPB adapts the send and wait andintrodues the relay funtion to provide ontrol of messages between di�erent rows (messages travel row-wise�rst). Figure 3.2 illustrates the one dimension arhiteture, while Figure 3.3 illustrates the two-dimensionalarhiteture. Individual waveguides are not shown. Rather, the optial bus is represented by a single line.Variations of APPB that inorporate folded bus and onditional delay swithes are disussed in [18℄. Papersreporting work on APPB are [3, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27℄.
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Fig. 3.2. APPB 1-D Arhiteture3.2. APPBS (1990). The Array of Proessors with Pipelined Buses Using Swithes (APPBS) [3℄ is thesame as the 2-D APPB; with one important di�erene. In this model, swithes are used at every intersetionof row and olumn buses, thus, eliminating the need for proessors to at as relays between the buses. Aswith the APPB, APPBS an use TDM or CP addressing methods and the bus yle is (N1 + N2)τ . Swithon�gurations impat the ommuniation. Eah of the swithes an be on�gured as straight or rossed and anbe dynamially reon�gured relative to the start of the bus yle (by using petit yles). This �exibility requiresadditional onditions to ensure ollision-free ommuniation, espeially when messages need to be swithed atthe same plae and time. Algorithms suh as matrix transpose, binary tree routing, and perfet shu�e areimplemented in a one step operation. This one step not only inludes bus yle time but also the time toproess some messages and the swith setup time. Figure 3.4 illustrates this model. Individual waveguides arenot shown. Papers reporting on APPBS are [3, 20, 23, 24, 28, 29℄.3.3. ASOS (1993). The Array Struture with Synhronous Optial Swithes (ASOS) [4℄ is a two-dimen-sional model that uses multiple folded buses. This type of arhiteture onsists of a single waveguide foldedaround a linear array of N proessors. A 2 × 2 swith is plaed at the intersetions of reeiving segments ofrow buses and transmitting segments of olumn buses. Eah proessor is onneted to the transmitting andreeiving segments of the row bus, but only onneted to the reeiving segment of the olumn bus. ASOS usesa ombination of TDSM and TDDM to route messages between rows and olumns; and the CP method fordestination addressing. The term bus yle is not expliitly mentioned, however, the end-to-end propagationdelay of a row bus is mentioned and is de�ned as (2N−1)D (where D roughly orresponds with the τ elsewhere).This equation inludes the delay for the fold, whih is set to D. One additional arhitetural feature is due
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Fig. 3.3. APPB 2-D Arhiteture

Legend

SwitchFig. 3.4. APPBS Arhitetureto the bus ontention that ours if more than one proessor sends a message to the same olumn bus. Toalleviate this, a reservation waveguide is inluded in eah row bus. Proessors needing to send messages use thiswaveguide to determine if there already is a message that would ontend with theirs. Priority shemes are usedto establish on�it resolution. Figure 3.5 illustrates this arhiteture. Individual waveguides are not shown. Amodi�ed arhiteture alled the Symmetri ASOS (SASOS) is presented in [30℄. We point out that the authorsin [6℄ refer to this model as ASOB; more likely, the authors appear to refer to the RASOB model (see below).
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Legend

SwitchFig. 3.5. ASOS Arhiteture3.4. LPB (1994). The Linear Pipelined Bus (LPB) model appears in 1994 in [8℄. There is some ontra-diting evidene in the literature pertaining to the de�nition and origin of the LPB model. The authors of [28℄ite [31℄, whih has similar title, as a soure for this optial bus model. However, upon a review of that paper, itis onluded that the ontent does not inlude optial buses. It is possible that the authors inadvertently itedthe 1995 paper instead of the 1994 paper. The author of [32℄ ites referene #59, a submitted paper as thesoure for LPB, yet that paper was not published as ited. It is possible that, in reality, that submitted paperis [33℄ (whih has a di�erent title but the same authors, albeit, in a di�erent order). Personal ommuniationwith the author of [32℄ on�rms that the submitted paper was indeed published but under a di�erent title anddi�erent author order. In [33℄, the authors ite the 1994 paper as the soure of LPB. Hene, it is onludedthat the 1994 publiation [8℄ is the original soure of LPB.LPB is a one-dimensional model that uses the folded bus. It not only has the �xed delays on the reeivingsegments of the referene and message waveguides, but also has onditional delays between every pair of injetionpoints on the selet waveguide. A bus yle is de�ned as the end-to-end propagation delay on the bus andis presented prior to inluding the use of onditional delays (whih make the end-to-end propagation delay avariable). The bus yle formula is de�ned as 2Nτ +(N−1)ω. Figure 3.6 illustrates this arhiteture. Individualwaveguides are shown, inluding the plaement of delays. S1, . . . , SN−1 denote the onditional delays, eahontrolled by proessors P1, . . . , PN−1, respetively. We note the similarity with the LARPBS model desribedlater; in omparison, this model is not reon�gurable and uses a slightly di�erent addressing tehnique. Papersreporting on LPB are [8, 34, 33, 31℄.3.5. RASOB (1995). The Reon�gurable Array with Spanning (or Slotted) Optial Buses (RASOB) [5℄is similar to ASOS. The arhiteture was initially designed to support SIMD proessing and to ontain lessomplexities than ASOS. It uses the folded bus, and an be one or two dimensional. In the former, eahproessor is onneted to the bus on the transmitting and reeiving sides. In the latter, there is an N × Nmatrix of folded buses. As in ASOS, one 2 × 2 swith is plaed at eah intersetion of row and olumn buses.Eah proessor is onneted to the buses: two onnetions for reeiving (one for row, one for olumn) and onefor transmitting. A onstraint that no more than one proessor per row an send a message to proessors in thesame olumn exists in a ommuniation yle. Either a TDDM or TDSM method is used for addressing. Theauthors state that support for MIMD proessing ould be aomplished by using oinident pulses, however,doing so would make the arhiteture more omplex. The bus yle for RASOB is de�ned as 4Nτ where a row
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Fig. 3.6. LPB Arhiteturebus has 2Nτ yle time. Figure 3.7 illustrates this arhiteture. The �gure shows a 3 × 3 RASOB. Individualwaveguides are not shown. Papers that report on RASOB are [5, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43℄.

Legend

SwitchFig. 3.7. RASOB Arhiteture3.6. AROB (1995). The Array with Reon�gurable Optial Buses (AROB) [6℄ also uses the folded bus.The AROB is an N1 × N2 reon�gurable mesh where eah proessor ontains registers for the temporarystorage of messages being routed. Proessors use an internal swithing system to reon�gure the network byonneting or disonneting four I/O ports to eah other. Two of the ports are onneted to either segmentof the row bus while the other two ports are onneted to the olumn bus. Both TDM and CP an be usedfor addressing. Notable is that ommuniation involves ounting by proessors. Thus, the ommuniation timemust also inorporate some proessing time overhead. Sine the proessing time an be orders of magnitude



84 Brian J. d'Auriol and Maria Beltrangreater than the end-to-end propagation time, the proessing time order must be of the same magnitude asthat of the end-to-end propagation time: this is ahieved by the ondition that the number of proessors mustbe greater than the ratio of the proessing time to ommuniation time (subjet to an appropriate bus length).Two other features of the AROB are its bit polling apability and its apability to introdue/adjust signals bymultiple unit delays per proessor [28, 33℄. Bit polling is the ability to selet the kth bit of a group of messagesand determine the number of one bits. Figure 3.8 illustrates this arhiteture. The �gure shows a 3× 3 AROB.Individual waveguides are not shown. Papers that report work on AROB are [6, 25, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50,51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 29, 28, 61, 62℄.A 1 × N (one-dimensional) AROB is ommonly referred to as a Linear AROB or LAROB. The bus yletime for LAROB is de�ned slightly di�erently in di�erent papers. In [6℄ it is de�ned to be the end-to-endpropagation delay: 2Nτ plus some proessing time. In [57℄, it is de�ned slightly di�erently, to be only theend-to-end propagation delay: 2Nτ . Eah proessor ontrols its pair of bus onnetion swithes. When theseswithes are set rossed at a proessor, the bus is split into two at that point. In [60℄, AROB is extended tomulti-dimensions.

Fig. 3.8. AROB Arhiteture3.7. LARPBS (1996). The Linear Array with a Reon�gurable Pipelined Bus System (LARPBS) [63℄ isa one dimensional reon�gurable folded bus model. It ontains N − 1 �xed delays on the reeiving side of thereferene and message waveguides and N −1 onditional delays on the transmitting side of the selet waveguide.Swithes allow partitioning of the bus. Addressing an be done by either TDM or CP. The bus yle is theend-to-end propagation delay on the bus: 2Nτ + (N − 1)ω. Unlike AROB, LARPBS does not allow ountingby proessors. However, at the beginning of a bus yle, eah proessor must set the onditional swithes. Dueto this (and other fators), the authors laim that LARPBS, unlike theoretial models suh as PRAM, an bepratially implemented by urrent (as of 1996) optial tehnology. Refer to [64℄ for a urrent disussion onimplementation tehnology. Figure 3.9 illustrates this arhiteture. Individual waveguides are shown, inludingthe plaement of delays. S1. . .SN−1 denote the onditional delays, eah ontrolled by proessors P1, . . . , PN−1,respetively. Bt
i and Br

i , 0 ≤ i ≤ N − 2, denote the pair of swithes ontrolled by Pi whih partition the bus.Papers reporting on LARPBS are [63, 65, 9, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 32, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82,34, 83, 33, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 64, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104℄.3.8. POB (1997). The Pipelined Optial Bus (POB) [10℄ model is a one-dimensional folded bus model. Itontains N onditional delays on the reeiving side of the referene waveguide that are ontrolled by proessors
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ωFig. 3.10. POB Arhitetureas needed. Addressing is done with either TDSM or CP. There is a possible problem that may our whena message and a oinident pulse arrive at a destination proessor at the same time: during the detetiontime interval for a oinidene pulse, part of the message ould have already passed by. The o�set messagetransmission sheme (OMTS) addresses this problem by sending the message a little after the selet pulse (theend of the previous message stream is allowed to overlap with the next set of addressing pulses). The bus yletime is the time that it would take N onseutive paket slots to propagate along the bus. The length of a paketslot is measured in time units, i. e., the larger of the length of the message or the total length of its assoiatedsequene of selet pulses: at most D = τ units. The model is desribed by the authors as �more powerful" thanAPPB and �more ost-e�etive" than LARPBS. Figure 3.10 illustrates this arhiteture. Individual waveguidesare shown, inluding the plaement of delays. Papers that report on POB are [10, 105, 15, 34, 33℄3.9. LAPOB (1998). The Linear Array of Pipelined Optial Buses (LAPOB) [11℄ is a one-dimensionalfolded bus model. It uses the CP addressing tehnique. Besides the �xed delays on the reeiving segment, thereare no other delays or swithes on the bus. Eah proessor an only send one message in a single bus yle.However, eah proessor ontains speial eletroni hardware that allows it to address multiple proessors if the
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LegendFig. 3.11. LAPOB Arhiteturepositions of the destination proessors form one of two patterns: ontiguous interval (a sequene of adjaentproessors) or regularly spaed. The formula for a bus yle is not given in the paper. One advantage is thatreon�guration hardware is unneeded and, beause of this, the model is less omplex. Figure 3.11 illustratesthis arhiteture. Individual waveguides are shown, inluding the plaement of delays.3.10. PR-MESH (1998). The Pipelined Reon�gurable Mesh (PR-Mesh) [7℄ uses the LARPBS as abuilding blok to make up a k-dimensional mesh. The one dimensional PR-MESH is idential to LARPBS.For the k dimension, eah proessor has 2k ports onneted to buses. It uses the CP addressing tehnique.The bus yle is desribed as the end-to-end propagation delay as presented in APPB and LARPBS. In thetwo dimensional mesh, eah proessor ontrols four sets of swithes, one set for eah intersetion of the buses.These swithes an be on�gured in one of ten di�erent ways. This allows tra� to �ow di�erently betweena total of four di�erent transmitting segments and four di�erent reeiving segments. Figure 3.12 illustratesthis arhiteture. Individual waveguides are shown, inluding the plaement of delays. Papers that report onPR-MESH are [7, 106, 28, 29℄.4. Historial Analysis. Some analysis was onduted on the models found in the literature. It inludesobservations about omparisons between the models, the types of algorithms proposed, the popularity of themodels, trends in arhiteture omplexity of the models and some misellaneous observations of interest.Theoretial omparisons between several of the optial bus models as well as with respet to PRAM havebeen published. These omparisons seek to establish both the funtional equivalene and the relative strengthsof models. Several omparisons are reported in [6℄: AROB is ompared with reon�gurable networks; and,APPB is ompared with PRAM. LARPBS is ompared with PRAM in [83℄. The authors in [7℄ ompare thePR-MESH model with other reon�gurable models on the basis of omplexity lasses. One interesting result is�. . . the ontribution of pipelining to the [PR-MESH℄ model is limited to no more than dupliating buses in the[Linear Reon�gurable Network℄. . . � The equivalene of LPB, POB, and LARPBS is reported in [33℄. And, thealgorithm omplexities of the PR-Mesh, APPBS, and AROB are determined to be same as for the LR-Meshand CF-LR-Mesh [29℄. Additional omparison of the PR-MESH with the linear reon�gurable mesh appearsin [107℄. Some limited arhitetural omparisons are also made in [32℄.Many of the papers surveyed desribe algorithms for the respetive models. In several ases, see for ex-ample [6, 63, 32℄, ommuniation and omputation algorithms are developed as primitives to be used in moresophistiated algorithms. These inlude binary pre�x sums and ompation. In [71℄, some of these primitives forthe LARPBS model are formalized in a lemma. In general, algorithms that have been developed inlude sortingand seletion, matrix alulations (inluding the Four Russians' algorithm for boolean matrix multipliation),neural networks, and image proessing (inluding vetor median �lter, Hough transform and the Eulidean Dis-
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Fig. 3.12. PR-MESH Arhiteture (1 Node)tane Transform). Many algorithms exhibit stati ommuniation deomposition, that is, the ommuniationpattern is statially determined during algorithm development. This is onsistent with both the alloation ofommuniation in terms of bus yles as well as algorithm development based on primitive operations.Trends were observed in the popularity of models aording to their level of omplexity. The analysisinluded ategorizing the number of publiations reported per model and per year. Refer to Table 4.1 for theomplete list of models and number of publiations. In judging the omplexity, or sophistiation, of a model,the following features are onsidered: multiple dimensionality, the use of a folded bus, the use of swithes, theuse of oinident pulse addressing, and bus partitioning. The greater number of these features that a modelontains, the more omplex and sophistiated it is onsidered. This informal riterion is used to guide the trendanalysis.From 1990 to 1993, an inrease in the sophistiation and omplexity of the early models is observed. Thiswas followed by a period of simpli�ation (1993-1995). A jump in the sophistiation is noted in 1995 with theAROB model. Again, a period of simpli�ation follows (1996-1998) with another jump noted for the PR-MESHmodel. It is noted that this analysis is onsistent with the intention of RASOB as stated in Setion 3.5, that is,RASOB was designed to have fewer omplexities than ASOS.The popularity of these models is observable from the number of publiations listed in Table 4.1 (somepubliations are ommon to two or more models). The three most popular are: RASOB, AROB and LARPBS.Combining these results, it is suggested that researhers are more strongly attrated to something betweenthe simple and the ompliated. It is also suggested that the apabilities inorporated into the models duringthe middle period, 1995-1996, are su�ient for supporting urrent researh interests. It is worthy to point outthat the reent PR-MESH model may indeed signify a future researh movement to onsider models of higherdegrees of sophistiation and omplexity. If so, then this may also indiate that urrent researh has exploredmany of the issues of the optial bus parallel model and is ready to onsider additional hallenges. However,these latter omments must be interpreted as highly speulative given the lak of data to support suh a trend.



88 Brian J. d'Auriol and Maria BeltranTable 4.1Model PubliationsModel Number of Year of FirstPubliations PubliationAPPB 10 1990APPBS 6 1990ASOS 1 1993LPB 4 1994RASOB 10 1995AROB 23 1995LARPBS 46 1996POB 5 1997LAPOB 1 1998PR-MESH 4 1998Perhaps in several years, additional publiation history ould support or refute suh speulation.During the ourse of this analysis, several other interesting observations were noted. One publiationreporting work on ASOS was loated, yet, it is ited in many publiations. Some papers laim that to providefor MIMD algorithms, additional omplexities would need to be inorporated. Other optial buses an befound in the literature, for example, free spae optial buses as well as NASA's ROBUS as part of the SPIDERarhiteture. These models do not appear to follow the arhitetural approah of the models surveyed in thispaper and therefore were not inluded into this paper.Some reent developments are: a) the restrited LARPBS (RLARPBS) model [99℄ proposed to more au-rately model time analysis of algorithms, b) the parameterized LARPBS (LARPBS(p)) model [103℄ proposedas a bridging model and ) a generi optial bus model [108℄ proposed to apture some of the ommon featuresof the models surveyed in this paper for MIMD ommuniation analysis.5. Bus Cyle Issues. In the ourse of the analysis, bus yles have been noted to play a ruial role inthe algorithmi evaluations on these models. In many ases, algorithm omplexity is desribed as order Omegaof bus yle, for example, onstant time bus yle omplexity for the binary pre�x sums algorithm on theLARPBS. Closer examination of bus yle de�nitions on many of the models reveal inonsistenies between thearhiteture and the de�nition, that is, the de�nition appears to represent a simpli�ed arhiteture. Investigat-ing this further, it is noted that nearly all of the algorithmi work referening bus yle is given in the ontextof asymptoti analysis expressions, wherein only the dominate term needs to be expressed. Although not in allases, it is noted that the de�nitions as given in the literature are onsistent with suh a use.A re�nement of the bus yle de�nitions for all the models is presented in this setion. A general expressiontemplate is formulated whih is then applied to eah arhiteture. In general, the folded bus yle equationis omposed of four parts. Part 1 of the equation orresponds to the length of the transmitting and reeivingportions of the folded bus. Part 2 orresponds to the urved portion of the bus, while Part 3 orresponds tothe delays on the bus. Part 4 orresponds to the portion of the bus that remains past the detetion point ofthe last proessor on the reeiving side of the bus. Reall from Setion 2 that bω < τ . To e�iently use thebus bandwidth, bω should be maximized. To model this requirement, the fator τ − ǫ is introdued, and maybe approximated as simply τ . Table 5.1 presents the re�ned bus yle de�nitions as ompared with those givenin the literature for eah of the models. In the Re�ned Bus Cyle olumn, `s', `r' and `m' refer to the selet,referene and message waveguides, respetively.Note that, in ases where the model is only 2-D, one of the 1-D `piees' is used to ompute the bus yle;in ases where the model is 1-D or multidimensional, the 1-D variety is used. On the PR-MESH, this is for
k = 1 (the 1-D ase). Si denotes eah of the onditional delays, where Si = 0 means the delay ontrolled by
Pi is turned o� and Si = 1 means the delay is turned on. The proessor time omponent is denoted by φ. ForASOS, we interpret the D parameter in terms of the orresponding time parameter τ .



Historial Analysis of Optial Bus Models 89Table 5.1Bus Cyle EquationsModel Literature Re�ned Bus CyleBus CyleAPPB Nτ (N + 1)τAPPBS Nτ (N + 1)τASOS 2(N − 1)τ 2(N − 1)τ + γ + τ + φRASOB 2Nτ 2(N − 1)τ + γ + τLPB 2Nτ + (N − 1)ω s: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + ω
∑

Si + τr,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + (N − 1)ω + τAROB 2Nτ + φ s: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + τr,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + (N − 1)ω + τ + φLARPBS 2Nτ + (N − 1)ω s: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + ω
∑

Si + τr,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + (N − 1)ω + τPOB N/A s,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + τr: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + ω
∑

Si + τLAPOB N/A s: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + τr,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + (N − 1)ω + τPR-MESH see APPB & s: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + ω
∑

Si + τLARPBS r,m: 2(N − 1)τ + γ + (N − 1)ω + τ6. Conlusions. This paper provides a omprehensive overview and survey of the developments in optialbus parallel omputing models. The �rst model proposed was in 1990 and sine then, ten distint parallelomputing models have been proposed.Spei�ally, the researh trends we have observed indiate periods of model development leading to moreand more sophistiation and omplexity in the model, followed by periods of model simpli�ations. Theseperiods our in yles. With the many publiations surveyed, we note the widespread and global researhinterest in these models. The three most popular models appears to be RASOB, AROB and LARPBS. We alsohave analyzed a ruial aspet of these models, the bus yle time de�nitions. We have determined inauraiesin most of the de�nitions appearing in the literature, although, for most of the appliations suh de�nitionshave been used for, these inauraies appear not to be signi�ant. In the interests of larifying the orretde�nitions as well as to support our urrent researh work, we have also provided re�nements to the bus ylede�nitions.7. Aknowledgements. Muh of this work was onduted while the authors were at The University ofTexas at El Paso. We thank the Referene Library sta� at Kent State University for their assistane in loatingitations. REFERENCES[1℄ S. Sahni, �Models and algorithms for optial and optoeletroni parallel omputers,� International Journal of Foundationsin Computer Siene, vol. 12, pp. 249�264, June 2001.[2℄ S. Sahni, �Models and algorithms for optial and optoeletroni parallel omputer,� in pro. of 1999 International Symposiumon Parallel Arhiteture, Algorithms and Networks (I-SPAN'99)., pp. 2�7, June 1999.[3℄ Z. Guo, R. G. Melhem, R. W. Hall, D. M. Chiarulli, and S. P. Levitan, �Array proessors with pipelined optial busses,� inPro. 3rd Symposium on Frontiers of Massively Parallel Computation (Cat. No.90CH2908-2) (J. Jaja, ed.), (CollegePark, MD, USA), pp. 333�342, Otober 1990.[4℄ C. Qiao and R. G. Melhem, �Time-division optial ommuniations in multiproessor arrays,� IEEE Transations on Com-puters, vol. 42, pp. 577�590, May 1993.[5℄ C. Qiao, �E�ient matrix operations in a reon�gurable array with spanning optial buses,� in Proeedings. Frontiers '95.The Fifth Symposium on the Frontiers of Massively Parallel Computation (Cat. No.95TH8024). IEEE Comput. So.Press. 1994, (MLean, VA, USA), pp. 273�280, Feb 1995.[6℄ S. Pavel and S. G. Akl, �On the power of arrays with reon�gurable optial buses,� Tehnial Report No. 95-374, QueensUniversity, Kingston, Ontario, CANADA, February 1995.[7℄ J. L. Trahan, A. G. Bourgeois, and R. Vaidyanathan, �Tighter and broader omplexity results for reon�gurable models,�Parallel Proessing Letters, vol. 8, no. 3, pp. 271�282, 1998.
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